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ABSTRACT
Oral language is the principle socio-cognitive skill children bring with them to
school. This research is committed to the connections among oral language development,
storytelling, and literacy learning. Today, widespread attention to high-stakes literacy
assessment has been found to amplify our preoccupation with print, impacting classroom
instruction, including minimizing the role of storytelling and oral language as the
foundation for literacy. As a teacher with more than forty years of experience in public
education, I was interested in exploring the role of storytelling in literacy pedagogy. I
focused on the landscape of storytelling and oral language development within two early
childhood classrooms in New Brunswick. Specifically, I asked the following
question: Where are the storytelling spaces in classrooms?
To investigate my research question, I conducted a qualitative study employing
autoethnography and narrative methodologies. Using research strategies from these
methodologies I extended my own and possibly readers’ knowledge of the practices and
possibilities of storytelling spaces in classrooms, explored an increased focus on
storytelling as a way of addressing oral language development and subsequent literacy
learning, and offered possibilities for pedagogical change that embrace imagination,
creativity, and a joy of story and storytelling. Data was gathered primarily through semistructured interviews, semi-structured group conversations and participant observer
methods. I collected data and documented the spaces in which adults and children
listened to and told stories. The children and educators were invited to be collaborators
and co-constructors of stories. We talked, drew, played, performed, represented and
constructed stories using artifacts, props, structures and objects from the environment,
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and other available materials. Readers may find an expanded view of storytelling and the
possibility of responsive teaching and learning strategies that enhance, supplement,
and/or increase the opportunities for storytelling for both children and adults within their
own classrooms.
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Chapter 1 – Introduction: The Narrative Sea
“Narrative allows us to enter emphatically into one another's life and being — to join a
living conversation” (McEwan & Egan, 1995, p. 40)

In her book Story: Still the Heart of Literacy Learning, Cunningham (2015) asks
the question: “Is there any greater human invention than the all-powerful story?” (p. 5).
She answers it this way: “but in all my experience the teachers who have the greatest
impact on students’ lives ground their work in the power of story” (p. 146). The power
of story is inextricably connected with the development of oral language and considered
by many as the foundation for literacy (Vygotsky, 1962; Wilkinson, 1971; Bruner, 1991;
Britton, 1993; Snow, Tabors & Dickinson, 2001; Snow, Porche, Tabors & Harris, 2007
as cited in Shiel, Cregan, McCough & Archer, 2012). Stagnitti, Bailey, Stevenson,
Reynolds, and Kidd (2016) state that “[o]ral language is the single most important sociocognitive skill a child brings to the classroom; it is the medium through which children
acquire and represent new knowledge and communicate their understanding and
competencies” (p. 390).
Even further, research on storytelling recommends the establishment of
storytelling practices and spaces (Maguire, 1985; Isbell, Sobol, Lindauer & Lowrance,
2004; Haven, 2007; Parkinson, 2011). The question this research investigates is where
are the storytelling spaces in classrooms? In order to look for storytelling spaces, I
needed a definition of storytelling, so I rabbit-holed my way to one, but it was not simply
a matter of choosing one from the multitude of well thought-out and eloquent
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delineations posed by storytellers, scholars across disciplines and members of different
communities. As Alice said, “I almost wish I hadn't gone down the rabbit-hole--and yet-and yet--...” (Carroll, 1988, p. 33).
Anderson (2010) suggests that consensus on a simple definition does exist:
“storytelling, in its simplest form, is the act of communicating an event (or sequence of
events) to an audience, using words and/or physical movement” (p. 2). But simple
definitions start small, and like Alice, grow! Anderson then divides storytelling into
traditional versus non-traditional and formal versus informal. The National Council of
Teachers of English (1992) defines storytelling as “relating a tale to one or more listeners
through voice and gesture” and expands thus: “It is not the same as reading a story aloud
or reciting a piece from memory or acting out a drama—though it shares common
characteristics with these arts. The storyteller looks into the eyes of the audience and
together they compose the tale” and more (para. 3).
Storytellers of Canada-Conteurs du Canada offers a composite definition, one for
story and one for telling. “For ethical purposes, a ‘story’ is a work of art identified as
such by its creator or interpreter… A ‘telling’ is an oral presentation or performance of a
story in which the work is presented or communicated directly by the teller to the
audience without mediation of a printed or other physical copy” (n. d., para. 5). Again, it
is an expansion which includes “a ‘live telling’ when the teller is present before the
audience in person. In a ‘broadcast telling’ the audience experiences the telling through
the medium of radio or video or television or film or medium of similar effect. A live
telling which is broadcast or recorded for future broadcast is, for ethical purposes, a
broadcast telling” (Storytellers of Canada, para. 5).
2

Hibbin (2016) proposes “storytelling can be understood as a spoken word
narrative form that involves relating a non-scripted story using the resource of the
imagination” and expands this to include that the teller must be “responsive to the
audience, use her own style, and use the qualities of the spoken word (rhythm, rhyme and
repetition, accent, pitch, inflection, tempo), using vocabulary, syntax and grammar of
speech, also the non-verbal language of the body (glance, gesture, pause and physical
expression)” (p. 54).
I will add only one more from the infinite number of definitions. Lugmayr et al.
(2017) fracture storytelling and discuss “serious” storytelling as separate from
storytelling which entertains: “Storytelling outside the context of entertainment, where
the narration progresses as a sequence of patterns impressive in quality, relates to a
serious context, and is a matter of thoughtful process” (p. 3). In the literature review
under Storytelling as Performance, renowned storytellers Baker and Greene state that one
of the purposes of storytelling must be to entertain. My rabbit-hole adventure resulted in
another definition, and with apologies, that definition is now expanded. This
understanding incorporates concepts from simple agreed-upon definitions (Anderson,
2010), recent research on multimodal ways we make meaning (Kress, 2011; Theil, 2015;
Wohlwend, 2011, as cited in Wessel-Powell, Kargin & Wohlwend, 2016), and takes into
consideration “new technologies and new approaches [that] have brought about a
renewed interest in the varied aspects and elements of storytelling, broadening our
understanding and appreciation of its complexity” (Anderson, 2010, p. 277). Therefore, I
submit the following understanding of storytelling, acknowledging story and storytelling
are alive and shaped by the teller, audience, culture, and context (Bochner, 2012), and
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taking into account that I found no evidence of children using digital technology to tell
their stories.
Storytelling is an act of telling or retelling an unscripted event or series of events
to a live audience through oral language, which may or may not be supported with
gestures, body movements, props, music, actions, story-acting, child-created
drawings/art work, artifacts and print.
This definition privileges oral language, imagination and story making. Haggarty,
a professional storyteller, captures the importance of oral language and imagination in
storytelling when he explains that “[Oral storytelling] is creating this thing which I
believe is right at the heart of speaking, which is this rapid access to vocabulary, the rapid
editing of information, this rapid shaping, this rapid construction which we have, which
we do when we speak our language—it’s all in there, and you can see the story and you
just tell what’s happening” (as cited in Hibbin, 2016, p. 61).
Finally, Frank (2010) presents a working understanding of - and not a definition –
for narrative as one thing happening in consequence of another. For this dissertation, I
use the terms story and narrative interchangeably as “the distinctions between the story
(the tale told) and the narrative (the way it is conveyed)” (Creelman, Personal
communication, January 17, 2020) as understood in the field of narratology was not
integral to my research question.
The Educational Culture
In storytelling spaces children have the opportunity to engage in “simple but
powerful uses of language” (Flynn, 2016, p. 7). Storytelling is a pedagogical practice
4

that has been found to have direct positive impact on the development of language
(Haven, 2007). The Atlantic Canada English Language Arts Curriculum – Elementary
K-3 (1998)(ELA-K3) document includes a section stating “storytelling is a very powerful
tool” and that “students can benefit from both formal and informal storytelling
opportunities” (New Brunswick Department of Education and Early Childhood
Development, 1998, p. 153). Where are the storytelling spaces in classrooms?
During my career in the public school system, I witnessed a lack of emphasis on
oral language and storytelling as evidenced by the minimal part it played in classrooms.
Guided by provincial, district, and school policies and instructional plans, teachers
implement various programs, practices, and initiatives as they strive to address outcomes
from the ELA K-3 curriculum (New Brunswick Department of Education and Early
Childhood Development, 1998). Teachers employ frameworks such as Integrated
Language Arts Block, Comprehensive Balanced Literacy, Balanced Literacy, Reader’s
Workshop, and Writer’s Workshop; they use published programs such as Daily Five
(2014), Reading Café (2009), Month by Month Phonics (2008) and, in some cases,
scripted and timed lessons all designed to provide organizational structures for literacy
instruction while supporting the literacy learning of individual children. While the
terminology may vary, over years the elements of these frameworks have been relatively
similar: reading/writing aloud, shared reading/writing, guided reading/writing,
independent reading/writing, literature circles, phonological awareness, word work, oral
language, and extensions. The time allocated for literacy instruction is divided among
these elements, and, within the frameworks, components jockey for position in terms of
time and emphasis. There are teacher guides and professional texts (Boushie & Moser,
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2006, Fountas & Pinnell, 1996; Cunningham, Hall & Sigmon, 1999; Trehearne, 2004;
Trehearne, 2016) in use in New Brunswick that advocate organizational frameworks for
literacy instruction that do cite oral language as the foundation for all literacy learning
(Wilkinson, 1971; Egan, 1988; Bruner, 1991; Britton, 1993). Despite this advocacy, it is
the oral component that, in practice, receives the least time and focus (Myhill, Jones &
Hopper, 2006; Fisher & Frey, 2014).
Consider the ELA-K3 curriculum (New Brunswick Department of Education and
Early Childhood, 1998), which gives ten General Curriculum Outcomes—four under
Reading and Viewing, three under Writing and Other Ways of Representing, and three
under Listening and Speaking. The following three Listening and Speaking outcomes
appear first:
•

Students will be expected to speak and listen to explore, extend, clarify, and reflect on
their thoughts, ideas, feelings, and experiences.

•

Students will be expected to communicate information and ideas effectively and
clearly, and to respond personally and critically.

•

Students will be expected to interact with sensitivity and respect, considering the
situation, audience, and purpose. (p. 15)

The authors of the ELA K-3 elaborate: “oral language is the cornerstone of successful
experiences with reading and writing. Students learn a great deal about language through
their oral interactions. This supports children in making the link between oral language
and how language operates in print” (New Brunswick Department of Education and Early
Childhood, 1998, p. 150). The authors of this document also recommend storytelling as a
means to address Listening and Speaking outcomes. The curriculum document validates
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and gives importance to oral language teaching and learning, but New Brunswick's
current focus on print literacy, evidenced later in the discussion of oral language, floats
the Reading and Viewing and the Writing and Representing outcomes to the surface,
while the Listening and Speaking outcomes sink. These buoyant print literacy outcomes,
especially Reading and Writing outcomes, are the same ones stressed in most school,
district, provincial, and national assessments, so much so that the emphasis on print
literacy silences oral literacy. The Australian Curriculum and Assessment Reporting
Authority (ACARA) expands the ELA K-3 curricular perspective, stating that oral and
written communication are viewed as “crucial to belonging, being and becoming” (2009,
p. 41).
The absence of storytelling and oral stories in classrooms is a major part of this
silence (Andrews, 2001). One of the reasons offered for this lack of emphasis is that
instruction is impacted by data from district, provincial, national, and international
assessments, each of which influences classroom instruction. Research says that
standardized testing, and the views of literacy as a result of the tests, encourages a narrow
perception of literacy (Smith, 1991 as cited by Davis & Willson, 2015). Rose (1991)
purports that what gets counted counts. Stallman and Pearson note, “[i]f you take the
tests to be a reflection of the field’s priorities in early literacy instruction, then what
matters most is the child’s ability to recognize pictures, letters, and sounds so they will be
ready, someday, for the real thing [reading]” (as cited in Casbergue, 2010/2011, p. 17).
Reports on the recent results of the New Brunswick Provincial Assessment (2016)
state, “[t]he trend line indicates that reading performance on the Provincial Assessment at
Grade 2 [English Prime] is decreasing” (Appendix A). The 2017 results indicate a slight
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increase (Appendix B). Since 2010 it would appear that New Brunswick educators are
getting ready for the “real thing,” a time in the future when children engage in authentic
literacy practices. The emphasis in the classroom appeared to weigh in on the side of
improving results on literacy tests rather than embracing the research that acknowledges
literacy pedagogy as an “open-textured concept (Freebody, 2007)—one that embraces
diversity, addresses the exponential growth of technology and conceptual thinking, and
accepts multiple ways of knowing and communicating” (Barton & Baguley, 2014, p. 7).
Instead, a focus on print channels the practiced pedagogies, narrowing what counts as
literacy learning.
In September 2015, the New Brunswick Department of Education and Early
Childhood published a document entitled Speaking and Listening Achievement Standards
for the End of Grade 2 which was followed by online teacher in-service sessions. One
statement targeted desired amount of talk as 80% by students and 20% by adults. This
increased emphasis on talk by students opens a channel for storytelling, a strategy
essential to thinking (Bruner, 1983) and oral language development (Haven, 2007).
Storytelling by its social nature offers a sociocultural context for learning (Vygotsky,
1978) in which learning is relational and language plays a special role in the intellectual
life of learners (Johnston, 2004).
Purpose of the Voyage
The purpose of my research was to (a) extend my own and readers’ knowledge of
the practices and possibilities of storytelling spaces; (b) address the need for a focus on
and an expanded view of storytelling as a way of addressing oral language development
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and subsequent literacy learning; and (c) offer potential for pedagogical change that
embraces imagination, creativity, and joy of story and storytelling. I ask the question:
Where are the storytelling spaces in classrooms?
As a retired educator, now full-time student, I have time to pursue my storytelling
passion. I immersed myself in the research, dove into the knowledge, questions and
complexities, and floated on the elusive essence and lure of story. In her book Tellers and
Listeners, Hardy (1975) tells us that "[t]he stories of [emphasis added] our days and the
stories in [emphasis added] our days are joined in that autobiography we are all engaged
in making and remaking as long as we live, which we never complete, though we all
know how it is going to end" (p. 4). We live in a sea of stories, in constant flux, where
each story is created, co-created and recreated, flowing continuously one into the other.
How are stories in the classroom a part of the narrative sea? Do all the fish in a school
get to tell stories? Are the cultural, community and linguistic differences valued as
possibilities and worthwhile challenges for generating new educational oral language and
storytelling practices?
Justification: Why Get On Board
My research question—Where are the storytelling spaces in classrooms?—relates
directly to the role of oral language as foundational for literacy development. Children
learn language by both telling and listening to stories, drawing from and building upon a
history of narrating long before arriving in formal educational settings. Haven (2007)
reports that an analysis of 1000 teacher observations sheets from an eight-year study of
pre-kindergarten to fifth grade children, showed that 93% of kindergarten teachers said
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storytelling improved their students’ verbal skills. “Stories and language are inseparably
intertwined” (p. 7). Beyond the educational call to focus on oral language and
storytelling, I offer personal, practical, and social justification for this research (Clandinin
& Huber, 2010).
Personal
Storytelling is a part of me. Moen (2006) claims “narrative researchers maintain
that the stories that are told depend on the individual’s past and present experiences, her
or his values, the people the stories are being told to, the addressees, and when and where
they are being told” (p. 3). My passion for storytelling had an early beginning and my
interest in this topic lies in my journey from a child in an oral storytelling family, to a
student who storied myself into the many schools I attended, to a campfire teller, an
educator in various roles, a traveler, a partner, and a mother, through to a grandmother
and Ph.D. candidate. My hunger for story and words has been a constant companion
throughout my life and across my varied identities.
As a child, breakfasts at our house consisted of more than comestibles. There
were mornings when my dad, a military man who had been in the navy in World War II,
in Korea for the Korean Conflict, and in Vietnam as a UN peacekeeper, made breakfast
for us. We would sit at a chrome kitchen table waiting. Standing at the stove with his
back to us, cracking eggs and whisking a variety of ingredients into the bowl, dad would
begin:
One day I left the barracks and headed out into the jungle for my morning
constitutional. I had left my buddies behind and been walking only about a half an hour
10

when I heard a pssst! I looked all around, but I couldn't see anything except thick jungle
plants. I went on and again, pssst! I stopped and held my breath.
Here dad would turn to look us in the eyes, spatula held high.
Just as I thought my ears were tricking me, I heard it again, this time louder,
PSSSST! I looked up, and there was an old man clutching hard to the trunk of a tree and
just below him… curled around another branch… was the biggest python I had ever seen.
I was paralyzed. I didn't want to attract the python’s attention. The old man was looking
at me. His eyes were asking me for help. What could I do?
The three of us held our breath, anticipating what he would do.
I had to help him. I slowly moved, small step by small step, to a different tree that
was standing beside the one holding the old man and the python. I caught the gaze of the
old man and motioned for him to keep still; then I silently climbed that second tree, hand
over hand ... foot over foot … I inched my way up until I was parallel to the old man. I
motioned for him to stretch out his hand, and I moved my arm towards him, all the time
keeping one eye on the python. The python flicked his tongue. We froze. I moved my
fingers to show him on the count of three. One… two… three… I grabbed his arm and
swung him to the ground. When his feet hit the ground, he began running down a little
path that led deeper into the jungle, me right behind him, not bothering to look back.
After some time, the old man stopped. We both stood there panting and then he
motioned to follow him. Smiling and waving his arms, he pointed to a little hut. I went
inside where he indicated that I should sit down on the wooden bench. Carefully he lit
the fire, selected two eggs and began to sing. In a few moments, he called me over so I
could watch him as he mixed the eggs with various ingredients from his shelf. Finally, he
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held the pan over the fire and started cooking the mixture. A delicious aroma that made
my mouth water wafted through the air.
At this, my dad turned toward us and carried the frying pan to the table. In it was
a large omelet. He ceremoniously slid the omelet onto a plate and ended his story:
As a reward for saving his life, the old man gave me a secret recipe, and I’ve made it for
you this morning. It is called Kuala Lumpur Omelets.
We had many such stories, and I have to say that we believed our dad. We also
believed that he was on the ship with Jacques Cartier and was part of the Order of Good
Cheer with Samuel de Champlain, or “Sam,” as my dad often referred to him.
As a military family we traveled and time was spent listening to and telling
stories, reciting poetry, and singing ballads and other songs. Words flowed inside the
car; the Saint John and the St. Lawrence Rivers flowed outside. I do not remember
watching television until I was almost ten years old. I romped with George (Georgina) in
The Famous Five series, solved mysteries with Nancy Drew, tried to enter the world with
Ballantyne in The Coral Island, and was insulted by Gilbert Blythe (Anne of Green
Gables) even though my hair was not "carrot red" but brown. My sister and I co-created
worlds, and played our way into imaginative compositions in which we became literary
characters meeting troubles, and were always victorious. We entered these worlds often.
Our mother read us bedtime stories, and we read to our younger brother. His children
and my daughter now tell those stories and recite the same poems, passing them on to
their children.
We spent time with our grandparents looking at old family photographs and
listening to the stories. One photograph that still inspires me is of my great-grandmother,
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a slip of an aging woman, holding a rifle at her side; another shows her driving a team of
horses hauling a moose in the wagon. The caption on the back reads, “the last moose I
shot by myself.”
Figure 1. Great Grandmother taking supplies to hunting camp (personal photo).

Figure 2. Great Grandmother with the last moose she shot (personal photo).

A small camp on Belleisle Bay lovingly holds eight logbooks—the first begun in
1964 when my grandfather bought the land and started clearing the alders. The logbooks
in turn hold the stories of our lives and the entry below (July 15, 1965) exemplifies the
story-rich childhood we, our children, and now grandchild experience.

13

Figure 3. Camp logbook entry (personal photo).

We all knew that “...if you believe in him enough, look hard enough you are bound to see
him one of these days, or on a clear night when the moon is shining bright and there are
no clouds in the sky, look across the cove and some night, when you least expect it, there
will be Unga Punga, smiling at you.” In the years to follow, other entries note who
sighted Unga Punga, when and where.
My hunger for story continued: it evolved, took different forms, faded and surged,
dependent upon my personal and professional roles. My husband is a passionate reader
devoted to the art of the written word, and so there was an ever-ready space for reading
aloud, recitation, and discussion in our home. Our daughter grew up in the company of
such writers as C. S. Lewis, J.R.R. Tolkien, Walt Whitman, Lucy Maude Montgomery,
Frances Hodgson Burnett, Sheree Fitch and Edward Lear. I can still hear her and her
father reciting a favorite:
“There was an Old Person of Ware,
Who rode on the back of a bear;
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When they ask’d, ‘Does it trot?’ he said, ‘Certainly not!
He’s a Moppsikon Floppsikon bear!’” (Lear, 1996, p. 188).
How they delighted in saying “Moppsikon, Floppsikon bear.” I now ask you to
try this aloud: say “Moppsikon, Floppsikon bear” three times and see if it not a mouthplaying morsel.
When I pursued a master’s degree at Indiana University, I included courses on
children's literature and storytelling. I also took a storytelling course at the University of
New Hampshire and continued to teach and tell stories. During the latter years, I was
fortunate to work internationally in the area of literacy professional development for
teachers. Of course, there were stories, and I both told and listened.
In addition to my storytelling passion and academic background I have a certain
personality trait, which is a penchant to be the captain. In the ever-changing coastline of
educational initiatives, projects, ideologies, philosophies, policies, and cultural contexts I
am the “get-it-done” individual. I have been more task-oriented and less relationshipfocused, and when I have successfully completed small- and large-scale projects (topdown and self-generated initiatives) I have felt great satisfaction and emphatically
thought, “check!” This is not an excuse, except that there were so many tasks to
complete and check off, leaving little time for reflective practices. The beginning of my
change: I acknowledged the claim made by Stenhouse (1975) that “research worthy of
the name must bring about some change; change in the researcher, change in the research,
change in the user of research” (as cited in Clough & Nutbrown, 2002, p. 14). I made a
conscious effort to practice reflective habits, so that, among other things, I am beginning
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to be, as Wolcott (1990) said, “candid — aware of my own subjectivity” (as cited in
Moen, 2006, p. 8).
During this doctoral research process, I participated in professional development
sessions and pedagogical initiatives in which I had the opportunity to reflect on my
remembrances by considering such questions as: What pedagogical initiatives should I
have resisted? Which ones should I have continued? Which ones could I have strongly
promoted? In the classroom, to whose stories should I have listened more—those of
adults or students? In the context of the provincial and district pedagogical focus, how
could individual teachers’ beliefs and practices have been supported? How could
storytelling have included more child tellers? Were tellers and stories present but just not
recognized?
Finally, as I write about storytelling, we, The Storytellers of Canada/Conteurs du
Canada and the Faculty of Education at the University of New Brunswick have just
finished hosting the annual Storytellers of Canada conference which ran from June 5th to
9th, 2019. If anyone asked me for a word to describe how I feel now that it is over, I
would utter “bittersweet.” I am elated because of the overwhelmingly positive feedback
from storytellers across Canada and other countries but deflated due to the few educators
who participated.
One compelling reason for the University of New Brunswick Faculty of
Education to co-host the 2019 conference is that research supports the connection
between storytelling and the development of children's oral language and subsequent
literacy learning (Parkinson, 2011). Storytelling engages children in "simple but
powerful uses of language" (Flynn, 2016, p. 159). Imelda Perley, the Elder-in-Residence
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at the University of New Brunswick, gifted us with our 2019 conference theme:
Storytelling: Weaving Baskets of Knowledge.
The weavers are the storytellers, and the baskets of knowledge are the stories.
Stories educate and give us joy. They are intergenerational. Stories are a defining part of
all cultures, a primary way we make meaning, and a fundamental component of what
makes us social beings. What baskets will you share?
Each year the conference structure combines storytelling concerts, workshops,
and the annual general meeting. It is the practice that participants may choose to attend
the whole conference or pick specific components. This year, the committee organized
workshops for professional storytellers and selected workshops specially designed for
educators. We put together different educator packages and advertised these at reduced
costs. I include the following descriptions of some of the educator workshops to make
the reader aware of the quality and variety of choices.
Sheree Fitch, a well-known and beloved writer and educator, offered a session
based on her experiential wisdom as a "poem-teller," her research on the oral tradition of
children's poetry and stories, and suggestions for using poetry and narrative in
classrooms. Catherine Wright, an educator and performer from Newfoundland,
conducted a participatory workshop exploring approaches to working with children in
school settings, with particular focus on Grades K–6. Lorraine Hartin-Gelardi, an
educator and storyteller from New York, invited participants to hear a story, express
individual images in gestural drawings, work cooperatively to build a story mural and
retell a "story moment." Léo-James Lévesque from St. Thomas University provided a
session that enabled one to learn how to develop storytelling skills, and Kathie Kompass,
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a storyteller from Ontario, introduced ideas for creating and incorporating shouts, chants,
yells, poems and other participatory pieces in storytelling programs.
Strategies were put in place to reach out and inform educators. The Assistant
Deputy Minister of the Department of Early Childhood and Education sent the
information to all superintendents in the province, and frequent, timely emails were sent
to school district superintendents, district learning specialists, and school principals.
These emails contained attachments with colorful advertising of the conference, outlining
the workshops and describing the various ways educators could participate. Personal
contact with individual principals and district staff responsible for literacy was initiated
through face-to-face meetings and phone calls. Committee members were very
experienced in designing and offering conferences, but despite all our efforts, the
conference was not well attended by educators.
I keep wondering why educators did not register and offer some possibilities:
•

The beginning of June may not be the optimal time for professional development.

•

Costs associated with attending, including for a supply teacher, may have been

prohibitive.
•

It may be that teachers did not receive the information.

•

Storytelling is not valued or given priority in the field of education.

•

Storytelling is perceived as a form of entertainment.

•

Any combination of the above factors.
I also wonder if there would have been more interest if the conference had been

on topics such as reading and writing strategies or meeting individual needs in the
classroom.
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The few educators who did attend were mainly early childhood educators or preservice teachers funded by their institutions. This phenomenon augments data provided
through the interviews and focus groups, indicating that there is a lack of importance,
perceived significance, and validation for the role of storytelling within the education
system. Those who did attend spoke highly of the workshops and in the future may join
the voices of other educators who already advocate and implement storytelling within
their classrooms.
Practical
Potential changes in teacher pedagogical practices around storytelling and oral
language development emerged from the multi-voiced, retrospective, re-presentation of
stories from the past and from those emerging through the research process. Clandinin
and Connelly frame research as a puzzle where “particular wonderings” carry with them
“a sense of a search, a ‘re-search’, a searching again… a sense of continual
reformulation” (as cited by Clandinin & Huber, 2010, p. 438). The following wonderings
were my way into the research inquiry:
•

Where are the storytelling spaces of practices and possibilities for children and
adults?

•

What possibilities exist for using storytelling to expand and highlight oral
language outcomes?

•

What are potentials for pedagogical change?

These were not restrictive and definitive research questions, but an open sea of emerging
possibilities. I welcomed the unknown currents, eddies and undertows that pushed and
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pulled the research in unanticipated ways. Two unknowns included the exploration of the
definition of storytelling specific to this dissertation and the reach of storytelling into
unexpected spaces. Readers of this dissertation may construct their own understanding of
storytelling and its role in the early childhood centres and K–2 classrooms, and possibly
choose teaching and learning strategies that are applicable in their own contexts. Perhaps
they will navigate new strategies, opening more spaces for storytelling.
Social
Clandinin and Huber (2010) propose that the social justification of research
addresses the important “so-what and who-cares questions” (p. 438). As mentioned, the
New Brunswick Department of Education and Early Childhood published the Speaking
and Listening Achievement Standards for the End of Grade 2 (2015). My research is in
conversation with the content, context, and reaches of this document, and I trouble the
minimum attention paid to the role of imagination and storytelling within the standards.
Imagination and storytelling are fundamental to people’s lives. Beach (2010) says
“imagination is a fundamental everyday cognitive tool that has considerable practical
value—in addition to the entertainment it can provide, it allows you to think
constructively about the future so you can intervene if you need to” (p. 7). In addition,
Morrow asserts narrative is a tool for developing oral language. She considers story a
"format for the facilitation of oral language skills because stories require more complex
language than that needed for daily conversations" (as cited in Stadler & Ward, 2006, p.
73). The standards appear to keep imagination and storytelling on the periphery.
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Fulford (1999) says story reaches across cultures and generations, touching all of
humanity down the centuries. Stories splash complex language over children; children
feel it, revel in it, embrace it, slide in it, twirl in it, swallow some, and spit some out. The
response to the “so-what” (Clandinin & Huber, 2010) is this research has potential to
carry the importance of storytelling and oral language development on the crest of a
pedagogical wave and subsequently impact the instructional practices of teachers and
other educators in positions of power to impact children’s imagination and sense of
belonging. Cooper (2005) writes, “The holistic nature of the storytelling curriculum is
evident in the learning it promotes in almost all areas of development, from using
language to express and shape intention to making friends” (p. 230).
As to the question of who cares, most importantly, each child cares because literacy
levels have positive or negative effects on their lives. There is no ambivalence, no
untouched learners. The ripples from a child engaged in literate practices continue to
emanate far beyond the circles we can see and touch within the classroom, and may reach
those with whom the child plays and works, her family, community and society itself.
Storytelling as Space
When I consider storytelling spaces I think a space within a space, or S/space
addressing issues of power, balance and multiple layers of space including socio-cultural
influences, pedagogic practices, story knowledge and the material environments
including human and nonhuman.
My experience of 40-plus years in the public school system appears to indicate
that in current practices of storytelling, students more often than not are relegated to
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being the listeners, and though listening can be an active process, it is not the only role
one can play (Myhill, Jones & Hopper, 2006). When children are predominantly listeners,
they experience unbalanced oral language landscape and therefore lose the opportunity to
be the tellers of stories and users of language. I liken this imbalance to teeter-totter play
where the listener is never on the ground, in the position of power. Instead the listener
(child) is held in the air by the force and strength of the teller (adult). I do not mean that
one role is better or that the roles should be permanently reversed, but that the child and
the adult find that delicate balance, that space where each has power and authority to
listen and to tell and learn from and with each other. We should see the storytelling
teeter-totter in its constant up-and-down motion, moving at various speeds, jolting on the
ground, or delicately touching down. Child or adult each hang in the air or hold the other
up for differing amounts of time. And there are those moments of elation when each sit
on an end, equidistant from the ground, feet dangling or delicately connecting with the
ground in the case of the adult so the listener and the teller are in perfect balance. As a
child, what joy I remember accomplishing this state. Therefore, when I speak of "Space,"
I refer to this balanced Space where each share in the teller and listener roles.
This Space needs to be part of the other space, the classroom expanse that is alive
with bodies, relationships, materials, priorities, emotions, needs, wants, philosophies,
policies, curriculums, personalities, responsibilities, and ethical tensions. The very floor,
walls, ceiling, and air teem with energy and activity. The classroom is complex, and the
bounded area appears full. It is in this dynamic environment where adults and children
assume the roles of listeners and tellers that the “Space within a space” is created—a
S/space, if you will.
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S/space is found in Jan Brett's The Mitten. No matter how many animals snuggle
into that mitten, it just expands to accommodate each addition. Classrooms must be a
mitten, accommodating and inviting, welcoming the many stories that need enter while at
the same time embracing the concept of S/space. Like a python, the classroom must
unhinge its jaw and devour the stories. Those devoured stories provide narrative
nourishment, the resources for listeners and tellers. They are knowledge sources for
genres, story structures, characters, plots, cultures, metaphor, human values, diversity,
equality, pluralism, and human struggles, literate identities and communities. These
resources for the tellers and listeners help create the S/space where children "stand on a
familiar, safe plot of land and at the same time take off on their own line of flight (a
transformative shift into the not-yet-known)" (Deleuze & Guattari, 1982 as cited in
Davies, 2014, p. 41). This "plot of land" is the learners' current storehouse of personal
experiences and story resources. Their own "line of flight" is imagining, creating,
narrating and playing their stories in their worlds and beyond. A learner’s “plot of land"
increases and transforms through the addition of experiences and narratives. At the same
time, the learner tries on known narratives, modifies existing narratives and creates new
ones.
Pahl and Rowsell (2010) offer Bourdieu’s concept of habitus, one that I feel will
sustain the S/space for ongoing storytelling. The habitus is “a system of acquired
dispositions that, over time, coheres into practice and is inherited and passed down the
generations” (p. 8). Storytelling must become an "acquired disposition" (p. 8) within
early childhood centres and schools, where that balanced teeter-totter of storytelling
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incorporates telling and listening into the natural flow of the day and enables storytelling
to be an integral aspect of learning.
In an interview about the role of storytellers, literary scholar Zipes responds that
the storyteller should “animate children to become their own storytellers” and “unearth
the potential they [children] have for becoming creative and critical thinkers” (Corsaro,
1999, p. 25). The ELA K-3 curriculum also cites storytelling as a way to address
curricular outcomes that support children to “become their own storytellers” and become
“creative and critical thinkers” (New Brunswick Department of Education and Early
Childhood, 1998, pp. 1-3, pp. 151-153).
This multilayered understanding of S/space partly addresses the complexities of
storytelling spaces in classrooms.
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Chapter 2 – Worldviews: Something Needs to Float the Boat
Creswell (2014) tells us “in planning a study, researchers need to think through
the philosophical worldview assumptions that they bring to the study” (p. 5). Here are
my assumptions.
Story: Making Sense of our Experiences
First, we use story to make sense of our experiences and satisfy our need to
communicate this sense to others. In doing so, we narrate our identities and the identities
of others in the world(s) in which we live. Frank (2010) tells us,
[s]tories animate human life; that is their work. Stories work with people, for
people, and always stories work on people, affecting what people are able to see
as real, as possible, and as worth doing or best avoided. [And]…human life
depends on the stories we tell; the sense of self that those stories impart, the
relationships constructed around shared stories, and the sense of purpose that
stories both propose and foreclose. (p. 3)
Narrative calls to us. “Story may educate us, deepen us and give us joy. Stories may be
one of those things that make it most worthwhile to be human” (Gottschall, 2013, p. 71).
Stories are “intergenerational, a defining part of all cultures and a fundamental part of
what makes us social beings” (Huber, Caine, Huber, & Steeves, 2013, p. 214). They are
what Hardy (1975) calls “a primary act of mind” (p. 4). Hendry (2009) cites Bakhtin,
Barthes, Bruner, and Ricoeur as scholars who uphold the view that stories were and are
the primary way that we make meaning. Narrative is indeed essential to how the mind
works.
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Oral Language
Second, this primary way in which humans make meaning, this telling of stories,
is most often expressed in oral or written language. Vygotsky (1962) tells us that
language and thought are interdependent processes from the beginning of life. The
acquisition of language plays an elemental role in cognitive development, gives shape to
thoughts, and enables the emergence of imagination, memory, and the action of planning.
Oral language is a tool for thought and therefore children find it difficult to think if they
lack the structure and fluency of oral language (Bruner, 1983). As previously mentioned,
many curriculum documents, including the ELA K-3 curriculum (New Brunswick
Department of Education and Early Childhood, 1998), offer rationale and list outcomes
related to oral language development. However, it is in a document produced by the Irish
National Council for Curriculum and Assessment, entitled Oral Language in Early
Childhood and Education, that I found the link between oral language development and
story strongly articulated: “Narrative understanding, the sharing of coherent, fully
developed stories lays the groundwork for future literacy development and achievement”
(as cited in Shiel, Cregan, McGough & Archer, 2012, p. 11). Barton and Booth (1990)
mirror this when they say that a child’s development of narrative is central to language
learning and cognitive development. We use stories to make sense of what has
happened, what is happening, and what will happen. Children constantly use story to
understand themselves and “many believe passionately that stories are the most important
means by which individuals come to know the world and their place within it” (Riley &
Reedy, 2000, as cited in Riley & Burrell, 2007, p. 181). Storytelling is an octopus with its
many arms reaching beyond literacy.
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Children, as they struggle to find their place in the world, engage with stories and
in storytelling in many ways. “Story—in creative combination with encounters,
experience, image making, ritual play, imaginative drama and modeling—forms the basis
of all learning and teaching” (Cajete as cited in Strong-Wilson, 2007, p. 55), and as Egan
(1988) wrote, we must “regard them [children] as positively oral” (p. 79) and not
negatively lacking literacy skills. We narrate our worlds and ourselves in them. Our
identities and the identities of others lie in story, and so we are compelled to listen,
create, tell and retell our ever-changing narratives, our ever-changing selves, our everchanging communities. Language is a central component in our story-living.
Knowledge is Socially Constructed
Finally, social constructivism shares the same pool as the fundamental belief that
we are all stories in a language-storied world. I draw on the belief that knowledge is
socially constructed and that meaning cannot be created in a vacuum (Vygotsky, 1962).
Bruner (1986) presents us with “a constructivist approach to narrative that is ‘world
making’ and that it [narrative] is the principal function of the mind” (p. 11). This “world
making” in the classroom must be a space, as Suggate (2012) insists, where oral language
activities, of which story and storytelling are part, are given prime attention and support.
A sociocultural constructivist epistemology supports space where adults and children
share a myriad of relationships: listening to, retelling, creating, co-constructing, enacting,
representing, and playing with stories in an oral rich classroom—a classroom of coralreef-like interdependence.
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In constructing ourselves, we are reliant upon our experiences with others, in
conjunction with the time and the location of those experiences (Clandinin & Connelly,
2000). In constructing ourselves, we draw on language to make meaning of happenings
and experiences in which learning cannot be separated from the social context. Stories in
the small and large social worlds of children are where significance is created, where
individuals learn and develop by participating in activities with others. “Society, or the
world for that matter, has continuous influence on the individual or the mind and vice
versa. Human beings learn and develop in these mutual processes between the individual
and society” (Moen, 2006, p. 2). In conducting this research, I was informed by these
three worldviews: 1) we make sense of our world and communicate this sense through
stories; 2) we use oral language as the primary way of communicating; and 3) we socially
construct our stories and the stories of others.
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Chapter 3 - Literature Review: Conversations
In The Triumph of Narrative: Storytelling in the Age of Mass Culture, Fulford
(1999) declares “[s]torytelling is the mother of all literary arts, and anyone who reads must
occasionally speculate on its enduring power” (p. ix), and ends with “[b]ut we can say that
narrative, after facing every conceivable challenge in this century, remains central to our
existence, our companion, forever puzzling, forever irreplaceable” (p. 154). He argues that
the power of story and storytelling is pervasiveness in our lives and is a current theoretical
discussion.
There are four theoretical threads that eddy around the “mother of all literary
arts,” and I organize them as four conversations on the centrality of narrative to our lives.
This centrality informs my question: Where are the storytelling spaces in classrooms?
Conversation 1: Storytelling, a Part of the Human Condition
Where there are people, there are stories. While all cultures produce stories that
are different in their details, purposes and reflections—in their geographical and
historical social constructs and relations—what these stories have in common is a focus
on what it means to be human and more than human. Haven (2007) talks about story as
"a detailed, character-based narration of a character's struggles to overcome obstacles and
reach an important goal" (p. 43). Parkinson (2011) agrees with Gottschall's equation of
story grammar with a bony structure consisting of "character + predicament + attempted
extrication" (Gottschall, 2013, p. 74). The flesh of the story lies in the particulars and in
what is and is not included. This structure, with its infinite mixes of particulars, presents
us with stories too numerous to count.
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Storytelling is central to our lives and its structures continue to evolve. Although
all stories may not follow a linear structure, they do have characters (human or
personified concepts, animals or objects) with intentions. Leggo (2008), when discussing
Deleuze and Guattari, says, "I think a more useful way of conceptualizing narrative is in
terms of a rhizome where there is no center from which everything grows in a specific
direction. The rhizome goes in many directions, without a center" (p. 15) and is evident
in children’s narrative play. Therefore, Leggo’s conversation serves as a caution to me to
be open in my research to other ways of storytelling. Hardy (1975) discusses how
Narrative, like drama, lyric, or dance, cannot be regarded simply as an aesthetic
invention used by artists in order to control, manipulate, order and investigate the
experience of that life we tend to separate from art but must be seen as a primary
act of mind transferred to art from life. Narrative is not relegated to the domain of
literature. We are always narrating to ourselves and others, in our waking and
sleeping hours, and these stories are essential for life. (p. 3)
This "primary act of mind” (Hardy, 1975, p. 4) involves the process of how we identify
and understand others and ourselves through story. As we incorporate more and more
stories into our identity, we change our existing stories and recreate ourselves, our
relationships, our communities. These ever-changing stories of self and others are
resources we use to negotiate our place in our worlds. Applebee claims, “The stories
they [children] hear help them acquire expectations about what the world is like—its
vocabulary and syntax as well as its people and places—without the distracting pressure
of separating the real from the make-believe” (as cited in Egan, 1988, p. 110). Children
have many worlds, and stories provide innumerable resources needed to make meaning in
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the world(s) in which they travel. Schick and Melz (2010) (as cited in Shiel, Cregan,
McCough & Archer, 2012, p. 166) declare stories give meaning to events of the past and
the present and are resources we use to predict the future. Stories open up unfamiliar
worlds and desired worlds.
Frank (2010) contributes to the discussion on the role of stories in our lives when
he says “to be a social human you must be competent to understand and to tell stories” (p.
13). Children already have a storied existence and cannot help but bring their stories to
the classroom; their stories are part of them. They have their story-stuff; they are ready to
make sense of experiences using their existing narratives and are ready to revise and
compose new narratives. But story is not only a tool we use in the establishment of
identity; it is also a tool for intellectual development. This idea of story as a learning tool
is discussed by Bruner (1991), who considers “narrative as a form not only of knowing
but of constructing reality” (p. 5). Rosen proposes that humans use stories and the story
grammar to support learning in general (as cited by Egan, 1988). Barton and Booth
(1990) tell us that a child’s development of the sense of narrative is and will continue to
be central to language learning and thinking. They contend that children must be able to
“wander inside and wonder about the story” (p. 90). That is, children make meaningful
connections by linking words to stories, to lives, to patterns, and to the world in which
they live. The patterns in the stories heard, created, and told are the patterns in life itself.
We narrate and perform these stories in more modes than print, making meaning through
such avenues and combinations as drawing, talking, singing, movement, performance and
digital resources.
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A 1949 experiment conducted by Heider and Simmel became a catalyst for future
investigation. This experiment suggested that we cannot help but tell stories. People
watched an animated film where different geometric shapes moved around on the screen.
When viewers were asked to describe what they saw, 111 of the 114 responded by telling
a story. The storytelling mind wants to make sense of the world, to find patterns and
meaning, and in an effort to make meaning, “[i]f the storytelling mind cannot find
meaningful patterns in the world, it will try to impose them” (Gottschall, 2013, p. 203).
Neuropsychologists, using technologies that map the story brain, expand our
knowledge of story and reinforce its importance. Gottschall discusses research which
demonstrates that the same area of your brain lights up whether you are part of the
experience or you are reading, watching, or listening to a story of a similar experience,
and researchers explain the mapping of our story brain using metaphors such as “flight
simulators for life” (Oatly, 2008, as cited in Gottschall, 2013, p. 123) and a “mental file
of dilemmas we might one day face along with workable solutions” (Pinker, 1997, as
cited in Gottschall, 2013, p. 132). Though there is debate around which metaphor is most
appropriate, there appears to be a consensus that there is a specific area of our brain that
is hardwired for story. The knowledge that our brains are ready storyers can inform
pedagogy in all areas of learning.
Haven (2007) addresses pedagogy in his research. He provides a comprehensive
review of 350 storytelling research studies from 15 separate fields of science. He
concludes that story is an “efficient vehicle for teaching, for motivating, and for the
general communication of factual information, concepts, and tacit information” (Haven,
2007, Chapter 1, para. 4). Haven concludes that story and storytelling are viable and
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powerful learning tools. Parkinson (2011) concurs but wonders why the results of this
research have not found their way into schools. I end this first conversation by reiterating
that storytelling is a primary act of mind.
Conversation 2: Storytelling as Performance
What is performance storytelling? The National Storytelling Network defines
performance storytelling as “the interactive art of using words and actions to reveal the
elements and images of a story while encouraging the listener’s imagination” (n.d. “What
is storytelling?” para. 5). To elaborate:
Storytelling as performance is a two-way interaction between a storyteller and one
or more listeners. The responses of the listeners influence the telling of the story.
In fact, storytelling emerges from the interaction and cooperative, coordinated
efforts of teller and audience (n.d., para. 7).
By this definition, storytelling as performance is accessible to all individuals
regardless of age. The definition also implies a conscious effort to make the telling of a
story an art so as to capture the interest of the listener. Paid storytellers, along with
unpaid tellers such as teachers, family members, children, members of the community,
librarians, and youth who present a story as an event, are performance storytellers. This
research project reveals that within the storytelling–play bond, children also perform.
The contributions of performance storytelling support storytelling in our daily lives and
vice versa. Our lives are rich resources for storytellers and storytelling experiences are
rich resources for our lives. Who among us cannot remember a time when we
dramatically told a story? Perhaps it was a chance night meeting with a moose or a
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retelling of an episode from a mini-series that your friend missed. You may have
engaged in creating suspense by using eye contact, pauses, gestures and voice
modulation. We have all held the attention of others as we spun our story.
Though controversy exists around paid performance storytellers, with some
referring to them as thieves and robbers responsible for transforming stories into
commodities and listeners into consumers, there is no disagreement as to the many values
of performance storytelling (Zipes, 2004). Consider the values and benefits listed below
(Baker & Greene, 1977). As you read, ask yourself if these values and benefits can be
found scattered throughout curriculum documents and teacher resources. Rubright
(1996) and Zipes (2004) may debate the ethics of paid professional storytelling, but they
do not debate the value of a well-chosen and well-told story. Maintaining the integrity of
a story is achieved by finding the best possible version and by preparing for a story
performance which acknowledges and honors a story’s cultural origin. Scholars and
storytellers (Shedlock, 1951; Sawyer, 1962; Maguire, 1985; Zipes, 2004; Haven, 2007;
Parkinson, 2011) agree with the comprehensive list of the values of storytelling as
presented by Baker and Greene (1977). Although this was originally written to reflect
the adult as the storyteller, I propose that children also tell stories that share these values
and benefits.
Storytelling:
•

is sharing experience; it interprets for a child life forces that are beyond the
child’s immediate experience and so prepare the child for life itself.

•

offers the child a way to vicariously occur in life experiences.
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•

expands worldviews, and gives insight into the motives and patterns of human
behavior.

•

contributes to social and cognitive development through shared experiences;
stories enable a person to feel joy for another’s happiness or sadness at their
misfortunes in a non-threatening and loving atmosphere.

•

allows people to “practice the art of visualization,” develops their ability to
visualize, to fantasize which is the basis for the creative imagination. It provides
pleasure in the way a teller uses words to create mood, to evoke responses and to
create images that please the “inward eye.”

•

introduces words and oral language patterns—rhythm and rhyme, vocabulary,
sentence patterns, and complexity of language.

•

keeps alive a cultural heritage. (adapted from Baker & Greene, 1977, pp. 17-23)
These values underscore the vital role storytelling plays in the life of a child and

validates its existence as an essential component of a child’s day, a day where storytelling
is shared among the adults and the children. Consider the following two storytellers and
the complexity of the sentence structure and word choice. First ponder a passage from
Rudyard Kipling’s The Elephant’s Child (1987):
Then the bicolored python rock snake came down from the bank and knotted
himself in a double-clove-hitch round the elephant’s child’s hind legs and said,
‘Rash and inexperienced traveler, we will now seriously devote ourselves to a
little high tension, because if we do not, it is my impression that yonder selfpropelling man-of-war with the armor-plated upper deck (and by this, O Best
Beloved, he meant the crocodile), will permanently vitiate your future career.’
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That is the way all Bi-Coloured-Python Rock-Snakes always talk. (pp. 46-47)
Now consider four-year-old Mauve’s oral story:
Once there was a little girl named Sophia. She was a princess and she had a
beautiful dress on. And it was pinky and so bluey and so pinky that she couldn’t
even see the blue part. The blue was underneath the pink. The pink was overtop
the blue.
Both storytellers, Rudyard Kipling and Mauve, carefully considered their words,
using them to paint an image for the listeners. When discussing Madeleine Thien’s new
book, Do Not Say We Have Nothing, Hobbs (2016) refers to Bakhtin’s request for us “to
imagine every word as a ray of light and its context as a prism refracting it” (para. 7). A
storyteller, adult or child, considers each word that rolls off the tongue.
And finally, storytelling brings to listeners “a heightened awareness—a sense of
wonder; of mystery; of reverence for life” (Baker & Greene, 1977, p. 17). I reflect on my
father’s stories as having these values and benefits, and by extension, consider the
symphony of storytelling experiences in an individual’s life in the same way. Mello
(2001) suggests that stories provide students with a resource of images to choose from as
they create and tell their own stories. Story experiences contribute to the fabric of our
being. In Baker and Green’s (1977) list of values, storytelling as a sharing experience is
first, which brings us to the next conversation.
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Conversation 3: Storytelling: Creating New “We’s”
When I finished telling the fable The Sun and the Wind, a four-year-old child
pointed out the window and said, “Look, the sun is beaming down on us.” The other
children looked out the window as the sun’s rays welcomed everyone into a community.
"Stories breathe not only life into individuals, but also into groups that assemble around
telling and believing certain stories" (Frank, 2010, p. 3). Think of people gathered
around campfires where you inevitably end up with circles of listeners and tellers sharing
stories, circles encompassing bodies and minds.
The search for a metaphor to explain story is never-ending, but I like that of fire.
Fire is active; it licks, burns, scorches, devours, creates, mesmerizes, reshapes, warms,
changes, transforms, and illuminates. Like most metaphors, which have two sides, story
is a nurturing or destructive force, one and both at the same time. The role of story is
integral in our history as social beings living in groups which result in both positive and
negative consequences. Stories are everywhere, every minute, from the ongoing stream
of stories we tell ourselves, to stories we tell others, to stories that bombard us through
day and night. The story and the storyteller both have power:
The politics of our time and place influence which stories (of individuals and
societies) are told, when and by whom, which is why some stories are heard more
often and given greater status than others. Consequently, identifying the stories
(of individuals or societies) that are silenced or marginalized and then sharing
them is a political act. (MacNaughton, 2005, p. 4)
Stories shape our lives. Think of the millions and millions of dollars that are spent
on one commercial. A commercial must, in 30 seconds or less, tell you a convincing
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story that appeals to your emotions and convinces you that you want or need that product.
The better the story, the better the sales. Consider the wide influence of stories that go
viral. Think of stories that are presented live from around the world through various
media and digital technology. Indeed Bruner (2002) makes a case for the power of story
in the practice of law. In addition, should you google storytelling you will find multiple
sites dedicated to the role of story in successful businesses. Recall the stories in such
places as the coffee spot in the workspace, the gym, restaurants, and courtrooms, during
board game nights and family gatherings. It is clear that story and storytelling are
omnipresent in our worlds.
These observations about the grip of storytelling and its capacity for community
building or tearing down apply to the world of classrooms. Dyson and Genishi (1994)
tell us:
The storytelling self is a social self, who declares and shapes important
relationships through the mediating power of words. In this sharing of stories, we
have potential to forge new relationships, including local classroom "cultures" in
which individuals are interconnected, and new "we's" formed. (p. 5)
Paley also supports story as community building in the classroom: "[s]tory is
essentially a culture builder and learning tool of any society, family, or classroom" (as
cited in McEwan & Egan, 1995, p. 93). She talks about the listener and teller roles each
member takes on during the activities of daily life. These roles assist individuals in
creating ways to belong. Haven (2007) agrees with Paley that [s]tories engage the entire
person and evoke a sense of community and of belonging that brings whole people into
an event or space (chapter 8, para. 5).
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Not only can storytelling be a pedagogical tool used to include but it can also be
used to disrupt the exclusion that occurs in classrooms: “long after the hitting and name
calling have been outlawed by teachers this damaging exclusion continues from year to
year as the ruling class (of children who will) notify others of their acceptability, and the
outsiders learn to anticipate the sting of rejection” (Paley, 1992, p. 3).
Storytelling can illuminate inclusionary or exclusionary practices. The story and
the unpacking of a story are potent experiences for both tellers and listeners as they live
together in a classroom. Common storytelling experiences have the capacity to build the
classroom space described by Kincheloe and Horn (2007):
Classroom communities that reflect counterhegemonic content and processes have
the potential to link body, mind, and soul as well as theory and practice and to
create a place that is life-sustaining and mind-expanding, a place of liberating
mutuality where teachers and students work together in partnership. (p. 121)
These partnerships happen among teachers, students, and other adults through the
uncountable diverse stories that float uninvited or invited into the classroom space, where
everyone can participate in an in-depth discussion of those stories. It is here where
children have openings to cooperatively unpack a story, relate it to themselves and others
and seek stories that espouse similar and differing values. It is a community awash with
vital waves on which listeners and tellers can ride. It is necessary that relationships
among students, teachers, and other adults create a space where all tellers and listeners
are honored and treated with respect within the learning community.
The challenge for teachers is multifaceted but one consideration must be how to
create a space where diverse stories in the learning community are welcomed. Luna says
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storytelling can invite individuals to cultivate a voice that reflects their own identity and
culture, a space where story-accompanying cultures are respected (as cited in Baskerville,
2011). Using stories and storytelling, educators can teach students to embrace and
respect diversity and difference, including ethnic, racial, cultural, linguistic, and gender
variations (Cox & Galda, 1990; Gay, 2000 as cited in Baskerville, 2011).
Dyson and Genishi (1994) offer a way to look at the stories of teachers, children,
professional storytellers, and authors that allow new links to be forged, and these new
connections "link them [those in the classroom] together inside a new tale" (p. 2). This
linking inside a new tale serves to build an inclusive community, which HermannWilmarth (2007) says can be seen as
expanding the borders of culturally diverse literature beyond race, ethnicity and
language to aspects such as physical and mental disabilities, socioeconomic
status, language variations, dialect differences, and religion. Family structures
such as foster families and sexual and gender identity are also culturally diverse
characteristics in literature (as cited in Boyd, Causey & Galda, 2015, p. 379).
Teachers play an essential role in fostering and creating supportive and culturally
inclusive learning environments. Adichie (2009) says we must not hold onto the single
story. In Mello’s (2001) study of the white world of children’s books, she submits that
upon hearing many stories containing differing viewpoints, children begin to question
their views and “adjust their social consciousness” (Section: Storytelling and Learning
about Identity, para. 7). She suggests that telling traditional tales from different cultures
in educational settings leads students and teachers to “think deeply about social issues”
(Section: Storytelling and Learning about Identity, para. 13) and gives students multiple
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lenses for viewing the world. Among other things, story can be used to present a more
diverse and complex perspective of the world (Mello, 2001).
Storytelling can offer a secure haven for listening to and telling about human
struggles and the human spirit. Not all stories end with happily ever after. Children
listen to and tell stories that fall anywhere on the spectrum of life experiences. When
students tell their own personal stories, they try on new ways to communicate, look at
things in different ways, and alter their perceptions and attitudes towards others
(Baskerville, 2011). Although Baskerville's research was carried out with high school
students, I posit that similar results would occur with primary and elementary school
children.
In the introduction, I discuss the idea of a disconnect between research and
practice. Part of this disconnect is caused by an absence of stories and models of
language that students and teachers can use in discussions of diversity. Although
awareness and recognition of a changing population exists, school library collections
have been based on a Eurocentric culture. Efforts are being made to expand library
collections to include resources that reflect diversity and therefore more accurately reflect
the students who are attending the schools. In addition, the teaching force in both
research sites was mainly white and female, a trend that is also reflected in the larger
school district early childhood education context. Within these contexts, teachers are
more likely to be comfortable selecting familiar books for read-alouds than to locate and
include resources reflecting diverse populations and addressing a wide range of social
issues. Gay (2000) says “educators must teach students to respect diversity and
difference and to relate positively to others from different backgrounds, specifically
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ethnic, racial, cultural, language and gender” (as cited in Baskerville, 2011, Introduction,
para. 4). In the presence of a wide range of stories and storytelling experiences the
members of the community can collectively build knowledge, language, attitudes, and
skills to help build an inclusive classroom.
Storytelling is part of the human condition, and individuals and communities that
are sensitive to diversity understands that stories must be selected with care. They
consider such questions as how people are represented, whose stories are told, whose
stories are not told, when stories are told, where stories are told, who the listeners are,
how the stories are told, how stories are welcomed, and how respectful discussions can
unfold. These questions lead inevitably to the pedagogy of storytelling.
Conversation 4: Storytelling as Pedagogy
"Children enter school accomplished storytellers, veteran fantasy players, only to
discover quite abruptly that this great passion of theirs is not part of the curriculum"
(Paley, 1995, as cited in McEwan & Egan, 1995, p. 95). Research from Conversation 1
establishes that story and storytelling are part of us and effective learning strategies. Can
we fish this tool from the bottom of the pedagogical sea?
As previously mentioned, the ELA K-3 curriculum (New Brunswick Department
of Education and Early Childhood, 1998) presents oral language as “the cornerstone of
successful experiences with reading and writing” (p. 151) and recommends storytelling as
a teaching and learning strategy (p. 153).
The ripples and waves from stories and storytelling not only reach the listening
and speaking strand in the language arts document but also impact all strands. Studies
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indicate that storytelling is a viable learning strategy for more than just oral language and
that it is a multitasking teaching and learning strategy (Maguire, 1985; Haven, 2007;
Miller & Pennycluff, 2008). The ELA K-3 curriculum (New Brunswick Department of
Education and Early Childhood, 1998) states:
Storytelling is a very powerful tool that includes many advantages for students,
and among these are:
•

the motivation to read, the opportunity to hear oral language modeled and the
opportunity to practice oral language

•

a context for developing listening comprehension—for example, learning to
visualize

•

the opportunity to develop a sense of story and to become familiar with the
language of literature (ELA K-3, 1998, p. 153)
Maguire (1985) reports that storytelling results in increased vocabulary, increased

concentration, and increased ability to think symbolically and metaphorically. Miller and
Pennycuff (2008) link the benefits of storytelling and the enhancement of the arts to
academic improvements. In addition, Haven (2007) summarizes the findings of 350
studies on storytelling. They are improved story comprehension, improved writing
success and language mastery, the creation of community, motivation and enthusiasm for
learning and logical thinking, and overall improvement in general learning. All these
findings demonstrate that storytelling has a positive impact on literacy learning, overall
learning and a sense of belonging and community.
By engaging in the activities of telling and listening, the child grows as an oral
language user. Britton (1993) is noted for his oft-quoted statement: "[r]eading and
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writing float on a sea of talk" (p. 11). Barton (1990) posits that before children learn to
read, they must have a sense of what story does, and once language is "comfortable on
the tongue, they can begin to transfer these skills to and from the page" (as cited in
Andrews, 2001, para. 1). A storyteller emphasizes the oral language semiotic system
while modeling language and therefore provides new resources for the listeners. The
listeners select from available resources and try out bits and pieces in their own ways.
Chambers (1993) argues, "we learn to talk by engaging with someone who already knows
how" (p. 10).
There is value in keeping the oral component uppermost in mind. Storytellers
wave their octopus-like tentacles, reaching out and sticking onto more than oral language.
Collins concludes that it is not only language that is impacted by storytelling:
Story enhances fluency and vocabulary acquisition. It provides a conceptual
framework for thinking that allows children to shape experiences into a whole
they can understand. Stories allow them to mentally map experiences, see
pictures in their heads, and hear models of language and thought they can imitate.
(as cited in Isbell, Sobol, Lindauer & Lowrance, 2004, p. 159)
The fusion of story, the world, and storytelling embraces the theory of
sociocultural construction of knowledge—learning with others. During the data
collection within classrooms, I participated in the culture of the classroom community
where we co-constructed knowledge in a social context, and practiced and learned
language by interacting with each other (Vygotsky, 1962). Within the communities, each
of us was a learner. Remember the child who used the word “beaming” after I told the
story The Sun and the Wind. She adopted that word as her own when she addressed her
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peers. In the Grade 2 class, I heard the term “poop emoji” for the first time, which a child
further explained through a drawing. Smagorinsky (2011) presents a more sociocultural
constructivist conception of teaching and learning relationships. He allows for the roles
of learners and teachers to constantly morph one into the other.
The constant social interaction and back-and-forth of language are vital in
learning. Researchers support, enlarge, and unpack this fundamental idea. Moll and
Whitmore (1993) expand Vygotsky's zone of proximal development within classroom
contexts as "(s)hifting the emphasis from the more adult/more-competent-peer and child
dyad to what an individual can accomplish through participation in joint, situated
sociocultural activity" (as cited in Smagorinsky, 2012, p. 56). Dyson, an ethnographer
who studies childhood cultures and literacy learning of young school children, uses a
weaving metaphor that points to a “more interactive mutually instructive cooperative
zone of proximal development” (as cited in Smagorinsky, 2012, p. 57). Johnston (2012),
professor of education and chair of the Reading Department at the University at Albany,
argues for educators to move beyond modeling to collaborating. He argues that the
ability for humans to think together is advantageous, and that “[w]e conveniently forget
that children’s ability to use language as a tool for thinking on their own has its origins in
thinking together” (p. 95).
Storytelling plays a role and encourages this “joint, situated sociocultural
activity.” The relationships among the listener, teller, reteller and creator and the constant
borrowing, exchanging, modifying, twisting, and finding of stories reflect the social
nature of story and storytelling. This social connection to a storyteller is illustrated in a
study carried out by Brady and Millard (2012). They state that what can be claimed
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without reservation is that “tales told by a skilled storyteller had powerfully engaged the
children's interest so that they had remembered the language they had heard and were
able in this context to translate this into richer ways of developing their own story
characters and narrative sequences” (p. 23).
This research holds that story and storytelling are crucial learning tools and
therefore there is a need for a commitment on the part of teachers to allow structured and
unstructured time for story and storytelling. The decision to structure space for
storytelling is dependent upon a teacher’s beliefs about literacy and learning and in turn
strongly impacts an educator’s use of time.
In her chapter entitled “Why it is Important for Children to Begin Learning to
Read in Kindergarten,” Ehri (2012) concludes her argument for early teaching of reading
and reading skill (before age six) by saying that "even children who do not require an
extra year or two to attain reading proficiency stand to benefit from earlier instruction"
(p. 178). An emphasis on teaching the early skills such as letter recognition, phonics,
phonological awareness, and sight word recognition requires time and often uses texts
that have been streamlined for skill development—texts that erode story. The amount of
time spent on learning these discrete skills is time not spent listening to and telling stories
(Fox, 1994). The following remembrance illustrates an emphasis on discreet skills.
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Vignette #1
I feel like Ma on the sitcom, The Golden Girls. She always began a story with
"picture this."
Well, picture this. It’s the early nineties in a school built in the sixties. We are in
a gymnasium where one side is a stage with dusty, deep red, velveteen curtains hanging
in uneven folds and trailing across the dark wooden stage floor like a torn skirt. The gym
is really more a multi-purpose space, hosting activities such as physical education
instruction, extra-curricular activities, whole school assemblies, science fairs, live
theatre, music festival practices, after-school events, school fundraisers, school picture
taking, Christmas or spring concerts for the public and teacher in-service. It is the latter
that is my focus.
As part of the presentation team I stand at the front with my back to the stage, the
curtains drawn shut. In front of the closed curtain, like an opening act, stands a portable
white screen which glares at empty tables and chairs.
Tables are arranged with military precision—four rows, five tables in each row
and five chairs at each table. The sixth chair is omitted as that would allow a participant
to sit with her back to the screen. I say "her back" as the participants are predominantly
kindergarten teachers and female. Each rectangular table is made of varnished plywood
supported by rounded metal legs. A few tables are wonky, and several tables are roughedged as if small pieces of plywood had been chewed out. Maybe, I think, by frustrated
former workshop participants. The chair seats and backs are of orange or grey plastic
but the legs are metal. More than several chairs lack the quieting tennis ball-clad feet.
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Just in front of the stage are two long tables holding the computer, data projector and
speakers, instructional manuals, CDs, presenter’s notes, and piles of practice sheets.
This in-service is designed to train teachers in an assessment tool that will
provide data needed to prevent future reading problems. Each child and each discreet
skill such as recognizing initial sounds, letter recognition, segmenting words into
phonemes, and alphabetic principle) will be tested. The test results will be signaled in
streetlight mode; children will flash red, yellow or green. Interventions will be carried
out and reading will happen. The tool was costly, but, like so many other tools and
assessments, promised results.
Piled neatly in the center of each participant table are teacher instruction
booklets, HB pencils, and stopwatches. The stopwatches are placed so that the neck
strings fall parallel, thus avoiding a potential tangled mess.
Finally, at the back of the gymnasium are four long tables set up against the wall.
At the end of one table is a large coffee urn, packets of sugar, artificial sweetener,
creamers and milk, stir sticks, and the ubiquitous Styrofoam cups. Next to those is
another large urn of hot water for those who wish to make tea and alongside this sits
boxes of King Cole caffeinated and decaffeinated teabags. This leaves the rest of the
table for baskets filled with muffins whose tops balloon out over the multi-colored muffin
papers like top-heavy toadstools. The chocolate chip ones will disappear before the
carrot, raisin bran, and banana ones.
Everything is ready. The professional development day is timed and scripted by
the publisher of the assessment tool. The theory will be presented, the steps in the
administration of each test will be outlined, and teachers will work with partners
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practicing the timing and administration of each test. They will also analyze data from
the practice assessments. Teachers will be ready for the students when they return to
their classrooms.
As presenters we collaborate and confirm how the day will go and I repress a
fleeting thought: Is what is about to unfold today worth the enormous amount of money
spent on the training, instructional materials, and consumables? Would the money be
better spent on fiction and non-fiction picture books for classroom libraries? We focus
the data projector and check the sound level. I muffle the nagging doubt and confidently
join my co-presenters in what is an impeccably planned, time-efficient and thorough
training of an assessment tool that will improve the literacy levels in the district and
catch any struggling readers before it is too late.
Teachers are drifting in, and then I remember: there will be at least five teachers
who will not unquestioningly endorse this particular assessment tool, and they will sit
together at one table.
I think, "If we feed them enough muffins maybe they won't talk."
Suggate (2012) opposes Ehri's (2012) view by debating the veracity of findings in
research that points to the advantages of early reading instruction. In his chapter entitled
“Watering a Garden Before a Rainstorm” Suggate (2012) presents arguments from both
sides of the question and concludes that "the effects of early reading are more akin to
watering the garden before a rainstorm; the earlier watering is rendered undetectable by
the rainstorm, this watering wasted precious water, and the watering detracts the gardener
from other important preparatory groundwork” (p. 188). I posit that oral language
activities, of which story and storytelling are part, make up much of the groundwork to
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which Suggate (2012) refers. This groundwork supports a sociocultural constructivist
approach as children listen to, retell, create, co-construct, enact, and play with stories in
an oral rich classroom.
Davidson (2010) engages in Ehri’s and Suggate’s debate and contends that
literacy development is not either cognitive or social, but “that the cognitive occurs in a
sociocultural context and that both are necessary for educational success” (p. 247). We
need an integration of theories if we are to equalize the learning opportunities for each
student. Through multiple and varied experiences learners practice a wide range of skills
within diverse authentic sociocultural contexts. For example, children recite classroom
poems and then compose their own. They share, laugh and call attention to the nonsense
words they invent. They try out each other’s words, adding these to their own repertoire
of possible language choices, rolling them off their tongues repeatedly. They learn to
rhyme as demonstrated by the following poem composed by a four-year-old:
A slug and a glug
A slug and a glug
A glug, glug, glug
Glug, glug, glue
Oral rich classrooms are places where the ground for literacy learning is
constantly being enriched and worked, and while story and storytelling specifically
benefit the oral language system, they do not silence the other modes of making meaning.
Storytelling may consist only of the story and the voice, or combine with other modalities
such as drama, music, art, photography, audio and video recordings, and play. Recent
sociocultural research highlights action and multimodality, listing sensory modes like
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image, gaze talk, movement, sound, and sound effects as ways of making meaning
(Wessel-Powell, Kargin & Wohlwend, 2016).
Storytelling is indeed a multitasking learning strategy, part of Suggate's (2012)
preparatory groundwork.
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Chapter 4 – Methodology and Methods
“Those of us who have been seduced by the call of stories realize there may be no
better way to come to terms with how we want to live and what we can understand and
say about how others live than to listen to and converse with their stories” (Bochner,
2012, p. 162).
I conducted a qualitative study employing autoethnography and narrative
methodologies to explore my question “Where are the storytelling spaces in classrooms?”
Autoethnographic methodology informed my research because I remembered, explored
and retold my own stories in conversation with the research stories to produce
“meaningful, accessible, and evocative research grounded in my personal experience”
(Ellis, Adams & Bochner, 2011, para. 3). My experiences were remembered, constructed
and re-constructed through re-thinking and re-storying, and by acknowledging that I was
never alone in a story. In the course of the study other participants and texts shared the
research process and helped shape the study, resulting in an expanded understanding of
the research question and a definition of storytelling.
Narrative methodology informed my research as we constructed and coconstructed narratives, telling, then penning the experiences into meaningful stories while
at the same time recognizing the process was shaped by multiple social relationships
within the research process (Somekh & Lewin, 2011). It afforded me the opportunity to
bring stories from the multiple voices of child, educator, administrator, and scholar to my
research question.
This blend of research approaches was inspired by Bruner’s (2004) unification of
narrative and life. He says “the mimesis between life so-called and narrative is a two52

way affair…Narrative imitates life, life imitates narrative” (p. 262). The construction
and co-construction of stories unifies these two qualitative research methodologies as
both use story to make meaning.
Further rationale for this blend of research approaches exists as autoethnography
and narrative methodologies share the following characteristics of qualitative research as
defined by Denzin and Lincoln (2005):
a situated activity that locates the observer in the world. It consists of a set of
interpretive, material practices that make the world visible. These practices
transform the world…qualitative researchers study things in their natural settings,
attempting to make sense of, or interpret, phenomena in terms of the meanings
people bring to them. (pp. 3-4)
First, qualitative research involves gathering close-up information within a natural
setting; mine was within the New Brunswick education system both prior to public
schooling and within the public school system. I spent time as a participant-observer
within two different classroom settings: an early childhood classroom in a university
setting and a grade 2 classroom within a public school. I engaged with educators and
children to collect classroom stories, taking care to be collaborative by following the
children’s lead and respecting their signals to participate or not, inviting them to tell
stories of their choice, and discussing my planned or spontaneous participation as a
researcher and storyteller.
Second, qualitative research is characterized by the inclusion of multiple sources
of data. I conducted focus group conversations and semi-structured interviews, and
engaged in informal conversations with participants. During field work in the classrooms
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I took notes, including reflective statements, recorded observations both as an observer
and a participant, and took videos and photographs. I wrote narratives that grew out of
the research process, harnessing memories, field work experiences, data collection, and
the research process.
Another feature of qualitative research is the inclusion of multiple realities which
I propose are in concert with autoethnographic and narrative research. As I harnessed
memories, I both valued stories from my past and current experiences and revisited
particular memories through different lenses. I used a critical lens with past stories to
find meaning in similar events in the now.
In keeping with qualitative research, I recognized my own biases and perspectives
by calling into question my knowledge and experiences. As I have 40-plus years of
experience in educational settings, I needed to anchor my research within a reflective
practice by being watchful for any habitual leanings and instilled practices that inherently
lay dormant until stirred by the familiar contexts of the public school system. I had to
continuously question my actions and observations, and so I employed my biases and
familiarity as a cautionary reminder to not be seduced by them. This anchor stopped an
unethical drift towards preconceived interpretations and pedagogical actions within each
of the classroom settings. By including vignettes retelling stories from my years of
experience, I troubled how my background, culture, and experiences as an educator might
inform, constrain, or expand my research.
Upon my entrance into the public school building I hear the medley of child and
adult voices resounding with the school bell. I acknowledge the fused smell of the newly
washed floors and the trapped night air. I see the open doors up and down the hall; they
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beckon to me. I am awash in my past experiences as a teacher, administrator, and leader
on school review teams and with teacher performance assessments. Initially this may
have been the cause of omissions of pertinent storytelling data, as my mind sometimes
reverted to these former roles.
I purposefully guarded against this by regularly re-anchoring myself by bringing
to mind my research question: Where are the storytelling spaces in classrooms? In the
early childhood classroom, I was drawn into the stories and I had the unarticulated
understanding that I would find stories here. When I was in the public school setting, I
had the underlying feeling that I would need to look harder. I guarded against this by
being open to storytelling, to the multiple ways storytelling can be observed. As
Lorenzetti (2013) writes, there is “no apolitical fence to straddle… a qualitative
researcher is…compelled to step off the fence and to disclose biases and uncover that
which has been dismissed as inevitable” (p. 545). Finally, qualitative research is
emergent and although I had a plan in my proposal, there were changes and shifts during
the research process (McMillan, 2004; Creswell, 2014).
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Research Approach: A Blend
Figure 4. Blend of methodological approaches.

Autoethnographic and narrative approaches both embrace story and recognize that
“meanings are socially constructed, and humans’ actions and agency are contingent upon
sociocultural, historical and political influences” (Somekh & Lewin, 2011, p. 157).
Though these methodologies are similar, there is a difference. An autoethnographer uses
the stories in her life as starting points of the exploration, while narrative researchers start
with and focus on the stories as they emerge (Somekh & Lewin, 2011, p. 158). I researched my storytelling history for insights into how storytelling might make itself
visible in today’s classrooms. The inclusion of the participant-observer method offered
me the opportunity to be an active part of classroom storytelling with the participants and
contribute and give back to the learning community while I gathered data and “explored
[the] intersections between research and practice” (Kennedy-Lewis, 2012, p. 107) related
to storytelling and oral language. In the classrooms I learned to listen carefully to learn
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the points of view of the participants as they told their stories. In the next section I
further describe how each methodology informed my research.
Autoethnography
Autoethnography is an autobiographical genre of writing and research that
displays multiple layers of consciousness, connecting the personal to the cultural. Backand-forth autoethnographers gaze, first through an ethnographic wide-angle lens,
focusing outward on social and cultural aspects of the personal experience; then they look
inward, exposing a vulnerable self that is moved by and may move through, refract and
resist cultural interpretations (Bochner & Ellis, 2016, p. 64).
The entrance point to autoethnography is the self (Chang, 2008), and then through
the research questions, researchers “dig deeper into their memories, excavate rich details,
bring them onto examination tables to sort, label, interconnect, and contextualize in the
sociocultural environment” (p. 51). In my case, autoethnography allowed me to use my
life story(ies) as a way to explore the research question—Where are the storytelling
spaces in the classroom?—and at the same time connect the autobiographical and
personal to the cultural, social and political (Ellis, 2004, p. xix). Park-Kang (2015)
concurs that autoethnography is a way to use the self to explore connections to others and
to the social and political aspects of communities in which the researcher finds herself. I
looked to stories from the past but also to the present-day stories and the resulting
relationships and connections. I explored what Paley (2001) calls the doing of stories.
At first, the stories in and of my life seem limited and self-centered, but the
“others”—the human and environmental factors, political and social contexts, texts and
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institutions—interacting in my world(s) provide rich data and knowledge that form and
inform my stories, and the multiple roles I have played within the education field. Ellis,
Adams, and Bochner (2011) remind me to consider “who reads our work, how are they
affected by it, and how does it keep a conversation going?” (p. 11). I tried to keep this
uppermost in mind to avoid the risk of becoming a naval-gazer, or what Madison refers to
as “self-absorbed narcissists who don’t fulfill scholarly obligations of hypothesizing,
analyzing, and theorizing” (Ellis, Adams, & Bochner, 2011, p. 11). But by interacting
with the others I constructed the stories, incorporating what Ellis, Adams, and Bochner
(2011) refer to as the “back-and-forth autoethnographer’s gaze.” As I explored my
question, I looked outward to the social and cultural aspects and inward to my
experiences in order to deepen my understanding of storytelling within the classroom
spaces.
Vignette # 2.
Today I watched the school administrator greet the children and call them by
name. She listened as some stopped to briefly tell a story. In a different time, in a
different school, I too am the administrator and I stand at the door greeting bundles of
energy.
Above the blended cacophony of voices in the hallway I hear my name
being shouted. I look to see a child emerging out of the mutli-colored detritus of
discarded winter clothing and again hear, “Miss Blond-Haley, guess what?” Ignoring
his teacher’s request to return, the six-year-old Justin, still wearing his frozen snow
pants, expertly runs the gauntlet of boots and book bags, and plants himself directly in
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front of me. An overpowering cigarette smell rises from the small steaming body and his
nose streams clear liquid but these are mitigated by his infectious love of life and his
perseverance. I am drawn to this child and his smile.
As he repeats his question, “guess what?”, his eyes dance the story yet to be told.
He sniffs a beginning. I lean down to listen but am buffeted by the wind’s icy fingers
whipping out a warning. I glance behind me to witness two agitated parents blustering
their way through the door, seemingly readying themselves for battle. Suddenly I
remember the voice mail, “we will be in first thing in the morning.”
I return my gaze to Justin. My icicle words stab out and hang harsh in the frigid
air above his head. “I have to go but find me at recess. I want to hear your story,” I say.
I did not see but heard him make his way to his classroom, his frozen snow pants
now a burden.
Justin’s report card: Justin has learned to recognize many of the sight words for
this term. He continues to read word for word without fluency and this affects his
comprehension.
What understandings might Justin have gained from this event? What unspoken
values were evident to his parents? Would the meeting between the parents and myself
have been irrevocably damaged if I had stayed and listened to Justin’s story? How
would I respond today given the same situation? In the day-to-day routines in schools
today, do similar situations become the norm?
Autoethnography is “a form of self-narrative that places the self within a social
context” (Reed-Danahays, 1997, as cited in Humphreys, 2005, p. 841) and is a way of
researching that “acknowledges and accommodates subjectivity, emotionality, and the
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researcher’s influence on research rather than hiding from these matters or assuming they
don’t exist” (Ellis, Adams & Bochner, 2011, p. 2). This approach to research supports
Vygotsky’s (1978) idea that stories are created in terms of one’s own life experiences and
background and are constructed on an intermental and intramental plane. Meaningful
stories are formed through interactions between what is happening to a person on the
outside and the inside. Further, meaningful research is formed by examining the
conditions that produce those stories. When using autoethonography, Starr (2010)
designates a space, one that expands beyond a look at self to look at the “space between
the self and practice” (p. 2). This requires a reflexive stance, one which required me to
“bend on self and look more deeply at self-other interactions” (Given, 2008, p. 50).
Many years ago, I would have written Justin’s story differently than I do today. Today
there is more bending to look more deeply.
Though autoethnography and other self-narratives feature storytelling,
autoethnography is different because not only does it include the story, it also engages the
researcher and reader in an analysis of culture (Chang, 2008). Autoethnography
“combines cultural analysis and interpretation with narrative details” (Chang, 2008, p.
46) and “brings forward the shifting aspects of self and creates ways to write about
experiences in a broader social context” (Hamilton, Smith & Worthington, 2008, p. 22).
In my case, I have included pertinent information on specific aspects of New
Brunswick’s educational culture and political context for my research. In various parts of
this dissertation I refer to district- and government-level initiatives and curriculum
documents along with other publications that impact pedagogy as it relates to literacy
learning, specifically oral language and storytelling. The reader will find that the
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information on the educational contexts flows within different stories and narratives and
is not in a section on its own.
Autoethnography uses “conventions of literary writing” and forms that feature
“concrete action, emotion, embodiment, self-consciousness, and introspection portrayed
in dialogue, scenes, characterizations and plot” (Ellis, 2004, p. xix).
For the most part I wrote in the first-person narrative but took advantage of other
genres as well. Those decisions were based on the suitability of genres to the
participants, to the meaning being created from specific story happenings and to my
ethical responsibilities to honor the contributions of my co-participants. Goodall (2008)
writes that the narrative range of forms and styles provides a way to make and
communicate meaning. Forms and styles that bubbled to the surface of each storyhappening were a responsive choice to the individual narrative. I employed poetry,
stories (both fiction and narrative non-fiction), vignettes, conversation scripts, artwork,
summaries based on videos, and photos on their own or in combination. My reflections
sometimes nudged the stories into the different genres and determined how the stories
would be communicated.

In making decisions about which stories I would include and

which ones would be omitted, I incorporated the ethnos, the culture in which the stories
were located (Given, 2008). Once I had examined, re-examined and analyzed the data,
themes emerged and stories clumped together, stuck by some common truth. Both
cultures, the Early Childhood Classroom and Grade 2, contained stories around specific
themes; although there were many stories from which to choose, I strove with partial
success to find a balance between the two sites.
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The very act of writing or telling a story “alters the way we think about what we
know and how we know it” (Goodall, 2008, p. 14). As a storyteller I found that the
meaning of a story was shaped by my experiences and sculpted by waves of the present
feelings and emotions surrounding a particular event. When I did re-search I
remembered similar stories marked by different times and by different educational
cultures and also acknowledged unique stories from a range of contexts and relationships.
There was always a tidal feeling of moving in and then back to and from stories.
Storytelling itself is active, and Bochner (2012) reminds us about movement in
stories when he says, “[t]hat is why the truths of stories can never be stable truths.
Memory is active, dynamic, and ever changing. The past is always open to revision and
so too are our stories of the past and what they mean now” (p. 161). We are always
imagining possibilities, making and remaking meaning in story form. The
researcher/writer and then the listener or reader will engage with the stories and emerge
with meaning, emotions, and understandings unique unto themselves. Stories from my
experiences as an educator are changed as I use a lens of time to re-story. I am not the
same as I was. “We need to look hard at the stories we create, and wrestle with them.
Retell and retell them, and work with them like clay. It is in the retelling and returning
that they give us their wisdom” (Gillard, slide 6, as cited in Ditkoff, 2014).
Data gathered through interviewing and conducting group conversations resulted
in some commonality of understandings as well as presented multiple perspectives. Also,
multivoicedness, “a multitude of ways of speaking, writing, valuing and believing” (Ellis,
Adams & Bochner, 2011, p. 2) necessitates more than one lens with which to view the
world. Ellis (2004) agrees that stories are the way humans make sense of and understand
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the world. My research listened to stories that revealed multiple ways participants
viewed different educational events. In addition, Glenda MacNaughton (2005), associate
professor in early childhood and long-time director at the Centre for Equity and
Innovation in Early Childhood, writes that
[t]he politics of our time and place influence which stories (of individuals and
societies) are told, when and by whom, which is why some stories are heard more
often and given greater status than others. Consequently, identifying the stories
(of individuals or societies) that are silenced or marginalized and then sharing
them is a political act (p. 4).
So, as I listened for storytelling, I was cognizant of marginalized stories and
storying. And as I wrote and represented the collected and emerging stories, I looked for
“moments of clarity, connection and change” (Holman Jones, 2005, p. 764) in order to
imagine new possibilities for foregrounding story and storytelling within classroom
spaces.
Narrative
Lewis and Adeney (2014) define narrative as “the everyday practice of
storytelling, the teller/speaker uses the basic story structure to organize events and/or
experiences to bring forward what is perceived as important and significant for the teller
and audience” and narrative research as “the exploration of the stories humans tell to
make sense of lived experiences” (p. 161). This is compatible with autoethnography in
that stories are told. What narrative research offered was a way for me to make meaning
during the research process. Moen (2006) explores the three basic claims underpinning
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the narrative research approach and this discussion was a useful buoy I used to anchor
myself during the research. She states,
[first] that human beings organize their experiences of the world into narratives.
Second, narrative researchers maintain that the stories that are told depend on the
individual's past and present experiences, her or his values, the people the stories
are being told to, the addressees, and when and where they are being told. The
third claim, closely connected to the second, concerns the multivoicedness that
occurs in the narratives. (pp. 4-5)
Therefore, you cannot separate a life from a story, the stories of a life lived,
constructed and told. Lewis (2010) adds to this intermingledness, saying humans are in a
symbiotic relationship with narrative and we are “informed by story and formed by story”
(p. 1). Clandinin and Connelly (2000), prominent proponents of narrative research, posit
that people have been engaged and do engage in narrative inquiry by living, telling, and
talking about stories. Scholars have "(re)discovered the narrative nature of human
beings” (Heilbrun, 1988, as cited in Sandelowski, 1991, p. 161). In contemporary
narrative research, Clandinin and Connelly (2000) give us the following agreed-upon
definition:
We study experience narratively because narrative thinking is a key form of
experience and a key way of writing and thinking about it. In effect, narrative
thinking is part of the phenomenon of narrative. It might be said that narrative
methods are an aspect of narrative phenomena. Thus, narrative is both the
phenomenon and the method of the social sciences. (p. 18)
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Based on these understandings I recognized that my research needed to trust
stories and storytelling as vital participants in the research, both as the stories themselves
and as ways to make meaning, to make sense of experiences, and to build community.
Clandinin and Connelly (2000) offer the commonplaces of temporality, sociality,
and place, which are explored simultaneously as the researcher engages with narrative.
The researcher is able to “study the complexity of the relational composition of people's
lived experiences both inside and outside of an inquiry and as well, to imagine the future
possibilities of these lives” (Clandinin & Huber, 2010, p. 436).
The commonplace of temporality “points inquirers toward the past, present and
future of people, places, things and events under study” and to the understanding that
researchers need to consider the “temporality of their own and participants' lives, as well
as the temporality of places and things” (p. 436). Clandinin and Connelly (2000) write,
“[b]y backward and forward we refer to temporality — past, present, and future” (p. 50).
I used a back-and-forth gaze and considered experiences through different time lenses.
Experiences with stories from the two classroom sites triggered remembrances of past
stories, stories with different characters and in different contexts but connected to current
narratives most often through relational and emotional links.
Sociality is the attention to “both personal conditions and… social conditions
which include the emotional and aesthetic reactions and moral dispositions” (Clandinin &
Huber, 2010, p. 436) of both the inquirer and the participant. Sociality is defined as
the conditions under which people's experiences and events are unfolding. These
social conditions are understood, in part, in terms of cultural, social, institutional
and linguistic narratives. A second dimension of the sociality commonplace
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directs attention to the inquiry relationship between researchers' and participants'
lives. Narrative inquirers cannot subtract themselves from the inquiry relationship
(Clandinin & Huber, 2010, p. 436).
Clandinin and Connelly define place, the final commonplace, as “the specific
concrete, physical and topological boundaries of place or sequences of places where the
inquiry and events take place” (as cited in Clandinin & Huber, 2010, p. 437). Narrative,
therefore, is a way of knowing the world, and, in knowing, the narrative inquirer must, as
a tenet of working, consider time, place, sociality, and the interactive quality of
relationships.
Moen’s exploration of three claims of narrative research show how narrative
research is compatible with autoethnography, which also considers time, context, and
participants integral components in research; Wertz reminds us of the “connectedness of
the researcher to the social, cultural and institutional settings” (as cited in Moen, 2006, p.
4). In using both narrative and autoethnography I was afforded the opportunity to write,
starting with stories from my life while at the same time write new stories into existence.
Jack-Malik (2018) discusses her experiences with autobiographical narrative
inquiry, linking personal stories, reflection and new understandings. In a similar way, I
discovered that the stories from my past surfaced, especially during the data collection
period, and caused me to reflect on those remembered experiences within the research
context. Jack-Malik writes:
When we inquire and reflect, we have the opportunity to deepen our
understandings of how to negotiate tension in educative ways because we better
understand why we make certain decisions. As well, it provides an opportunity to
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explore stories from our earliest landscapes, which can be influencing decision
making in ways one does not appreciate. A teacher then has an option to begin
living out new stories, which are a better fit for her new understandings (p. 201).
Participant Observer
The participant observer method enabled me to continue my experience in
learning communities in New Brunswick, allowing me to contribute to the educational
experiences of children and educators. The participant-observer method fits with
constructivist qualitative research studies “as the researcher aims to understand the
phenomenon from the perspective of experiencing it” (Given, 2008, p. 119). Angrosino
(2005) says that researchers are more and more willing to adopt a “membership identity”
in the communities they study (p. 733). Like many educators, my long career in
education has both positive and negative implications when adopting a membership
identity. I was aware that I might be distracted from my research as I embody the tasks
and responsibilities in a classroom setting (Somekh & Lewin, 2011) and want to pitch in,
and yes, this did happen. And due to my passion for telling stories, I was carried away
from the role of researcher to the role of storyteller. I was aware of withholding
judgments about teacher and child behaviours and monitored movements toward this
tendency. As the learner in the room, I also brought expertise to the learning community
and contributed to pedagogical practices.
As a participant observer I had the opportunity to continue to be part of
storytelling communities but to be more attuned to where and how stories were
happening or could happen. For the past three years I have volunteered in the UNB Early
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Childhood Classroom, participating as a storyteller in the classroom, in the woods, and as
part of the children’s visits to the York Care Centre and the Veterans Health Unit, two
institutions that serve the needs of the elderly. The opportunity to tell stories and be part
of the class allowed for continuity in my experiences with children and storytelling. As a
participant-observer I am part of that learning community, a community that allows me to
increase my understandings of children and story as I “take part in the activities I
examine” (Given, 2008, p. 242). My current relationship with this setting supports my
intentional study of storytelling spaces within the children’s and adults’ educational
practices.
As well as continuing in the Early Childhood Classroom, I was a participantobserver in a public school classroom. As a researching member of each of those
learning communities I told and listened to stories and gathered evidence of storytelling
as it made itself known. I looked for and told the stories of storytelling spaces. This
required me to become a member of each learning community, one where children felt
free to tell stories in my presence and ask me to tell stories. I believe I listened carefully
and observed the ways and places where story played a part in those communities. I
watched for spaces where stories might happen, and for stories that were silenced. I took
notes, and if appropriate, talked to the children about their stories. I was open to
invitations to be part of their stories, as well as to find opportunities to tell stories. The
following is an example from my first-year volunteering in the UNB Early Childhood
Classroom.
I walked into the classroom where an array of activities was evident. One boy,
wearing a cape that flapped straight out behind him, raced by me, abruptly stopped and
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returned to stand in front of me. He said, “Come on, you can be part of our play. Follow
me!” On another day, as I came to the door, a child called out to her classmates, “Hey
Joanne is here, she can tell us a story.” I tried to establish this kind of relationship in both
the research settings, ones in which I was introduced to an unfamiliar group of children.
In a participant observer role, as it is with autoethnographic and narrative
researchers, participant-observers acknowledge their biases rather than eliminate them
(Weinstein, 1979). I tell the stories of what I saw and in which I found significance, but
in doing so, I consider whether or not those involved “would behave similarly if we [I]
were not there” (Weinstein, 1979, pp. 77-78). I acknowledged and challenged my own
biases by being clear about the context of events, by considering different perspectives
and by engaging others in follow-up discussions.
Creswell (2014) includes observation as one of the four techniques of qualitative
data collection that researchers employ. He lists observation, interviews including focus
groups, documents, and audiovisual materials including artifacts. I used following
techniques offered by Creswell:
1) a semi-structured interview (see Appendix C)
2) semi-structured group conversations (see Appendix D)
3) an analysis of documents such as curriculum documents and other government
publications
4) stories constructed and co-constructed by the researcher and/or participants
5) audiovisual materials and artifacts such as videos, photographs, art work,
costumes, props, and music
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6) reflexive journals kept throughout the research process (in my case reflexive
notes alongside field notes)
7) field notes as a participant observer working in two classrooms
Autoethnographic and narrative methodologies offered a range of methods, but
central to both are the processes of telling, writing and representing the story-happenings.
They align with number four on Creswell’s list in that the writing process was part of the
method. The forms or genres that surface as the writing occurred were specific to each
story-happening and the selected form or genre itself was chosen for its suitability to
making meaning for that particular event. I was able to choose from first-person
narratives, vignettes, poetry, artifacts, children’s work, scripts and summaries of
dialogues, collaborative group conversation, and journals of participant-observer
experiences (Given, 2008, p. 48). As I engaged in an exploration of my question, I found
that I used fictional narratives and non-fiction narratives along with reflexive vignettes. I
included scripts and quotations when it was clear that meaning and emotional intent
would be altered if I summarized.
Clough (2002) talks about the usefulness of a story approach in educational
research. He states that a fictionalized experience allows the researcher to tell truths by
“import[ing] data from various real events in order to speak to the heart of social
consciousness” (p. 8). A fictionalized account of real events protects the participants and
provides anonymity, while maintaining the integrity and authenticity of actual events.
Bochner and Ellis (2016) say we “dip and angle in between fiction and nonfiction, not to pull them apart but to put them together. We use fictional writing
strategies to convey what happened and evoke reactions” (p. 129 [Kindle version]). Ellis
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references Richardson’s writing as inquiry which acknowledges how connections appear
and meaning takes shape during the process of writing (Bochner & Ellis, 2016). Each
story included is a fish in a school, singular yet part of the bigger narrative of the research
that explored the where and when, and resulting who and how, of storytelling and
storytelling spaces. Allen says the autoethnographer’s story must be different than “just a
story” in that the teller, the researcher, also employs the literature, the research, and the
research tools as a way of telling (as cited in Ellis, Adams & Bochner, 2011).
Therefore, researchers must see “themselves not as reporters but as writers. If our
research is to mean something to our readers — to be acts of meaning — our writing
needs to attract, awaken, and arouse readers, inviting them into conversations with the
incidents, feelings, contingencies, contradictions, memories, and desires that our research
stories depict” (Bochner, 2012, p. 158).
Semi-structured Interviews
I carried out semi-structured one-on-one interviews with four literacy supervisors
from current Anglophone West School District and former School District 18 (Appendix
C). These individuals work(ed) in the same role but in different years so I chose to speak
with them one-on-one.
Other strategies for gathering data may surface during the research. Clough and
Nutbrown (2012) say that research methods are “in the end tools, no more, and we may
appear to take them from the shelf when we need them” (p. 43).
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Semi-structured Group Conversations
I am choosing this term over “focus groups” because I want to honour the
participants’ control over the conversation around the prompts and questions and
acknowledge that their interactions with each other energized the experience. Focus
group conversations are “grounded in the voices of people in order to enable multiple
views to emerge” (Somekh & Lewin, 2011, p. 63). The group was divided into smaller
working groups but brought together in a final discussion.
I invited current and retired literacy lead teachers from former School District 18
and present-day Anglophone West School District to participate in a semi-structured
group conversation (Appendix D). These individuals have a collective group identity as
well as individual professional identities as many had and did work together. I had also
worked with some members of this group and so they are part of my past, an opening into
the temporality of the narratives. Appendix B lists questions that served to prompt
dialogue around past and present literacy initiatives, programs, and pedagogical practices
that lead teachers promoted through mentoring and other professional development
avenues such as school-based in-service, modeled lessons, and resource
recommendations. One set of questions targeted consideration of any strategies,
initiatives, programs, or practices that highlight(ed) oral language development and
storytelling: In your experience, how much time is dedicated to the development of oral
language? Are/were there initiatives which focus(sed) specifically on this component of
literacy? What do you feel impacted the presence or absence of this focus? My purpose
was to capture perspectives on literacy instruction in general and locate oracy within that
instruction as practiced in classrooms in elementary schools, especially those of which,
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due to my absence in the system, I would be unaware. The semi-structured focus group
conversations promoted interaction among individuals and led to a richer understanding
of the questions and topics under discussion and at the same time offered an audience for
each other, which in turn stimulated rich interactions. Individuals worked together to
make sense of their experiences by sharing insights and perspectives and engaging in
debate (McMillan, 2004).
Through a representation of the data I hope to create a deeper understanding of
storytelling spaces in classrooms for myself and for educators and to make visible the
spaces where children become story doers (Paley, 2001).
Validity
Validity in this study is addressed through the proposed multiple sources of data
and the triangulation of the data. “If themes are established based on converging several
sources of data or perspectives from participants, then this process can be claimed as
adding to the validity of the study” (Creswell, 2014, p. 201). I used the questions,
transcripts from both the semi-structured interviews and semi-structured group
conversations, chart paper summaries prepared by the focus group participants, and my
notes to determine coding themes. I read and reread each, looking for common words,
phrases, topics, and the frequency of each. Once the terms were generated, I coded each
transcript.
In addition, Moen (2006) writes, “research is trustworthy because of the extensive
data generation procedures” (p. 5). The extensive data generation procedures in this
research include video tapes, audio tapes, chart paper summaries, maps, numerous
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photographs, observations data, reflective notes, and memories from my teaching,
mothering and storytelling experiences. Creswell (2014) also recommends member
checking. I consulted with participants by sending written summaries to participants who
had previously requested this information. I received feedback but none contradicting
my observations or findings. One educator responded by email, saying: “I've read your
summary and your analysis resonates with my experience. It did have me pause to think
about what are the conditions in classrooms with playful approaches to learning that
make them value students' voices and choices? Make them impactful and engaging
learning environments?”
Furthermore, I asked educators to read and offer feedback on pertinent sections
from this dissertation, sections in which they played a major role. One educator said that
it was interesting to see herself and the event from an observer’s perspective.
I valued the research relationships by listening to the participants’ stories and
voices, affirming the constructed and co-constructed stories and honoring the complexity
of the daily lives of participants during the ongoing research process. In attempting to
capture this complexity, I include thick descriptions of the stories by incorporating
references to existing literature, metaphor and literary language, dialogue, analogies,
photos, and children's artwork. I use reflexive strategies such as returning to my research
question when I felt a steady drift toward an identity seeped in my past school
experience, writing stories generated from my participation in the research sites, and
acknowledging and including stories linked to my memory. I revisited my writing and
asked myself questions about findings. One such question—If children are not telling
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stories, how are they using language?—led me to an unanticipated investigation. The
use of these strategies supports the validity of this study.
The Ethical Compass
My daughter and I once took a midnight swim in the black waters of a river in
Mexico. The black water was actually full of phosphorescent algae and when we entered
the water our movements caused a gleaming halo to enwrap our bodies. Each tiny
movement of our bodies generated iridescent ripples that spread outward, changing the
black waters and us, lighting the darkness. We were shimmering silhouettes, each
composed of a body and a silver-white pulsating aura. That spreading aura of
phosphorescent ripples was a consequence of our body movements in a particular
context. As I chose which stories to include and made decisions on how I would
represent the stories, I remembered this image. It was a signpost for the ethics involved
in my research and reminded me that telling stories, like that swim in the black river, has
consequences and causes change in both the tellers and audience.
Bochner and Ellis (2016) extend this idea of action and resulting consequences
when they write, "You're never writing about yourself in a vacuum, but in relation to
others; other people are characters in your story" (Session Four, Honoring Relationships
section, para. 4). To respect participants who are directly or indirectly involved in the
stories—those participants within the close-enough-to-touch range and those who read,
hear, and possibly identify themselves within the stories—is to carefully consider the
collection and selection of data. Having an ongoing dialogue with myself and others and
anticipating consequences was a practice I had to intentionally work with to make it an
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ongoing part of the research. "[R]ecalling past experiences and learning from each event
as it happened, imaging further sequences of events and considering consequences of
actions" (Bochner & Ellis, 2016, Session Five, Introduction to Procedural, Process, and
Relational Ethics section, para. 4) required a more reflective me. To this end, I kept
reflections in a notebook, on sticky notes and on my phone during the collection,
representation, and selection of the stories. This helped me think about what should be
included—all, parts, or none of a story? (Graham, Powell & Truscott, 2016)—and what
happens once the stories are told.
The familiar starfish story (see Appendix E) is a metaphor of respect and the
belief that we must do more than just no harm while engaged in research. Lewis and
Adeney (2014) state that "the relationality of narrative both forms and informs the ethical
process of the work" (p. 171). Just as that one starfish was sacred to the person who
threw it back into the ocean, the stories we tell must be sacred. If we choose to return a
story to the world from whence it came, it must be a story that works to avoid harm to
others and contributes "worth" in the telling. Dahlberg and Moss claim that “ethics is a
practical matter which involves thinking about everyday actions and decisions, either
individually or collectively, and then responding with respect for all concerned" (as cited
in Kennedy, 2009, p. 9). A relational stance requires me to be cognizant not only of
ethical issues that can be anticipated, but also of those that arise as the research process
evolves. These micro-ethical moments required me to be open to what was not yet
known and to engage in decision making in-situ. Situated ethics allows me to attend to
the specifics of each event (Graham, Powell & Truscott, 2016). In so doing, I recognized
that participants, both adult and children, have agency and their comprehension of events
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can clarify our research and augment our understanding (Atwool, 2013). Clark and Moss
(2011) tell us that our participation with children is “not only a question of seeing the
world from children’s perspectives but of acknowledging their rights to express their
point of view or to remain silent” (p. 9). I had been in the classroom for about three
weeks when, notebook in hand, I walked over to where one child had just sat down. As I
reached her and prepared to join her, she told me she wanted to play alone. I nodded and
made my way to another area of the classroom.
I acknowledge that children have agency and are story makers or story doers
during which children go “beyond pretending and telling” (Paley, 2001, p. 5). Ebrahim
(2006) reminds me to "listen and respect children's experiences (article 12 and 13, United
Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child 1995)” (p. 290). In addition, Article 12 of
the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (United Nations, 1989)
"powerfully articulates that children have the right to express their views on all matters
affecting them" (Graham, Powell & Truscott, 2016, p. 82). By extension, these beliefs
also fall under the more general ethical principles of the Tri-council Policy for Research
(Canadian Institutes of Health Research, Natural Sciences of Engineering Research
Council of Canada, and Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada,
2010). I kept in mind that children may refuse to engage, or modify the way they engage
in the process, which will, in turn, shape the research. They may take leadership roles,
assume directorships of an experience and construct and co-construct stories.
Power is considered unevenly distributed when children are participants with
adults. To help me address the uneven distribution of power I kept Ebrahim’s (2010)
questions (see Appendix F). The questions prompt me to observe such things as visual
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signals based on how the body is positioned: Does the body invite you in or ask you to
remain apart? What meaning do the eyes hold—are they invitational or exclusionary?
Moreover, I was conscious that children not only use verbal language to show
assent and dissent but also use non-verbal ways to indicate agreement or disagreement or
discomfort. I watched for signs that a particular story may need to be modified or
omitted. I also modified my participation or observations based on feedback from
children. While adults more often than not articulate dissent, a child may show dissent
with a facial expression, gesture or a body stance. Another participant may show signs of
being uncomfortable with a peer’s story. Events may happen in the life of a participant
that requires the researcher to reconsider the inclusion of a specific story or the collection
of observation data. A child may say he or she does not want a story included while
another child may inform the researcher that her friend is made anxious by the story. I
accept that situated ethics “create[s] flexibility for dealing with the complexities of
positioning young children as participants in research" (Ebrahim, 2016, p. 209).
Adult participants were asked to complete consent forms and encouraged to
contact me with any questions or concerns. Parents were also offered a face-to-face
conversation if phone or email communication was not preferred. Along with the
required parental/guardian signed consent. I asked the children themselves if they wished
to participate. Harcourt and Conroy (2011) argue that children in research are coresearchers and therefore have the right to "be spoken to as co-researchers, in language
that makes connections to their prior experiences" (as cited by Tarr, 2011, p. 15). When I
met with the children, I phrased my requests in language that did not imply a predetermined agreement (Tarr, 2011) and used child-friendly methods of explaining the
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intent of the research project and what consent means. I understand children express
“no” in a variety of ways and told them that at any time they could withdraw their
consent. I was conscious of the privilege I had to research in their classroom
communities.
“Doing ethical research requires that we honor our relationships with participants
and make wise decisions about fulfilling our responsibility” (Bochner & Ellis, 2016,
Introduction to procedural, process and relational ethics, para. 4). I understood that
stories could identify and be harmful to individuals or participating communities, and
although I cannot control the resultant rippling effect of telling a story, I could anticipate
possible effects and risks in order to protect the participants. This did not mean that I
excluded stories that may or may not generate debate and controversy; rather, it did mean
that I thought critically about the consequences of telling a specific story and omitted
stories that I anticipated may cause harm (Bochner & Ellis, 2016). The selection of
stories was an ongoing reflexive process. Graham, Powell and Truscott (2016) clarify
reflexivity: “Reflexivity expands reflection in that it moves beyond the descriptive ‘what'
and the analytical ‘why' and ‘what if' of ethical dilemmas to the critical ‘now what’” (p.
86).
Underlying the act of making the stories visible is the idea that truth is "partial
and situated" and that our stories are used to make "our readers feel, think, question,
consider, and engage with life, ours and their own" (Bochner & Ellis, 2016, Session 8,
Revision section, para. 5). As I looked for storytelling spaces, I acknowledged that the
research was composed of a myriad of interactions and relationships which I described
and interpreted. Some stories were omitted; all stories are partial.
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A Definition of Early Childhood and Introduction to the Research Sites
In 2016 the New Brunswick Government structured its literacy strategy around
the following designations: Early Childhood ages 0–4, Grades K–2, and Grades 3–12
(Counsell & Roy, 2016). The World Health Organization refers to international policy
standards and defines early childhood as “the period from prenatal development to eight
years of age” (Irwin, Siddiqi & Hertzman, 2007).
As the New Brunswick designations of ages 0–4 and Grades K–2 usually include
children up to the age of eight and the international context designates early childhood as
prenatal to age eight, I use prenatal to age eight as the meaning of early childhood for
this thesis.
I gathered data from two research sites. The first site included children who were
chronologically mid-point in early childhood, on average four years old attending the
Early Childhood Classroom. Most of the children would attend the New Brunswick
public school system in the following year. The second site included children who were
seven and eight years old, attending Grade 2 in the public school system. Both
classrooms are urban sites.
I spent three half days a week for six weeks in each classroom setting, but found
that in both cases, additional time was needed to clarify or complete some work—and so
I often returned to the sites outside the designated hours. This probably happened more
in the Early Childhood Classroom as the timetable was flexibly structured, with less
subject-specific timetabling. In both locations, I was sensitive to unfolding story
happenings and responsive to their invitations to be part of storytelling or continue in an
observer role. There was also time to create storytelling opportunities: in the public
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school time was prearranged and storytelling with children was scheduled as a choice
during the literacy instructional block, while in the Early Childhood Classroom, there was
flexibility throughout the day as to when and where I told stories and the number of
stories I could tell.
My experience with education in early childhood centres is not as extensive as
that in schools in the public school system. This is due to the number of years spent in
the latter; however, I did not go into this first research site without some knowledge.
When I worked with the school district, part of my portfolio was Transition to Schools,
which involved working with parents and their children who were entering the school
system. We offered public information sessions which included, but were not restricted
to, strategies for oral language development and print awareness.
Once in the Ph.D. program, however, my research, professional collaboration and
discussions with colleagues and professors, attendance at conferences, and participation
in projects contributed to my knowledge of early childhood education. Co-teaching preservice teachers also assisted with my understanding of pedagogy, specifically regarding
the role of the teacher.
I was also fortunate to have access to the Early Childhood Classroom associated
with UNB. Children may enroll for a half- or full-day program and transportation is
provided by families. Parents, grandparents or other caregivers bring the children into
the classroom for handwashing and sign-in routines. A whiteboard relaying daily stories
of the children and their learning sits just outside the classroom so that families can read
this during arrival and departure times. Children bring their own lunches and communal
snacks are provided and educators share in the nutrition times with the children. During
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the year, three of the four educators alternate teaching in the morning and afternoon, thus
allowing for collaboration among all educators in planning and teaching.
During the three years prior to my data collection, I visited this classroom on a
regular basis and told stories. The proximity of the classroom supported a close
relationship with children and educators, one in which children regarded me as a
storyteller; when I arrived, they expected a tale. I was free from the responsibilities of a
classroom teacher, administrator or supervisor. The educators folded my storytelling into
the day’s activities and there were times when I stayed and joined the children in their
activities. Although some visits were planned, I often dropped in to see if it was a good
time to tell a story and we negotiated a now or later in the day time. I discovered that my
relationships with students within an early childhood setting were different from my
previous relationships in a public school setting. This distinction can be attributed, in
part, to the role I played as storyteller—as opposed to that of teacher, principal or district
supervisor. It was also impacted by the philosophy of the educators and their
pedagogical decisions and practices.
I included this preamble to make the reader aware of the educational experiences
contributing to my understanding of early childhood education prior to the data
collection. I do this because when compared to the 40-plus years I spent in a public
school—the second data collection site—the number of years associated with early
childhood learning centres may seem minimal but the experiences were rich and
significantly expanded my understanding of early childhood education and provided me
with a comfort akin to that “coming home” feeling I have when I enter a public school.
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I have not dissected the composition of the classroom but instead list services
evident during the six-week research block (January 22–March 2, 2018). Along with a
total of 23 (full- and part-time) children, there were four part-time educators (two in the
mornings and two in the afternoons), a full-time educational assistant and periodic
visitations by education students and professors carrying out class assignments, outside
service providers for specific children, and guest readers and other invited guests,
including parents, siblings and extended family members. There was rich cultural
diversity with 12 different languages which educators acknowledged and celebrated.
The hours are from 8:00 a.m. to 4:45 p.m., and the structure for the day offers
large blocks of choice time, both inside the classroom and outside as regulated by
childcare standards. Intentional activities are introduced, and teachers engage with the
children as they observe, listen, document, and make on-the-spot pedagogical decisions.
They collaborate and use their documentation in long- and short-term planning for
instruction and for professional development sessions for colleagues. Educators follow
The New Brunswick Curriculum Framework for Early Learning and Childhood ~ English
(Early Childhood Research and Development Team, 2008).
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Figure 5. Early Childhood Classroom morning planning template.

Figure 6. Early Childhood Classroom afternoon planning template.

Children arrive, sign in and then can choose to engage in familiar options such as
the block corner, dramatic play area, kitchen area, and book corner or interact with
changing learning invitations set out by educators. During specified times in the day,
children gather as a whole group for read alouds, poetry chants and other learning
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options, such as children telling their own stories, sharing opinions of book characters,
making maps, and discussing ongoing activities like hatching chicks and butterflies.
Educators continuously engage in individual, small-group and whole-class
teaching, and unless the temperature is minus 20 degrees or below the learning extends
into the outdoors in all weather, where educators and children spend on average one hour
in the morning and one hour in the afternoon meeting government regulations.
Based on my years of experience in public school, I know the procedure to follow
when I arrive at my second research site. The principal greets me at the door and I walk
to a table outside the office and sign in. While I wait for Ms. Howell, one of the secondgrade teachers and my collaborator for the next six weeks (March 19–April 27, 2018), I
view the bulletin board which has been artfully filled with book covers. I smile and
remember a Grade 3 class who laughed uproariously as I read the description of the
grandmother in Roald Dahl’s George’s Marvelous Medicine:
George couldn’t help disliking Grandma. She was a selfish grumpy old woman.
She had pale brown teeth and a small puckered-up mouth like a dog’s bottom.
‘How much sugar in your tea today, Grandma?’ George asked her.
‘One spoon,’ She said. ‘And no milk.’
Most Grandmothers are lovely, kind, helpful old ladies, but not this one. She
spent all day and every day sitting in her chair by the window, and she was
always complaining, grousing, grouching, grumbling, griping about something or
other. (Dahl, 1983, p. 2)
I return my attention to the children coming off the many buses that pull up
outside, and observe how they eagerly greet the principal who responds to as many as she
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can and calls them by name. I note how the children’s faces reflect their understanding
that they are important to the principal and by extension to the school.
Ms. Howell arrives and we walk to her classroom. Her class is one of five Grade 2
classes in a larger urban K–5 school in New Brunswick offering both English and French
Immersion programs. Built in the sixties, the school sits on the corner of two busy
streets, and over the years mobile classrooms have been added to meet the needs of the
growing population. The approximately 530 children come from within the city and from
outside areas, resulting in a significant number of children riding school buses. The
school serves an increasing number of newcomers and the school and my research
classroom reflect this rich diversity where Spanish, Arabic/Persian, and other languages
are spoken by the children. The fenced playground and the school are divided by grade
levels with K–2 and 3–5 in separate areas of the playground and children taught in
separate wings in the school.
Due to the large population, space in the school is well-utilized. Hallways teem
with small group curricular activities: English as an additional language, a French
language tutoring program, student projects, and individual or small group tasks being
completed with educational assistants. Children travel through the halls in orderly lines
on their way to specialist classes such as library, music, and physical education. Recess
and noon-hour transitions are energized by children readying themselves to charge out
onto the playground.
Commencement of the day is marked by the playing of the national anthem, “O
Canada,” followed by whole school announcements. Bells mark the beginnings and
endings of the school day and recess and noon times. Should you wish to enter the
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school after bell times your access is through a secure system whereby someone in the
office will “buzz” you in.
There are 19 students in Ms. Howell’s class but, again, I choose not to dissect the
classroom composition, but instead to list services offered to the teacher and students
evident during the research period. Additional adults working with Ms. Howell and the
students were a full-time educational assistant (who worked mainly in the classroom but
did some pull-out, periodic scheduled services from a behaviour mentor), English as an
alternate language educator, literacy lead teacher, resource teacher and co-op student.
The English language instruction and work with the co-op student followed a pullout
style, while the literacy lead and behaviour mentor worked mainly in the classroom.
Resource teacher services were mostly consultation-based.
Children line up outside and then are brought to their classroom where they go to
their desks, open up their homework books, and are then free to engage in activities such
as drawing, playing a card game, and reading until formal instruction begins.
The day is organized by subject with morning message Literacy (Daily Five) and
mathematics occurring daily, followed by “You and Your World” (science, health and
social studies) assigned on specific days. Physical education, music and art are spread
throughout the week, with physical education and music being taught by specialist
teachers. In the classroom, students have the option of using a stationary bike when they
need a break, and Ms. Howell uses videos that engage students in physical exercise to
provide needed body breaks.
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Figure 7. Grade 2 weekly timetable.

Students bring their own snacks and their lunches, which they eat at their desks.
Lights are dimmed or shut off during eating times and usually learning videos or favorite
videos are shown. Children make suggestions and vote on choices. After lunch, children
go outside to play for a period of 30 minutes. On days when severe weather necessitates
children to stay in the classroom, lights are dimmed and students choose options such as
learning games, building using plastic connecting blocks, reading, drawing, imaginary
play with toys, and/or watching videos. Student leaders from the upper grades monitor
the classroom during the inside free times.
My research question—Where are the storytelling spaces in
classrooms?—does not consider an analysis of class composition when looking for
storytelling spaces, but it may be a worthy question to explore in the future. This
research also refrains from analyzing the kinds of stories told as the focus is on Spaces.
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Chapter 5 – The Stories
I acknowledge that the stories you will read are retold and interpreted through my
lens. Another participant observer may have collected, chosen and retold different stories
or retold the same stories differently. In addition, the language I chose and style of
writing I employed is grounded in a philosophical and literary heritage of romanticism
(Creelman, D., Personal communication, January 17, 2020).
Writing the Children into Print-Beings
“How do you catch a cloud and pin it down?" is a lyric from the song “Maria” in
the musical The Sound of Music. Writing the children into print-beings proved to be just
that—trying to catch clouds. I struggled with the words and phrases that reflected their
spirits and their existence in their narrative worlds. Even though I could visualize their
faces, their bodies, the places and even the clothes, my favorite key became the delete
key. When I closed my eyes to relive a particular storytelling event, I was able to
transport myself and re-experience some of the movement, joy, and drama involved in
the tellings, but, when I tried to write, the paragraphs were wooden church pews with
faceless parishioners. I revisited photos, notes, video and audio recordings, and continued
to draft and hit delete. It became a stumbling block.
The turning point occurred when I could not remember the pseudonym I had
assigned to a particular child, and instead of checking the pseudonym list, I wrote the
story using the child's real name. It was then I discovered that, for me, the embodiment
of a child was directly linked to the child's given and oft-spoken name—the name her
friends used, the name on his jacket and mitts, the name on her artwork, on her locker, on
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her mailbox, on her snack place and on the sign-in sheet. It was the name heard on the
intercom and written on work passed in for the teacher. It was the name on notebooks,
lunch boxes and the board. It was the name used when a child said, "My name is Martha,
what is yours?"
The names held the essence of the children with whom I had built relationships
during the research. I needed the tangible connection, the inextricable link joining the
children’s real names to their narratives. With that realization, I used real names and
wrote the stories to partially capture the “clouds.” Once I completed the stories, I then
replaced real names with pseudonyms.
In addition, I discovered that in the process of writing I frequently used references
to literature and this was a cause for reflection. I revisited the pertinent sections and am
confident it was not a deliberate stylistic decision but an unconscious result of my attempt
to make meaning. For example, as I struggled to be clear and capture the displayed
passion Mei felt for the water beads, there was a spontaneous linking to my experience
with another story. Because I had journeyed more than once with Bilbo, Thorin, and the
other dwarves and lived with Thorin’s obsession for one gem (the heart of the mountain),
I was never alone as I wrote Mei’s story. It was clear to me that Mei, like Thorin, was in
the thrall of something both precious and dangerous and I understood this through
Tolkein’s story. I “got” Thorin’s obsession with the Arkenstone and so my personal
experience with The Hobbit was a way into comprehending, a way to think about my
current experience (Bochner & Ellis, 2016). It was clear that Mei was under the thrall of
the water beads, and I knew her passion through Tolkein’s story of Thorin’s obsession
with the Arkenstone. Writing Mei’s story altered how I knew it (Goodall, 2008).
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Hardy (1975) discusses narrative as a “primary act of mind” (p. 3), a process of
how we identify and understand others and ourselves through story. I used my
compilation of story experiences to make meaning and help construct new stories for
myself, and therefore for others. What follows is a series of stories emerging from the
research and drawn together under three different themes which I entitle “Traveling
Stories, Not a Box Stories” and “Tin Trunk Stories.” I chose to organize the Early
Childhood Classroom and Grade 2 stories together under each theme. The storytellers,
regardless of site, were united by their passion and embodiment of their stories. Also, the
stories falling under each theme illustrate an essential condition in which storytelling
thrived. Each story is followed by a reflection which begins with the identification of the
site and the circumstances of the narrative. Further, I locate the story in the child’s day as
either a component of the planned pedagogy/instructional day or as story sitting in the
margins and occurring during non-instructional time. I conclude this chapter with a
discussion of the shared stories and interactions from the interviews and conversations
with educators.
Traveling Stories
“He grabbed the end of the rope and swung out toward the other back with a kind of wild
exhilaration and gently landed on his feet, taller and stronger and wiser in that
mysterious land.” (Katherine Paterson, Bridge to Terabithia, 1977, p. 46)

In this section I share what I call “traveling stories.” I chose this title because during the
data collection process I realized that storytelling was being supported in spaces where
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children were free to travel, to move around in classrooms or in the outdoors. In Bridge
to Terabithia, author Katherine Paterson describes a “traveling” moment, the moment
when Jess swings from one bank of the river to the other and enters the story world. In a
like manner, the children in the following stories use traveling as a seamless part of their
storytelling. Three of the four stories are told by children from the Early Childhood
Classroom and one is told by tellers from the Grade 2 class.
Traveling Story # 1. Frozen
By now the children are used to me being in the room. I arrive in the classroom
and sit to the far side of the second step, just below the square platform. The platform is
one of two raised areas available in this learning space. A half wall of plexiglass that
allows the children to view the entire room corners the platform and a small iron parklike bench sits against the plexiglass. The door to the outside playground and a wall
border other sides of the platform. The fourth side opens to the stairs leading down to the
main floor.
Helena runs past me and up the stairs, her whole being intent on reaching the
raised platform. She is Elsa, and as she climbs the steps, her enchanted fingertips
magically create a frozen staircase. Step by step Elsa rises into the air, and when she
reaches the top, she turns and looks down; the classroom is a frozen mountainous vista
glittering with silvery frost. She flings her arms open and with total abandon sings "Let it
Go," the theme song from the movie Frozen. Her face is the face of the free Elsa, the Elsa
running far from the palace. Her song, oblivious to other classroom voices, hangs above
her wintery land.
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“Let it go, let it go
Can’t hold it back anymore
Let it go, let it go
Turn away and slam the door
I don’t care what they’re going to say
Let the storm rage on
The cold never bothered me anyway.”
Upon completion of the song, she rapidly descends her icy staircase and runs
across the frozen landscape to her ice castle (the dramatic play area). Because of distance
and classroom noise, I do not hear all her narration and dialogue, but she repeats this
journey several times. When classmates cross her path between the two different story
settings, she swerves to avoid them but returns to the original pattern.
This time, as Helena begins the same sequence, she asks me to come with her and
says, “You be Anna." Accepting my assigned role, I drop my notebook and pencil and
follow her, but explain that I do not know the story very well. On our way to the ice
castle, she is the storyteller, narrating that segment and giving me my script.
Helena: Chase me.
I chase her to the ice castle, and she steps inside. The arrangement of the kitchen area
provides a semi-enclosed space for her room in her ice castle. She tells me the door is
locked and that I must try several keys. She points to the nearby plastic cubes. I try
several and upon her direction finally open the door.
Helena: Take my gloves off.
I do this.
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Helena: Say, “Noooooo!”
I follow the storyteller’s cues.
We engage in the story (me following her directives and improvising) until
another child arrives and begins to chase her. She demands that he stop, but the
child keeps chasing her around the kitchen area until, despite frequent pleas, and unable
to resolve the interruption, she abandons her storytelling and joins another child at an
activity table.
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Figure 8. Top left: stairs to a stage of countless stories; top right: dramatic play area;
middle right: Elsa’s journey space; bottom left: Elsa’s dress; bottom right: Elsa’s glove
and keys to the castle.

Reflection
This Early Childhood Classroom story occurred during the 8:00 a.m. to 9:15 a.m.
block of time called flexible exploration and representation time. Although I know The
Snow Queen, by Hans Christian Anderson, the story upon which Frozen is based, I
felt the need to become more familiar with its content, so I visited the story, the movie,
and the music. As a result, I gained a richer symbolic background, one more akin to what
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Helena used to help retell the story. Becoming more familiar with Frozen helped me
with my reflections.
For several weeks, Frozen was a favorite story enacted in the classroom by
Helena and other individuals, either on their own or collectively in small groups. “The
complex, evolving, and dynamic nature of the relationship between children’s play texts
and the characters and storylines of popular culture” (Hewes et al., 2016, p. 6) reeled out
in the classroom. The fervent singing of "Let It Go" was always part of each story
retelling and is an example of Marsh’s theory that “new media assemblages permeate the
play practices of young children in contemporary societies and shape the ways in which
children draw on a range of media texts in their play” (as cited in Hewes et al., 2016, p.
7).
The storytelling was supported by a princess-type dress, gloves, plastic blocks or
other items serving as keys, and a kitchen area that offered a smaller room-like space that
could be locked. Edmiston (2008) sees children as creators of symbolic meaning: “A
stick becomes a sword and a doll becomes a child” (p. 11) and refers to Dyson’s
discussion of pretend play as a space which frees children from the “constraints of
concrete objects, real actions and indeed their own voices and bodies. They infuse their
own intentions — their own meanings — into those objects and actions” (p. 12).
But it was freedom of movement that was paramount in this storytelling
event. Both "Elsa's" physical and imaginative selves traveled across the frozen land,
climbed the ice stairs, were locked in the ice castle and were chased. The opportunity to
physically ascend the icy staircase and fling both arms wide while singing the muchloved song "Let It Go” generated passionate storytelling. Helena was intensely engaged
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in telling the story and freedom of movement was a seamless component. She used this
freedom of movement along with imagining various material objects and playing in a
classroom space that applauded and encouraged her. She fully embodied the Frozen
narrative with her whole being. She engaged in a physical, cognitive, verbal and perhaps
emotional retelling of a well-known movie storyline.
J.J. Thiel (2015) proposes a concept of “muchness” which she defines as “an
embodied, intellectual fullness that manifests through an internal compulsion to be
engaged in an activity that one has a particular affinity or curiosity about, unstopped by
challenges or frustrations (Thiel, 2014) during play events” (p. 41). Helena
was unstoppable for approximately 30 minutes, until an interaction with one child
interfered with her ability to continue. Thiel (2015) goes on to explain that evidence
of muchness can be seen when "bodies [are] moving in big, less inhibited or small,
precise ways" (p. 32). During the telling of Frozen, constraints on movement were
minimal. Helena was not limited in the use of her body to support the storytelling;
she was indeed showing signs of muchness as she confidently moved in her open
classroom, her storytelling space.
It is also evident that Helena grasped the elements of a story, and with her unique
production expertly enacted a retelling that revealed her knowledge of setting, character,
and plot and allowed her to retell, reperform, and remix the much-loved story.
Movement was necessary to the play and therefore an essential factor in Helena’s
storytelling. As Paley states, “storytelling is play put into narrative form [and] play, of
course... is also story in action” (1990, p. 4). Lewis (2007) supports this view when he
contends that "play and storytelling appear to complement each other in the
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developmental, ongoing process of meaning-making through narrative understanding" (p.
98). And Nicolopoulou tells us that we “ought to approach play and narrative as closely
intertwined” (as cited in Lewis, 2007, p. 103).
It is interesting to note that disruption of the storytelling happened only once,
when another child wanted to enter the story. It occurred during a time when Helena was
in flight, and this disruption may have inadvertently been the catalyst for the cessation of
the storytelling. It is impossible to determine if Helena was simply ready to stop and this
was the incident that enabled her to end the narration, or if the persistent attempt of the
other child to inject himself into the story, to chase her, interfered with her ability to
sustain the story world she longed to author.
I propose a third possibility. At the point of the disruption—the chase—Helena
does not have control of her movements, and therefore does not have control of the story.
This diminished power over her physical self disrupted her storytelling
self. Earlier during the storytelling, when Helena came across other adults and children
standing in her path, she briefly incorporated them into the story or wove around them.
Even in our encounter, I was included and assigned a role. None of these others were
attempting to insert themselves into the story or interfere with her power to direct the
play; consequently, she remained in control of her physical and storytelling selves.
In addition to the unimpeded movement within the space of the classroom, she
was supported in her storytelling by the absence of adult-centered directives. At no time
during the storytelling did educators ask Helena to stop, to use her inside voice, or to use
her walking feet.
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While involved in Helena’s storytelling I found myself drawn into her
narrative. For a time, I was not the researcher but part of the story, oblivious to the
activities of the classroom. I was moving into what Kuyvenhoven (2009) calls the
“draw” of the story. This privileged me in two ways. First, when I was in the story
world, I understood the connections that made the story flow and experienced the
resulting emotions; and second, when I slipped back into the researcher role,
I discovered that Helena was engaged simultaneously as both the teller and listener. It
was not necessary for me to be the audience; she was telling herself the story and
I served only as a prop.
I am reminded of Kuyvenhoven’s (2009) three circles of participation that
listeners experience during storytelling: talking with stories, thinking with stories
and imaginating with stories. I propose that during Helena’s telling of and simultaneous
listening to Frozen, Helena was in the circle of imaginating with stories. This circle sees
the listener [teller] in a “delicately bounded space" (p. 129), a porous space where
interruptions pull them out of the story. Helena experienced this pull-out when a child
began to chase her, and she could not incorporate this disruption into her narrative. The
real world held power over the story world.
During other parts of her storytelling, in the midst of other classroom
activities, she was in the circle of thinking with story. “Thinking can be directed by the
listener or by the storyteller” (Kuyvenhoven, 2009, p. 62). Helena was able to
incorporate such things as the noise and movement of other children (classroom milieu)
into the fabric of the storytelling. This was shown when she remained inside the story as
she swerved to avoid other children who crossed her path on the journey across the
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frozen landscape. In some way, the others were included in the story or, for Helena, did
not exist. She continued to control her movements. The story world held power over the
real world. How might this change if Helena was directed to stop running? How might
the storytelling have been affected if she had been directed to play elsewhere or in only
one area of the room?
Traveling Story # 2. The Zoo/SPCA
The blocks lay neatly stacked on shelves, expectant shapes of wood, organized
units. They wait like cloth waits for a quilter; clay for a sculptor; story for the teller. They
collectively draw an inaudible breath. The artist is here!
The blocks know this artist. She comes early each morning. Transformation is
about to begin; no longer will they lay piled, sorted, similar shapes atop each other.
Tara pushes the chair back from the sign-in table and with purposeful strides, she
marches to the shelves. Some shelves are part of the wall under the windows, and the
others are freestanding across from the windows, thus creating an open-ended rectangular
area for block play. One end opens up to the stairs.
Grasping one of the double flat blocks, Tara lays the cornerstone, and with the
precision of a mason constructs a story. Her language is the cement.
The words are audible; they tumble from her lips—somersault and slip under,
over, and around the blocks. Simultaneous use of language and blocks supports her as she
carefully explores, creates and details her story.
This is the mouse.
He is inside.
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This is the mouse — he fits.
This part, it’s for, it’s for the babies.
When my babies cry I have lemonade for babies.
I have cups. They need some lemonade. I’ll pour some cups for these animals.
Tara moves to the lemonade machine and makes a shhhhhh-ing sound as she fills
the cup.
There’s more honey.
She drops small wooden blocks into the machine.

Figure 9: Machine for making lemonade.

If these honeys fall on your hand that will make you ... (last word undecipherable)
She is content to be both narrator and audience and welcomes others into the
story. She is resolute about the direction of the story and her classmates, who come in
and out of story, acknowledge her as the lead storyteller.
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Colin is one child who stays and dances his own dance within Tara’s story. He is
a quieter child who affirms Tara’s story decisions, adds details and moves easily within
the ongoing narration.

Figure 10. Blocks of various shapes.

Figure 11: Overview of zoo/SPCA.

For 45 minutes they build and narrate a complex arrangement of blocks, cups, and
plastic and stuffed animals as a detailed setting for the story is revealed. It is a blend
of zoo and SPCA where animals rest in their own cages, food is housed on shelves and
dishes are placed, so the animals eat and drink.
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Tara and Colin speak caringly and tend to each animal, but it is the cheetahs that
receive the most attention.

Figure 12. Top (left and right): detailed constructions for cheetahs; bottom left:
cheetah accompanying Tara’s narration; bottom right: feeding blood to the
cheetahs.

Tara: This is where the cheetahs eat.
This is where they sleep.
They can eat there. They can do it by themselves
but we have to give it to them.
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Colin: We can put the food there.
Tara: Let’s go. Get the heart and blood for the cheetahs.
Colin: Okay. Let’s go find the hearts.
Tara crouches down and leaps out of the intricately constructed home space.
Colin follows, and they both race around seeking food for the cheetahs. She points,
narrates monsters into a chase, and raises her voice in alarm, making the food collecting
task more dramatic.
Tara: Hurry, get the hearts! Run!
We gotta get the blood for the cheetahs.
They incorporate the area around their home as the space that holds the
desired food for the cheetahs. In a desperate search, they repeatedly run and stop at
multiple locations to reach for and pull out the imagined hearts and blood. They stuff
them in their shirts. Their quest is filled with danger as they flee from the monsters and
avoid lava.
Tara: We got enough; we gotta go back. Come on. Run!
The monsters are coming.
Don’t step there. It’s the lava.
The monsters give chase, but Tara and Colin arrive back safely, back to the
security of their enclosed space. Both breathe heavily.
Tara: Here Cheetahs. Here is your food. Here are the hearts.
She feeds each cheetah.
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Colin does not announce his departure but abruptly picks up some blocks, sand
timers and small animals, which he carries to the bottom of the stairs just outside the
home space. As he builds, he quietly begins his own story.

Figure 13. Colin’s independent construction.

It is clean-up time, and Tara and Colin grasp blocks and begin the deconstruction.
Classmates help. Animals and other props go in the bins and blocks are placed back on
the shelves.
The children go to the library corner.
Once again, the blocks lay neatly stacked on shelves, expectant shapes of wood,
organized units. They wait like cloth waits for a quilter; clay for a sculptor; story for the
teller.
Reflection
This Early Childhood Story also occurred during the 8:00 a.m. to 9:15 a.m. block
of time called flexible exploration and representation time. Tara and Colin used space,
materials and language to meticulously construct a detailed front part of the story. The
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gift of time allowed them to fully develop and engage in telling the story. They built and
set the stage, introduced the characters and embraced the conflict.
Traveling in this story presented itself in two ways. When Tara and Colin
constructed their safe enclosed space, their movements were deliberate, careful and small.
I could see the “muchness” (Thiel, 2015) in the “small, precise ways” (p. 42). Tara and
Colin moved as they built and traveled within their constructed space. When they left this
space for a larger and more unbounded area, their actions became larger, less contained
and more rapid. Tara’s voice transitioned from the calming sounds of a caregiver to a
louder, sometimes frantic, but always courageous voice of a female hero. The quest for
heart and blood took the heroic pair outward into the classroom, away from their safe
space to danger. Time spent searching for blood and hearts and escaping from monsters
was relatively short compared to the painstaking, time-consuming creation of the
detailed, hence believable, story setting of individual cages housing a range of animals.
The freedom to travel both within and outside of their safe zoo/SPCA played an essential
role in storytelling, especially in the increased drama of their narrative. How might this
storytelling event have been different if Tara’s and Colin’s movements had been
restricted?
In addition to the freedom of movement, this story presents the gift of
uninterrupted time, time that was essential in preparing, performing, and rehearsing. The
development of the forefront of the story, the prologue, was foundational to this
storytelling event as blocks and story were united through the ongoing narration. The
high value given to the blocks was evidenced by the careful placement and positioning
and re-positioning of each. How do we value children’s narrative play and the materials
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they resource for their storylines? How might the storytelling have been affected if the
tellers only had half or a quarter of the time or different materials?
Traveling Story # 3. Going to Florida
The children are in the wooded area located across the street from the Early
Childhood Classroom. You enter the woods through small paths that to the unobservant
could be easily missed. It is a tangle of trees, some of which have fallen. It is a collage
of shrubs, bushes, plants and animals. It is a canvas for the changing seasons. It is a
space of infinite possibility. Evidence of educators’ and children’s visits is found in the
child-made paths, a bird feeder placed close to the ground, and logs placed in a circle.
I walk through the path and observe a range of activities. Some children are
building habitats for animals, a group is playing mean kitty, and some are going to
Florida. The four in the Florida group are standing beside or sitting on a large fallen tree.
One of the educators, Rebecca, is beside them, and when I approach she tells me, "We
are all going to Florida."
I come to understand that they are on their way to look for a student from their
class who is actually in Florida. The fallen tree is their plane, and they use it for take-off,
flight and landing. They sit on a line and enthusiastically bounce themselves to Florida.
We’re flying.
Yeah. We’re flying.
Wheeeeeeee.
Look down.
The children sustain this activity until one child shouts:
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We’re here! Get off! Let’s get off.
They jump off the plane straight into Florida and look for the missing child. Two
of the children are familiar with Florida and include comments about the ocean, sand,
Disneyland, and pools. Tara, wearing a bear hat, comes from
the animal habitat activity and enters the story. She joins them in their search for the
missing friend but suddenly becomes that missing child and falls to the snowy
ground, motionless.

Figure 14. Attempts to revive.

I am struck by her commitment to being lifeless; she does not move or respond to any
attempts by others to revive her. Several times children try to revive her with a
magic potion but to no avail. One child is kneeling beside her and begins to
replicate life-saving techniques, pushing up and down on her heart.
Her heart is cracked.
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He produces some magic tape and repairs the heart. Tara remains unresponsive.
Get up! Get up!
He turns and looks at the others.

Figure 15. Children distance themselves.

She won’t get up.
Children distance themselves from the child on the ground. Tara still does not stir or
blink an eye. I marvel at her commitment to "deadness."
The child kneeling beside her pumps her arm up and down, up and down.
The child performing the life-saving technique narrates:
Oh, she opened her eye…. [pumping]
She moved.
She moved her hand… [pumping]
Quick, come see… [pumping]
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Figure 16. Coming alive.

The children who had moved away venture back and one leans over the fallen tree
to get a better look, but Tara returns to being immobile.

Figure 17. Moving back to the action.

The educator indicates that it is time to return to the school and encourages the
group to get back on the plane. The children struggle to revive Tara and attempt to lift
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her up, but she remains resolutely lifeless, a dead weight. After several attempts,
including the use of a stick to prop her up, they ask her directly to become alive again.
She struggles to her feet and begins to move.
Rescuer: She’s alive!
Upon hearing “She’s alive!” Tara falls down. At this point, the rest of the
children go back on the plane and bounce their way home, leaving Tara to follow the
educator and the other children out of the woods.
Reflection
This Early Childhood Classroom story occurred outside in the woods during the
block of time from 10:30 to 11:50 AM.

Going to Florida demonstrates the processes of

the conceptualization of ideas (Wright et al. 2008 as cited in Heppner, 2016) as illustrated
by the storytellers within the story: 1) a child is away from class; 2) a trip to Florida; 3) a
search; 4) an injured or dead friend; 5) ways to revive someone. We can see the
translation of these conceptualizations into action: 1) bouncing on the tree to Florida; 2)
pointing out the sites; 3) searching for the missing child; 4) moving toward or away from
the fallen child; 5) assisting or watching attempts to awaken the injured or dead child; 6)
using magic potions, chest pushes and arm pumping.
I propose that the translation of these concepts into action is supported by the
space in which the storytellers had freedom of movement. First, the location chosen for
this story lies at the far end of the wooded play area, away from the other activities.
This wintery wooded space presents natural materials which the children use as props: a
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plane (a fallen tree) that could be propelled through the air powered by the children's own
bodily movements to land in a story setting far beyond the woods.
Second, there was ample space available for children to use when the additional
conflict of the missing child as hurt or dead was introduced, increasing the drama of the
storyline. As the story unfolds, I notice that children move both toward and away
from the fallen tree and the snow-covered ground beside the tree. This liberty to
physically walk toward and away from the action appears to coincide with a level of
comfort or lack of comfort some children have with Tara’s ability to “be” hurt
or dead. If the area had not offered the distance needed for separation, how might the
story have developed? Would the story have ended earlier? Instead, the children felt safe
in their story space and were secure in their understanding that they had choice: to engage
with an uncomfortable concept or physically step back to remove themselves. Baker and
Greene (1977) state that storytelling is a shared experience, one in which life forces
beyond a child’s immediate experience are enacted and interpreted; it is a space
of vicarious living. Did the storytelling space support a vicarious experience with injury
and possible death? Is spacing being used by children as a tool of emotional safety when
storylines become uncomfortable or curiously engaging? In order to deal with a vast,
unfamiliar, and sometimes scary world, they [children] construct their story in a space of
freedom and creativity (Nitecki & Chung, 2016).
Tara and the other children used the unrestricted space and its contents,
their bodies, voices, and knowledges to imagine, draw on a range of symbolic resources
and collectively tell a new story. They are wholly engaged. Wilson explains, “place does
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not refer simply to a geographic location, but also to the opportunities that are available
to create meaning within a place” (as cited in Nitecki & Chung, 2016, p. 2).
Traveling Story #4. Airport Story
One morning Lily and Celeste ask if they can stay in at recess and “do” some
storytelling. We sit at the little table I use when I am in the classroom. This place is
different from the Early Childhood Classroom, as storytelling is understood to happen at
this table and does not spread out into other classroom areas. This may be due to the
presence of the overhead projector which sits on the little table and which we have been
using as a resource in our storytelling, or to the clusters of desks and other furniture that
fill up the classroom space. At the beginning of our conversation, the two girls speak of a
map that is out in the playground and which, I soon discover, is a built-in map of
Canada, a component of a playground structure. As maps do, it points the way and sends
me in the direction of the physical and conceptual space of recess and noon as spaces for
traveling storytelling.

Celeste: We made up a story because we were traveling all around the world and we lost
our home. We couldn't find a way back. So we had to travel and our home was in
Greenland. And there's a map all around in the playroom, in the playground.
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Figure 18. Map on playground structure.

Joanne: There is a map out there, or did you make it?

Celeste: There was a map. Like it’s a plastic map so we pretended that was a map in the
airport and we used the slides as like the airplanes.

Lily: And so we took like all these places, so we were finally just about to get all the way
back up to our—we took this big rocky trip—and right when we were just about to park,
our airplane ran out of gas and fell all the way to the bottom of the world.

Joanne: Aha, so do you play that over and over again or just one time?

Celeste: We play that over and over again.
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Joanne: Okay. If I gave you a sheet of paper, do you move across? [pointing across the
space of the desk] Do you stay in one place, or do you travel around the playground?

Celeste: We travel like, around the playground, sometimes and then their line-ups
[referring to painted lines on the pavement] look like mini little boats so we pretend that
they're boats and our boats like, leave, and we had to jump from boat to boat and then
our boat was just leaving so we had to jump all the way to the boat.

Lily: When we try to get on the airplane, have you ever been on an airplane?

Joanne: Yes.

Lily: Like you know when there’s kind of sometimes like there’s little bridges that
you have to walk on…

Joanne: Yes.

Lily: There’s like something on the playground like that and we do use that. And the
maps kind of like on a wall.

Celeste: And then we say, and sometimes we get off the boats and we count to 10 and
we have to run all across the playground and once we missed the plane.
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Joanne: You missed the plane, uh-oh…

Celeste: So, we had to go get like a early hotel to stay overnight because the next plane
was the next morning so we stayed overnight and I could relate a story like that because
our plane got delayed and we were there like I don’t know, like the whole afternoon and
it was like suppertime and we had to eat supper on the plane because our plane was
delayed.
I ask Lily and Celeste if they would be willing to use their free time on Thursday
to guide me on the playground and walk me through their airport story. On Thursday at
noon, they teach me about specific locations and their significance to the story. They
carry their finished story maps with them.

Figure 19. Map of airport story (top).
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Knowing that the bell will ring and end this story tour, we rush around the
playground, briefly visiting each location in the airport story. The airport is central and is
the location from which all action emanates.

Figure 20. The airplane and airport (bottom).

The spiral climbing apparatus is the airport security. Lily informs me that you use
your feet to "go down on the swirly thing, swirl down." They demonstrate and tell me
that that is "going through security." They declare that you have to get through it before
you get on the plane.
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Figure 21. Airport security.

You use the bridge-like section to get onto the plane and walk to a place
where you sit down. You look through the window of the aircraft, out the open square in
the structure.
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Figure 22. Ramp to the airplane.

The slide is the actual flight and is also a way to deplane.

Figure 23. The flight and departure.
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The sandpit is the hotel room where you stay when you miss the flight.

Figure 24. Hotel.

The rock wall is their home in Greenland.

Figure 25. Home in Greenland.

The trees are a mini-park and the monkey bars are swinging vines. The painted lines are
filled with boats and kayaks. Lily and Celeste jump from one boat to another.
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Figure 26. Boats and kayaks.

We walk to a circle of trees, and I ask about their purpose. I am surprised by their
answer: “This our thinking spot. We plan what will happen and stuff like that.”
Figure 27. Thinking spot

.
They explain that they sit here, inside the circle of trees, and talk about their stories.
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Reflection
Our Grade 2 Airport Story took place over several non-instructional times during
recesses and noon hours. My engagement with the outside storytelling in the public
school happened late in my fieldwork, but it is significant. I am grateful to Lily and
Celeste for bringing me to this vibrant storytelling space. I attribute the lateness of my
trip to the outside storytelling space to the following two factors.
First, my own bias and experience in the public school system created my
expectation that oral storytelling was going to be found in the classroom. I am proof
that despite my research (as evident in the literature review done for this
thesis), my many years of experience and subsequent understanding of school surfaced
and the field shrank. I smelled the familiar smells, heard the beckoning bells, enjoyed the
chorus of blended young voices, jostled in the crowded halls, listened to the sounds of the
crackling intercom and maneuvered my way through the desks to sit quietly. I sailed
into familiar waters and was sucked into the whirlpool of the “schoolness" of school, and
it felt comfortable and familiar.
Schneider (2014) addresses the habitual draw to the familiar when he writes,
“Whatever the reason, most teachers, critics say, ignore the fruits of research studies that
could be used to enhance both teaching and student learning. Instead, most teachers rely
on experience-based practice — that is, the authority that comes from the knowledge and
skills they’ve gained through prior experience and wisdom of respected colleagues”
(p. ix). In this research site, my positioning as a classroom researcher freed me to
engage with these girls and then deepen my engagement with their outside story—an aha
moment that disrupted the habituated familiarity that narrowed the research field.
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Second, the children in the class loved to stay in at recess and noon hours and
continue to work on their storytelling which had begun during literacy instruction. This
required that I stay inside and not go on the playground. Prolonged stretches of time for
storytelling in the regular class was limited due to timetabling of assigned specific
number of minutes for each subject area taught by the classroom teacher and time blocks
for music and physical education specialists. I was reminded of the research
(Cunningham, 2015; Hardy, 1975; Haven, 2007; Zipes, 2004) that connects storytelling
with oral language development and the American Academy of Pediatrics’ (2018)
statement: “The importance of playful learning for children cannot be overemphasized”
(as cited by Sahlberg & Doyle, 2019, p. 95). I welcomed the opportunity to spend
additional time with these storytellers.
But I was delighted and grateful to be shown storytelling outside, where Celeste,
Lily and myself traveled the playground, scurrying from one location to the other. I was
struck by their enthusiasm and the intricate details in their descriptions. They understood
that I valued their story, and in turn they were dedicated to making sure I knew as much
as possible. They literally flew from one place to another, talking excitedly and
demonstrating what happens at the different locations of the story We covered almost all
of the playground area assigned to their grade level. The longest uninterrupted distance
traveled occurred at an exciting part of the story during those desperate minutes they
raced to catch the plane they were about to miss! We ran full tilt.
It was evident in their narration that other children participated in this story, but I
chose to record only Celeste and Lily as they initiated this retelling and guided
our journey. I felt humbled and at the same time grateful to be reminded that the school
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playground offers a space where children become intensely absorbed in storytelling
(Kuyvenhoven, 2002). Upon reflection, I realize that in my past role as a supervisor on
playground duty, I spent much of my time monitoring behavior, ensuring children’s
safety and engaging in games such as soccer, baseball, basketball and four squares, but I
did not attend to the existing storytelling and narrative play. I knew children were
engaged in narrative play and occasionally asked about the story, but unless their play
proved to be unsafe or a conflict arose, my attention was elsewhere. The airport story
was an opportunity for the children to use their whole beings to tell a story, one in which
the real-life experiences were fused with imagined possibilities. Their “[p]lay and
storytelling complement[ed] each other in the developmental, on-going process of
meaning-making through narrative understanding” (Lewis, 2007, p. 98).
The two girls continued their story until the bell rang, and with some final jumps
from boat to boat they lined up with their classmates. This final jumping action brought
the story to a close and the unrestricted movement and traveling to an end.

Not A Box Stories
The next set of stories are titled Not a Box Stories because each of the following
narratives demonstrates the symbolic use of objects in children's storytelling (Veraksa &
Veraksa, 2016; Edmiston, 2008; Paley, 2001). Just as Antoinette Portis imagines a
cardboard box into many things in her book, Not A Box (2006), the children in these
stories incorporate and transform objects from their environments to serve needs within
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their story worlds. I do acknowledge that there is evidence of symbolic use of objects in
the previous stories, but I chose the following narratives to discuss this concept.
Not A Box Story # 1. Sticky Bugs.
We are in the woods by the tree of countless story settings. Colin, Oliver, and
Noah peer into a Medusa-like tangle of tree roots, the end part of the fallen tree whose
trunk stretches across the snow for at least 20 feet. As I approach, I see their animated
bodies. I listen and am drawn into a place of bugs and danger.

Figure 28. The sticky bug story setting.

Noah: I turn my lights off in my room, Polla-Mighty-Miner-Miner.

Oliver: There's pictures of girls everywhere in my room.

Noah: I'm a chameleon.
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Colin: I'm a lizard.

Noah: I'm a frog.

They flick their tongues in and out, attempting to catch imaginary bugs that appear all
around them.

Oliver: There's bugs!
Figure 29. Spotting an invading sticky bug.

Noah and Colin look in the direction indicated by Oliver. Each enthusiastically points to
other places where the bugs are landing.
The boys converge in front of the tree roots.
Noah speaks to Oliver:
I like and eat bugs, just like you. Can you let me
eat some bugs in your room?
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The two boys pick at the bark; the bits are bugs. They pretend to eat them.

Figure 30. Bits of bark become bugs.

Suddenly Oliver looks up.

There are flying bugs in the sky; they're up there.

Figure 31. Huddling together for safety.

They all look, drop to the ground, and crowd together for safety.
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Noah: Look, something is coming, coming to destroy our house.

They huddle against the roots. Colin looks at a particular tree root.
These are our new pipes.

Figure 32. Pipes.

Noah looks up.
Oh no! They're going to destroy our pipes!
Oliver stands.
We have to eat them by going backwards.
He picks up a stick, and his co-defenders quickly arm themselves. They do not
state whether they now hold swords, guns, or lightsabers, but the sticks are weapons. The
three heroes walk backward, but when the bugs land, a frenzied attack ensues in which
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the walking direction does not matter. The three fighters swing, poke, and jab with their
sticks; they flick tongues in a fearless assault on the invading bugs. With weapons and
voices raised they defend their home.
Colin: We have to eat them. These baby ones can fly and grow big.
Hit them—then eat them!
They pound their weapons on the center part of the roots.
Oliver: There's gamma big ones coming and sticky ones. If our hands get in the sticky
ones then our hands will be stuck in them forever!
Noah: Yeah, but I'll kill them with my tongue. My tongue is sticky.
Bodies move, heads bob, tongues flick in all directions. I am reminded of my camp, of
the bright hurricane lamp that sits at the corner of two windows. It lures hundreds of
moths to leave the black safety of night to futilely beat their wings on the window panes.
The flicking of tongues, the killing, and eating of bugs continues until...
Noah: Oh! Oh!
Suddenly the three boys crouch down at the bottom of the roots but time in their home is
short-lived and they quickly rise. Noah holds his weapon high.
I'm staying out of bed—count of three!
Tie my sticky tongue on.
Oliver: Just go up and hit ‘em.
Colin: He is trying to eat ‘em.
Colin and Oliver join Noah, and armed with courage, weapons, and tongues, the battle
unfolds.
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Reflection
This Early Childhood Classroom story took place in the woods during the
afternoon outside time from 1:00 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. This narrative offers insight into the
community-building power of story (Paley, 2010). When Noah says to Oliver, “I like and
eat bugs, just like you. Can you let me eat some bugs in your room?” Oliver, Noah, and
Colin continue to bond as together they relentlessly defend themselves and their home.
At the same time, they are, as Thiel says, experiencing muchness, that "embodied,
intellectual fullness that manifests through an internal compulsion to be engaged in an
activity that one has a particular affinity or curiosity about, unstoppable by challenges or
frustrations during a play event" (Thiel, 2015, p. 41). The boys are also using objects
which Thiel describes as "the everyday material and things" and as one of the "four
interconnected, overlapping, and mutually influential ways muchness manifests itself" (p.
42).
Their muchness is shown by their courageous engagement with the enemy bugs,
in wielding of weapons, in the large and small movements, and in their battle with evil in
a space where roots and pipes are not roots and pipes. Their narrative can be said to be
mythic in two ways: the form of their story shows “the landscape and population are nonnaturalistic and clearly separated from everyday reality” and the content questions the
realities of being human rather than less momentous concerns” (Edmiston, 2008, p. 27).
When I reread the script and looked at my notes and pictures, I realized the
protectors used their weapons of defense in a manner that was regulated by their ethical
understanding and responsibilities that sticks are not used to cause harm to others in the
real world. The children understood that resources from their environment could be
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harnessed in ways that respected the object itself and respected others inside and outside
of the story. In a story world a stick may be a weapon or a cane and a drum might be a
bowl for food, a rolling stone, or a sound for the dragon. But a drum may not be pounded
excessively in another person's ear or used as a punching bag. The storied objects were
bound by these understandings, by the rules that existed within and outside the story.
“When children have agency, they exercise choice over their actions and contemplate
consequences...when children are answerable, including when they play, ethical selves
are evoked” (Edmiston, 2008, p. 131).
In addition, the three storytellers did not seek adult permission to incorporate the
sticks into the fabric of their story or to imagine bugs and the weapons into being. This
free use of objects supports muchness and underlines the idea that imagining, a part of
storytelling itself, cannot be relegated by permission seeking. They felt unstoppable and
unrestricted in their use of objects. How would the storytelling have evolved if they had
to ask permission to use the objects? What if the heroes had been asked to put down
sticks and use something less dangerous? Would the heroes have felt less powerful?
A related encounter occurred with Walker, a child who was walking by himself on the
snowy path just in front of me. He was waving a stick and narrating aloud. The stick
was a gun, but then he quickly addressed me, adding that it was a gun to shoot the clouds
and that’s what made it snow. I wonder if, in my presence, he adjusted the use of the gun
to what he believed I would find more acceptable.
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Not A Box Story # 2. Magic Beans
Five children stand around the water table. Blue water beads float like masses of
frog eggs in a spring pond. Cups, funnels, jugs, sponges, and pop bottles float within
reach. The children pour the mix of water and beads back and forth, back and forth, from
one cup into another, through the funnels, into jugs and back into the water table. They
observe the changes in the beads and discuss the color of the water. They feel the beads
one by one, rolling them around between their fingers. The children grasp handfuls and
comment on the texture and their "squishiness."

Figure 33. Blue water beads.

I move closer to the table. Mei has both hands in the bead water and speaks to me
as she squashes the beads. Throughout the story, my role as the audience fades in and
out. I am relevant and irrelevant.
Mei: These grow bigger than an elephant, than a mommy and daddy one.
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Everyone is my best friend.
There is a time for everything.
Time for playing with the dog.
A time for breakfast.
Time when you wake up in the morning.
Time to watch TV.
She begins to sing.
A time all
A time for listening to music
Two children begin negotiations over the ownership of a funnel.
At that point Mei, who continues to investigate the water beads, addresses me.
I am pretending I am Belle.
I'm still Princess Luna.
I am Rapunzel.
I am all the small ones, you are the big ones.
I need to squish it.
When you do… it break.
I will do that.
It's like Orbeez.
She speaks to another child:
You dropped off my magical beans.
Do you want some magical beans? They're hot.
You need this glove I have.
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Mei passes Julie an imaginary glove and Julie tries her hand in the jar of beads.
No! These are hot.
Mei chants:
Magical beans hot
Magical beans hot
Magical beans hot
Magical beans hot
Magical beans so hot
Charlotte calls out: Who wants magical beans?
These beans are carved beans.
Mei: Okay, give me some.
Charlotte:

You can't eat them.
When we get all, they will be magical jellybeans.
My hand is in the magical hot beans.
I get water jelly beans.

Mei:

Whenever you eat the black and the brown ones…

There is silence as Mei thinks.
If you mix the black and the brown ones you fly up.
Aisha approaches the table and declares the beads are fish.
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Figure 34. Fish and magic beans.

Charlotte is adamant: They are not fish!
After Charlotte's outburst, the children are silent for a minute but continue to
experiment with the water and beads. After several minutes they inform Aisha of the
rules of the story.
Mei: Look how deep it is.
Oh no, you can't eat them.
Don't touch. You need one of these jugs.
When Aisha tries to reach into the water, Mei stops her because to be a baker, you need a
jug:
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Mei:

No, you can't be a baker.

Holly passes Aisha a jug:
I found one; you can be a baker.
Mei focuses her attention on the water beads, lifts up handfuls of them and sighs
blissfully.
Mine are actually beautiful.
Sooo beautiful.
I think of another storyteller, J.R.R. Tolkien, and remember how he tells of the
thrall of the long-lost gem Thorin is seeking:
"The Arkenstone! The Arkenstone!" murmured Thorin in the dark, half dreaming
with his chin upon his knees. "It was like a globe with a thousand facets; it shone
like silver in the firelight, like water in the sun, like snow under the stars, like rain
upon the Moon!" (Tolkien, 1954, p. 242)
Reflection
Magic Beans, an Early Childhood Classroom story occurred during the 8:00 a.m.
to 9:15 a.m. block of time called flexible exploration and representation time. The story
demonstrates that children understand the versatile and transient property of tangible
objects, and that things can be reimagined. Educators set up the water table and water
beads as an invitation to play while learning the nature of water in relation to other
materials, the sensual characteristics of gel beads and water and all the relational
connections that learners might author as they interact with these materials. They
understand that "[p]lay promotes the development of internalized representations because
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in play children act in accordance with internal ideas rather than with external reality: the
child sees one thing, but acts differently in relation to what he sees as when she uses a
long block as a computer keyboard" (Bodrova, 2008, p. 361). The children explored the
invitation and recognized the water beads as chameleon-like objects, to be changed to
meet their needs as storytellers. The water beads were transformed to serve the narrative,
and while Aisha, who entered late into this storytelling space, saw fish, Mei, Charlotte,
Holly, and Julie held magic beans. The introduction of water beads as fish was strongly
disputed by Charlotte: They are not fish! And although Aisha stayed by the table, she did
not engage in the narrative. There followed a period of exclusion: No, you can't be a
baker. But then a gesture from Holly, within the narrative, invited Aisha in: I found one;
you can be a baker. Stories have the potential to be inclusionary or exclusionary (Dyson
& Geneshi, 1994) and in this storytelling event the children were able to resolve further
conflict without adult intervention.
For Mei, the lead storyteller, and her playmates, the water beads were magical
beans that empowered them to fly, but also held the danger of being too hot. Our
storytellers engaged in abstract and symbolic thinking as they transformed the water
beads into magic beans, and themselves into powerful characters made possible by the
possession of the magic beans.
According to Elkonin, a colleague of Vygotsky, this would be an example of
‘mature play’ (as cited by Bodrova, 2008, p. 364). Bodrova and Leong (as cited in
Bodrova, 2008, p. 364) expand Elkonin's idea and list characteristics of mature play, the
first being the use of objects: "Mature play is characterized by the child's use of objects-
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substitutes that may bear very little if any resemblance to the objects they symbolize: they
use a stick as a horse or a box as a train car” (p. 364).
Additional characteristics of mature play are a child's ability to:
use gestures to represent actions with real or imaginary objects, to take on and sustain
a specific role by constantly engaging in actions, speech, and interactions that fit this
particular character, follow the rules associated with the pretend scenario, integrate
many themes and span the time of several days or several weeks. (Bodrova and
Leong, as cited in Bodrova, 2008, p. 364)
Edmiston (2008) discusses various definitions of play and challenges the concept
of mature play and the idea that play is “an activity set apart from real life” (p. 6). He
proposes that rather than something which promotes cognitive, emotional, social and
moral development—a getting ready for adult life—play be considered as an exploratory
meaning-making activity when “children (with or without adults) play together to
imagine they are the people and creatures inside fantastic narrative worlds” where they
play with “possible selves and identities” (p. 11).
The symbolic use of the water beads was central to Mei’s storytelling, and
throughout the narrative she continued to feel and manipulate the water beads. At no
time did she leave the water bead table or cease rolling, pouring, squishing, squeezing,
and caressing the magic beans. Her commitment to the aesthetics, value, and desirability
of the magic beans was unmistakable. She did not see blue water beads and a well-used
white plastic table filled with blueish water and other small hands. She performed her
story. She drew her cupped hands filled with the magic beans closer to her face and
sighed.
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Mine are actually beautiful. Sooo beautiful!
Not A Box Story # 3. Corn Chip Animals
Corn chips and salsa are in the middle of the tables. It is 10:00 a.m., communal
snack time when educators and children sit to share food and engage in conversations. I
join one table. Bonita bites around the edge of a corn chip and then holds it up.
Bonita: It looks like a mouse.

Figure 35. Shared snacks.

She is delighted with her created discovery and shows the others at her table.
They in turn, point to her corn chip and laugh.
Charlotte: [lifts her corn chip for all to see] Mine is a mouse too.
Bonita: Mine is the Mommy one.
Charlotte responds in a voice higher than her usual pitch: Mine is the baby.
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She repeats the word “baby” in a softer voice, as if this corn chip is a most cherished
thing: Baby!
Bonita’s imaginative artistic act is contagious. Using the material at hand, small
hands around the table hold corn chips up to their mouths, as children’s teeth delicately
nibble new animals into being.
Rachael, the educator, listens and playfully supports the children’s narrative play
with questions and comments:
What animal do you have?
Oh! Your animal disappeared.
It does look like a cheetah. I wonder what it likes to eat?
Suddenly the table is a zoo, a menagerie of corn chip animals hopping, running,
walking, or flying. Their lives, like those of the mayfly, are fleeting, but during these
brief storied lives I observe that the animals know how to behave in a small space. They
do not leave the confines of the zoo there by disrupting the social norms of sharing a
snack together. Their chip lives, while tenuous, momentarily move on an imaginary
plane that hovers in the air between two mutually engaged storytellers sometimes moving
across the solid table surface.
I make a note that the educator does not interfere with or extinguish the play that
is unfolding. She seems to assume that within the narratives and playfulness, the children
understand snack time behaviors and their animals will behave accordingly. Socially
acceptable behaviors are modelled within the relationships established around the snack
table.
And in the end…the stories are eaten.
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Reflection
Snack time in the Early Childhood Classroom is a shared time when educators sit
with the children. I was delighted to be part of this particular morning snack time
storytelling. My happiness stemmed from the surprising catalyst for the stories. The
sudden imaginative creation and description of one corn chip mouse had a domino effect
and the children around the table understood the new material had narrative possibilities:
corn chips could be animals that could be storied. As I compared this storytelling event,
which had occurred in a more restricted space than those told in the larger classroom or
outside spaces, I wondered if the children’s narratives and movements were being shaped
by their understanding of expected snack time table etiquette? Although no rules were
stated, the children’s actions were small, suitable for sitting close together in a smaller
shared space. There was a bustle of controlled nibbling as children held their elbows
close to their bodies and their hands close to their mouths, their teeth fashioning animals,
their voices narrating short stories.
As well, the educator’s respect for the children shaped her response to Bonita’s
transformation of corn chip to mouse and thus allowed the others to engage in
storytelling. Rachael’s questions and comments validated the children’s actions and
extended their narratives. She values the children’s initiative to playfully story during
their snack experience, and “looks through the windows of the actual on occasion, to
regard things as if they could be otherwise” (Egan, 1988, p. 45).
Authors, such as Simon Van Booy, understand this too. In his picture book
Pobble’s Way (2010), he tells the story of how a child loses her pink mitten when she and
her father go for a walk in the woods. Animals in the forest encounter the mitten and
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regard it otherwise. The mouse decides it is an emergency mouse house; the owl declares
it a wing warmer; the bunny says it is a “carrot carrier”—and so on, until the child returns
and announces the mitten, now covered in snow, is a baby cloud. The possibilities are
endless: a pink mitten or a corn chip become new objects in story worlds.
In a discussion of imagination and creativity Gallas (2001, p. 457) writes,
“[c]reativity is most often defined as a process of construction of the new, while
imagination is a form of thought in which the new is brought to awareness. Both,
therefore, have to do with generating the new, but creativity speaks of a power of the
mind that, as it comes in contact with the world, synthesizes a range of cognitive,
aesthetic, psychic, and psychological processes into ideas and images” (p. 460). Bonita
and the others were creating and imagining; they had generated something new.
In the conclusion of her article, Gallas (2001) discusses the tenuous role of
imagination in education, but in this snack time storytelling, we saw Rachael celebrating
imagination. How would you, the reader, have responded when the children waved their
snacks in the air, moved them across the table and used them for something besides food?
In another time and another context, what might have unfolded? I wonder what my
response would have been if I had been the educator and not the researcher, and in a
different story.
Not a Box Story #4. A Tiny Inside Recess Story
The day is reminiscent of past cold, wet, late winter days when veteran teachers,
equal in skill to expert meteorologists, could predict an indoor recess. Intercom
announcements are met with cheers and groans, and teachers who had, by the authority of
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the supervision schedule, drawn the short straw of inside supervision steel themselves for
15 minutes of problematic possibilities that result when energy-filled bodies are confined
indoors. Today children have the choice to watch videos, draw, read, or play board
games and card games. Three small groups choose to play and they fish out cherished
objects they brought from home or use toys that are part of the classroom resources.
Two different pairs and one group of three children hold tangible objects which they
manipulate as they narrate their stories.
Figure 36. Objects in narrative play.

A Tiny Reflection
This Grade 2 storytelling occurred during a 15-minute recess non-instructional
time. Children were free to choose their activities and three separate storytelling events
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unfolded. The storytellers manipulated blocks and other building materials, imagined
worlds into existence, narrated plots and spoke the words of their characters. Childinitiated storytelling was made possible by the freedom found during an inside recess.
The children understood that during this short time of free play, they could access their
personal toys and school-owned resources to engage in a narrative play, as long as the
classroom rules of acceptable indoor recess behavior were not breached. These
understandings held by educators and children supported the storytellers as they jumped
directly into narrative play without having to ask permission. I marveled at the powerful
draw of narrative play occurring within a small space and a short timeframe. I observed
the small symbiotic dances in which the children powerfully imagined their resources
into characters and worlds, manipulated materials, and individually or collaboratively
constructed their stories.
Tin Trunk Stories
The stories in this section are called Tin Trunk Stories as they call up the
deliberate actions of parents, grandparents, caregivers, educators and other adults to
engage children in storytelling; you might call it the “pedagogical tin trunk.” I begin
with a remembered story and then shift to the deliberate actions of educators. I include a
remembered story here as I believe it illustrates the ongoing care, thoughtful and
informed actions of significant others in the lives of storying children, along with the
purposeful actions of educators.
*

I recognize that the series of books by Laura Ingalls Wilder are problematic in their

portrayal of Indigenous people. At the time, I read these books aloud for the storyline,
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adventure and the characters, but did not critique the portrayal of Indigenous people. I
am now more cognizant of and sensitive to diversity and different historical perspectives.
I recognize the power of the printed word and other modes in portraying cultures and
diversity in either a positive and respectful manner or in negative and destructive ways.
*

In the telling of The Funny Little Woman, I locate the story in a far-away place, in a

“long-ago time… and not in a specific country” because of the stereotyping reflected in
the text.

Figure 37. Family tin trunk heirloom.

When our daughter spent time at her grandparents’ house she was inevitably
drawn to the dented brown and yellow tin trunk, formerly used by her great-grandparents
on their voyage from England on the ship Carpathia to settle on Darling’s Island and then
used by my childhood family during our frequent postings. On the top and side, in large
stenciled letters, was my father’s military identification number. The trunk was lined
with memoirs, including the story of my grandfather, who when asked by his daughter
“What did you do on the ship Dad?” replied, “Looked for icebergs.” They had sailed
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just two weeks after the sinking of the Titanic. It also held stories of our posting to
Germany and the ten-day trip on the Empress of France, a ship affectionately called the
“drunken duchess” due to its propensity to roll from side to side when faced with
anything but a flat sea. But the trunk was not just a storehouse of stories from the past; it
was a repository of possibilities, a receptacle of potential tales.
Over the years the trunk was purposely filled with play and story things, and as
predicted, stories emerged from such items as a compass, fur coat, badges, puppets,
stethoscope, fancy dresses, jewelry, small hammer, measuring tape, magnifying glass,
VHS Disney tapes, Andrew Lloyd Weber’s Cats, cassettes of Sharon, Lois and Bram,
Vivaldi’s Ring of Mystery, and Beethoven Lives Upstairs—all jumbled together with
crayons, paper, ribbons, scissors, and glue. The act of lifting the hinged cover caused a
synergy of mind and contents, which resulted in infinite story making. Imaginations
surfed on the dips and crests of the silk waves in a scarf, were refracted through a piece
of old chandelier, held fast by tight stitches of a dress flowered in courage, or braided and
salted into a life-saving rope. When freed by the raised cover, stuff and stories breached
the capacity of the trunk:
“Hello, Rabbit,” he said, “is that you?”
“Let’s pretend it isn’t,” said Rabbit, “and see what happens” (Milne, 1925, p.
110).
I remember arriving late one afternoon to find my mother listening carefully to
our five-year-old who was wearing a King’s Landing period dress and sporting
disheveled uneven braids. She was assigning her grandmother a role in her story. In one
hand our daughter held the rope that usually hung in the entryway and in her other hand
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she held a large doll which, I later discovered was Grace, Laura Ingalls’ younger sister
(characters from The Little House books by Laura Ingalls Wilder).
“I’m Laura. You be Jack (Laura Ingalls’ dog) and watch Grace and growl when
the wolves come!” she told her grandmother and then lay Grace on the chair nearby.
She then ran to the window searching the outside for impending danger. “The
wolves are here!” she cried.
My mother growled ferociously. Our daughter’s whole body exuded fear.
“They’re going to get Pet and Patty!” she shouted, referring to the Ingalls’ two horses tied
outside. With rope in hand, she headed for the door.
I am sure the rope was functional in our daughter’s forthcoming courageous act to
save the horses, but my presence was noted, and the storytelling was interrupted. The
content of her story was not surprising as we had been reading Little House on the Prairie
(1971) and had also visited Kings Landing, a nearby historical village.
As I reflect on this memory, I wonder how much rehearsal had occurred as she
selected the ribbons, braided her hair and put on the dress. How did her role as the daring
and powerful Laura impact her life? What story decisions were made as she took the
rope from the entryway? Why pick Grace, and not Mary, the older sister? Was the rural
setting of her grandparents’ home a factor in her story choice?
Our daughter brought her own story stuff, incorporated items that were
purposefully placed in the tin trunk, and selected things from around the house to support
her storytelling. She understood the rules of the house and yard; she knew what was and
what was not available to be used in her story world and integrated them effortlessly.
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She retold a story and through her telling she created a new story where she would
address a problem of significance in the safety of a storied world.
The remaining stories are those of the educators who purposefully pack
pedagogical tin trunks.
Tin Trunk Story # 1. The Three Bears
For the past week, educators had been reading aloud different versions of
Goldilocks and the Three Bears. To encourage retelling, the educator, Nancy, brings
bear hats, tin bowls and mats to the gathering area in the woods. She encourages
different children to retell the story while other children play the roles of Papa Bear,
Mama Bear, Baby Bear and Goldilocks. Different groups retell the story, adapting and
changing the storyline—the numbers of bears change and Goldilocks makes an early
departure.

Figure 38. Text and educator support retelling.
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The following storytelling script is arranged in two columns. This decision
resulted from repeated viewings using a linear transcription, but I was not convinced that
the linear script captured the energy of the storytelling produced by six children and one
educator. The two-column approach is an attempt to capture the energy and the
overlapping dialogue and narration.
The three bears kneel or sit in the snow and stir the porridge in their bowls.
Around them are colored mats which serve as the chairs and beds, materials purposely
placed there by the educator.

Figure 39. Story resources made available.

Ethan stands beside Nancy, who holds a copy of the story. Two Goldilocks
characters wait nearby. The characters, although cued by the narration, enact the story
and use familiar dialogue. This occurs coincidently with Ethan, who with the help of
Nancy, narrates the story. The dialogue and actions of the actors are continuous, and at
times transition in and out of the narrator’s telling of the traditional tale.
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Ethan and Nancy

Children playing parts of the three bears
and Goldilocks

Nancy: Ethan, go ahead. Once upon a
time…

The bears stir their porridge.

Ethan: There was papa bears and a…
and some baby bears and

Figure 40. Incorporating resources.

mommy bears but they were making
the porridge and… then they had a
walk.

Nancy: [after a pause] You tell them to
go for a walk.

Ethan shouts: Go for a walk.
The bears begin their dialogue:

Bear 1. Let’s go for a walk.

Bear 2. Let’s go for a walk.

Bear 1. Mine is too hot
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Bear 2. Let’s go for a walk.

Nancy: Now what?

Bear 3. Mine is too.

Ethan: Then they comed back in.

Bear 1. Let’s go for a walk.

Nancy: Who are they?

One by one the bears leave the gathering
area to go for a walk in the nearby woods.

Ethan: The bears comed back in.
Figure 41. Leaving the house.
Nancy: No, they don’t have to come
back in. Someone else has to come
first. Who is it?

Ethan: Papa bear comes back in.

Nancy: No, no, papa bear doesn’t
come in yet. Who comes before papa
bear comes in?
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Ethan: Mommy bear.

Both the Goldilocks characters enter and try
the bowls of porridge, the chairs and bed.

Nancy: No.

They both engage in the familiar dialogue.

Ethan: Baby bear.

That is too hot!

That one is too cold!

That is too hot!

That one is too cold.
Nancy draws Ethan’s attention to two

I make it for my brother.

children (Twin Goldilocks).
That’s perfect.
Nancy: Who are these two? First
Goldilocks has to go in, right?

Ethan wanders around the mats and

The two Goldilocks try the chairs and beds

bowls: Goldilocks is going for a walk.

and repeatedly comment:
This one is…
This is too…. This is too hard.
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That is too soft.
That is just right.
Nancy addresses the two Goldilocks.
So what did you do? Did you eat it all

That’s perfect.

up? Yum.
What about these chairs over here
and twin goldilocks. Right?

The two Goldilocks try the chairs.

Nancy calls to Ethan.

Come tell the story. Okay, he’s tried
all the chairs. Now what does he try?

Ethan: And then…
Figure 42. Flexible use of mats for chairs and
Try the bed. Too hard, too

beds.

soft. That’s perfect.
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Nancy: And what happens? Here they

Bear 1. Someone is eating my porridge.

come.

Baby Bear. Someone is eating my
porridge. And they all eat it up.

Ethan: Then the bears come in.

Bear 3. Somebody been sitting in my chair
and they broke it all smithereens.

Bear 1. Someone was sitting in my
chair… Someone was sitting on my chair.

Someone was sitting in the baby’s bed.

I’ll make some more porridge for my little
sister.

Someone was sleeping…Someone was
sleeping on my bed.

Figure 43. The running-away-and-chasingafter conclusion.
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Ethan:
Run away. Now they run away.

Reflection
This specific storytelling is part of an ongoing Early Childhood Classroom story
which occurred during the 8:00 to 9:15 block of time called flexible exploration and
representation time. In the classroom the educators had supported storytelling by reading
aloud several versions of The Three Bears, which either introduced this folktale or
supplemented the children’s knowledge of the story. Nancy further facilitated the
retellings by placing bear hats, bowls and mats as props for the story while the children
joined their educator’s planning for the narrative play by gathering sticks for spoons. The
flexible retelling above embraces variation, one in which a boy and a girl play twin
Goldilockses.
As Ethan and Nancy narrate, the actors who are also very familiar with the story
retell the familiar fairy tale. Knapp and Watkins tell us that in the construction of the
story, the children
draw upon their knowledge of genre, applying relevant structural and grammatical
features in order to produce appropriate narrative and humorous texts. In the
generative take of genre which we adopt, generic knowledge is seen as an
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arrangement of relative constants, forms and grammatical codes, which provide
children with a disposition to tell stories and later write them. (Knapp and
Watkins as cited by Loizou, Kyriakides, & Hadjicharalambous, 2011, p. 73)
Though the work is collaborative, each child tells the story from the perspective
of their specific character, using appropriate actions and dialogue. It was not obvious to
me who was Papa Bear or Mama Bear but the identification of Baby Bear occurs when
one child declared, “Somebody been sitting in my chair and they broke it all
smithereens.” The actors use language from the text and contribute unique comments
such as “I’ll make some more porridge for my little sister” and “I make it for my brother.”
Nancy listens as she continues to support her goals and Ethan as he retells the
story. She understands that “we narrate as a way of knowing and being” (Lewis, 2010, p.
40) and that “orality entails a set of powerful and effective mental strategies” (Egan,
1999, as cited by Lewis, 2010, p. 45). She listens, observes, and as the story unfolds,
questions and directs when needed. At the end, the twin Goldilockses, pursued by three
bears, head into the woods. Nancy laughs as she watches and a new group of children
join her, ready to embark on their own rendition of “The Three Bears.”
Nancy has intentionally structured a storytelling opportunity, and along with
providing props, time, and space, she builds on their narration and assists with
sequencing—"Someone has to come first”—and language structures—"Once upon a
time….” She prompted with, “First…” and “Now what…” “Storytelling requires
specialized ways of using language—ways that are closely associated with learning
language needed for literacy” (National Early Literacy Panel, 2009 as cited in Flynn,
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2016, p. 160). Understanding of well-known forms of stories (Kress, 1994 as cited in
Flynn, 2016) and the ability to tell stories in recognized ways (Bliss & McCabe, 2008, as
cited in Flynn, 2016; Dickenson & Tabors, 2001, as cited in Flynn, 2016) are vital to
skills for reading and writing—for meaning making, for communal participation, and for
cultivating literate identities.
Nancy extended the use of this specialized language into the outside, where the
children not only engaged with the familiar genre of a traditional fairytale, they embraced
storytelling in a wintery, woodsy environment. Now where else would you expect to find
bears?

Figure 44. Outdoor play space.

Tin Trunk Story # 2. Collaborative Bird Story
One morning, right before morning message begins, Grayson shows me his
notebook. It is exactly like the one I am using. He points to the recognizable green and
yellow sticker on my book and asks if mine, too, is from the Dollar Store. Our Dollar
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Store notebooks promote a conversation in which I learn Grayson’s older brother reads a
novel, then rewrites and illustrates it. I also learn that Grayson is passionate about
drawing and has observed me drawing/doodling in my notebook.

Figure 45. Our common Dollar Store notebook.

Today I decide to watch Grayson more closely. As the day begins, he
concurrently inhabits two worlds: one, the ritual routine of morning message where his
body language and lips respond to the recitation of the days of the week, exploration of
math facts, and word of the day; and two, where his fingers and pencil create a story.
When it is time for music class, he takes his notebook with him. I also learn that during
free reading time, Grayson is one of seven children in the class who choose books from a
graphic novel series, such as Bad Guys Episode 1 by Aaron Blabey (2016) and Dog Man
Unleashed by Dave Pilkey (2016).
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Figure 46. Sample of graphic novel.

Figure 47. Grayson’s pig story. Frame reference for detailed oral narration.

At recess Grayson stays in and asks me about my drawing. I show him what I
started and explain that this bird is a new character and I am unsure of the next
developments. I ask if he is working on a story and he shares his pig story.
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Grayson: So this was about a pig and a wolf. It’s called “The Very Bad Pig and the
Unknown Wolf.” So the pig is actually much more devilish because it’s kind of like the
opposite of “The Three Little Pigs” but there’s only one wolf and some pig that tries
killing the wolf with a knife. So right now the pig’s trying to kill the wolf. He’s trying to
chase him and stuff so then the pig gets tired of the wolf so all the way back home. Has a
nap. Well, though, that happens, the wolf digs out a maze. And so it dug out the maze
and he made a trap for the pig. Then one thing he knew—he was like, should I make a
book? And the book is kind of – well actually, “The Three Little Pigs.” Because he’s
supposed to be the big bad wolf because he wants to take over pigs—get revenge because
the pig’s boss is the big bad pig. That’s my version. And that would be probably my
version of The Three Little Pigs. Like there’s an evil boss pig and then the wolf is acting
nice in the beginning but it’s actually because of the pigs that the wolf is mean to the
pigs.

After he has a dog and then it shows him a digging with the shovel and then it would
show the pig setting up the trap so then it’s—because did you notice? That he made it
scan this. So then it scanned his scar and then it would lock him in there. Then he’d be
in prison and the wolf would be like “I’m safe for now.” Because there’s a back door…

Joanne: Oh perfect, so that’s his out—is the back door. All right, so whenever you finish
that we can have a look at it again.
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Grayson: So it would be like how we kind of made the dark spot, like. That’s the part
where it’s supposed to go but then there’s actually a secret time in which the pig doesn’t
know about. It can go and get out and do, try the maze all over again. But usually they
go through the tunnel and not go this way. They’re supposed to go through… do, do, do,
do…

Joanne: Ah, right.

Grayson uses his finger to trace the path the pig and wolf are taking.
Grayson: But the pig thought it would be harder because the pig went like that. So then
the wolf—because there’s actually a secret exit that you can get to… go right here
too. So, then he is running and then he exits. So the pig goes… He had to go like this
and then go through there and then see that closed down right there. The wall closes
down. Like there about. I need like—Can I borrow your pen to show you how big they
are?
Figure 48. Details of the pig’s exit

Joanne: Sure.
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Grayson: [gesturing] Because that’s the size of the maze and then about
that big…

Joanne: Right, okay…

Grayson: So that he can fit through there. So then, they’re kind of going this way…

Joanne: So you’re just showing me on the maze the way he would go…

Grayson: [taps each step with the pencil to show the wolf’s descent down the stairs]
This is the way that the wolf was going… Down these giant step stairs, like the exit…
And then this is the wolf.

Recess is over and I stop the recorder.

In the second week of my data gathering,

I consider Grayson’s commitment and

two students asked me if they could stay in

passion to his Pig Story and that

to work on their storytelling. We discussed
the request with Ms. Howell and from then

evening, I intentionally add two more

on, as long as I was there, students who

illustrations in the Bird Story just in

wished to continue their storytelling

case Grayson continues his interest in

during recesses and noon hours were

the bird character. The next day he

granted permission.

asks if I have done more in my notebook and I show him the additional illustrations.
From this point we collaborate on telling, illustrating, and writing the story. At the
beginning we both contribute to the plot but he is reluctant to draw in my notebook, so in
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response to our narration I continue to draw and write. I intentionally add synonyms in
the speech bubbles, thus modelling some additional language choices. Soon Grayson
begins to use his pencil to add more details to the drawings, and put words in the speech
bubbles. Gradually he takes more control; first in telling the story, then illustrating, and
finally, but to a lesser degree, adding text and speech bubbles. The full control of the
illustrations is concurrent with full control of the plot. Over the week we do most of the
work during recesses and noon hours but use several Daily Five 20-minute blocks of time
as well. At one point, Grayson and two other children who stay indoors share their
stories. The poop emoji, currently trending in pop culture, is part of their conversation.
Grayson’s sense of humor bursts out onto the page as he draws the poop emoji into the
Bird Story and comments from the bird’s perspective on its “tastiness.” He continues to
expand the plot by introducing additional ant characters. Grayson is now the primary
artist and storyteller. The Collaborative Bird Story that follows was supported through
the interactions of the two storytellers and the responsive intentional actions of the
storyteller/educator.
As you read this story, note the change in ownership of drawing and text.
On page two, as we collaboratively told the story, Grayson would use his pencil to make
an additional line or point to a particular part of the drawing.
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Figure 49. Progression of Grayson’s ownership of the pen.
1

2

Beginning of ongoing collaboration.

First picture Grayson saw.
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Shared narration and drawing.
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Grayson’s introduction of new characters and
writing of text.

Taking over the drawing pen.

9

10

Sole ownership of narration, drawing
and text.

Shared ownership of the last page we worked on
together.
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Reflection
This Grade 2 ongoing storytelling occurred in the classroom during noninstructional time and several 20-minute blocks of literacy instructional time. Grayson’s
narrative style and sense of humor are both reflected in his stories, the Collaborative Bird
Story and the Pig Story. As he told the Pig Story, he used his unfinished story map and
orally narrated what event would happen in each empty panel. This showed that Grayson
had rehearsed the story, decided how many illustrations he needed, and was in the process
of filling the panels with detailed drawings. This preplanning was also evident when he
said, “and then it would show the pig setting up the trap.” This is an example of
multimodal storytelling, which “acknowledges and leverages the playful ways children
create meaningful stories through their voices, their actions, images they draw, and props
they construct as well as printed words they may compose on a page” (Ray as cited in
Wessel-Powell, Kargin, & Wohlwend, 2016, p. 167). Wessel-Powell, Kargin, and
Wohlwend (2016) believe multimodal stories need to be valued and honored by teachers so
that “off-the-page storytelling is acknowledged alongside written stories in school” (p.
167). Much of Grayson’s story was off-the-page as he drew images. Pahl and Rowsell
(2010) recommend teachers help shape students’ literacies with practices that draw on
multimodal representations. “They [teachers] can encourage students to combine visual
and linguistic forms in new forms of text…” (p. 5).
The decision not to record the Collaborative Bird Story was both accidental and
deliberate. When Grayson and I first started discussing the character of the bird, the
researcher in me receded and the storyteller surfaced. We both embraced the character
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and entered a storytelling space that engaged us completely, and as a result, I did not
think to use the audio recorder until we were immersed in telling the story. The lure of
the story had trumped the data gathering process, and as I listened I knew it would be
disrespectful to our relationship as co-creators to interrupt the storytelling, place the
recording device on the table, and press record, thus changing the power dynamic. I was
engaged in a different kind of listening, an “emergent listening” that Davies (2014) says
“might begin with what is known, but it is open to creatively evolving into something
new. Emergent listening opens up the possibilities of new ways of knowing and new
ways of being, both for those who listen and those who are listened to” (pp. 21-22). Had
I moved somewhat away from what Davies (2014) describes as listening “in order to fit
what we hear into what we already know” (p. 21)? Was I experiencing a change in
myself that was linked to the research process, one that Stenhouse (1975) speaks of when
he says “research worthy of the name must bring about some change; change in the
researcher, change in the research, change in the user of research” (as cited in Clough &
Nutbrown, 2002, p. 14)? I wonder if Grayson’s progression to the role of the primary
storyteller would have happened if I had chosen to insert the recording device.
As I looked for the storytelling spaces in classrooms, I acknowledged that I had
no other classroom responsibilities. My role as researcher afforded me opportunities in
and out of instruction time to devote to the small groups of students who chose to
participate. This does not mean that classroom teachers do not work with small groups,
only that I was privileged to have one focus. In both instructional and non-instructional
time, it was by choice that children engaged in storytelling by drawing, cutting, narrating,
performing, and in some cases, writing. Stories were collaborative or individual, but in
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all cases, students narrated aloud and shared their stories with each other in a supportive
community. Frank (2010) talks about stories as breathing life into individuals and
groups. In this small physical space, in this small group, Grayson and several of his peers
who joined the group exchanged remarks that were validating and encouraging. Each
dealt with questions that required the tellers to elaborate or explain. Their storytelling
and conversations showed they were “consummate communicators who had something to
say” and through story could “weave their webs of connection to others in their families,
communities, and worlds” (Quintero, 2010, p. 372).
This story fits in the Tin Trunk section as it was an intentional decision to add two
more illustrations to the Collaborative Bird Story in case Grayson continued his interest,
and subsequently offer him not only an opportunity to orally contribute to the story, but
to assume ownership, or shared ownership, of the pencil. As the educator, I planned for
storytelling and reminded myself to be responsive to his ideas and respect his journey in
assuming responsibility for this story. My efforts as an educator recognized his passion
for drawing, respected and welcomed his home literacies, and valued his choice of genre
for telling a story and creating a text. I also intended to be available at recesses and noon
hours should he wish to continue. The deliberate sharing of the pencil and the notebook
supported a collaborative storytelling, one that valued oracy and the signs, symbols, and
language of the graphic novel genre. It embraced Cooper’s ability to tell a detailed story
aloud and acknowledged the power of images in storytelling. It also connected domains
of practice in what Pahl and Rowsell (2010) identify as relational learning. Cooper’s
writer’s notebook was a literary artifact from home and it could be carried with currency.
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Tin Trunk Story # 3. Monsters
“With every story children tell, they make progress in their language learning by
identifying and organizing critical information regarding participants, place and time, aim
and purpose of their oral texts, by choosing appropriate vocabulary and by structuring
their stories in coherent ways” (Loizou, Kyriakides, & Hadjicharalambous, 2011, p. 73).
When I enter the room, I am greeted by a melee of monsters leaping from a large
piece of mural paper. Children sit at the table creating creatures from a fusion of prior
knowledge and the planned experiences with books, poems, and storytelling offered by
educators. I look at the table and see markers, William Steig’s book, Rotten Island, and a
sign prompting the children: Can you make a monster? As children draw, they narrate
possible stories and share details about their monster’s actions and powers.
Figure 50. Educator invitation into the world of monsters.

Aisha:
Once upon a time there was a… a monster in the snow, he… he was sleeping and a
dragon came back and he bite the dragon and and… and the hunter came. The end.
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While they draw, Dominic and Asher discuss their monsters and powers, debating
which is the most powerful. When Dominic leaves, Asher comments on the relationship
between his monster and one created by Dominic. He does not appear to be talking to
anyone in particular but establishes that his monster is stronger and more powerful. He
intently adds details to his monster and I wonder what narrative he is telling himself.
Figure 51. Composing and storytelling.

My monster can shoot lasers
out of his eyes. Even though
he is smaller he can lift
Dominic’s up.

Figure 52. Engaged in the monster world.

Colin examines a two-page spread of monsters and points to one.
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He looks like a choo-choo train.
He peers closely at the mural paper and comments on his own creation.
He has wheels, and fire breath and two tails. He’s a giant; he is so big. He has three
tails.
He writes the name of his monster with a long string of letters. He points to his writing,
saying: I can’t really say his name.
Figure 53. More monsters emerge.
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Reflection
This Early Childhood Story occurred during the 8:00 a.m. to 9:15 a.m. block of
time called flexible exploration and representation time. Building on successes from
previous years and acknowledging children’s keen interest in monsters, the educators
decide to initiate a monster exploration with the children, including setting up the
learning invitation with Steig’s book. I am asked to tell a “monster” story and introduce
the children to the wicked Oni, the monsters from the folktale The Funny Little Woman.
In this monster exploration set up by the educators, children can feel afraid in the safe
atmosphere of the story world and, through the invitation, create terrifying monsters of
their own.
The educators post children’s monsters and several monster poems on the bulletin
board located in the corner where students gather together several times a day. The
educator’s decision to post their creations in this prominent place allows for easy
viewing, validates the children’s contributions, and opens a space for children to tell the
stories of their monster.
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Figure 54. Validating children’s work.

When Asher talked about his monster as being stronger than the monster created
by his peer, I was reminded that children use narrative to create their identities (Bruner,
1991). Asher’s narration as he created his monster was an avenue to explore his own
identity in relation to others and to relate to the strength of his monster. “Children’s talk
is simultaneously referential (representing the world), interpersonal (creating relations
with others) and emotive (expressing inner states in the speakers). It is also always
evaluative, expressing a position and making some kind of judgement, explicitly or
implicitly, on its subject manner” (Maybin, 2006 as cited by Pahl and Rowsell, 2010, p.
39).
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Tin Trunk Story # 4. Señor Don Gato
Today I follow the children to music class and to my delight I enter a space filled
with story. They are preparing for the music festival in which the actual performance
will see three Grade 2 classes singing together, but for the next few weeks, each class
works individually. Ms. Taylor, the music teacher, engages the children in a discussion
of the story—how the story in the song “Señor Don Gato” can be told with words and
music, but enhanced and made more effective with facial expressions and actions.
Children recommend various facial expressions for specific events in the song, and Ms.
Taylor asks for ways the children could use their bodies to add actions to help tell the
story.
To show how high Señor Don Gato sits on the roof, a child models and offers the
following: “You could look up to the moon.”
Ms. Taylor projects the words to Señor Don Gato on the wall. During the 30
minutes, the children alternate between sitting and standing while they practice. As she
directs and the class performs, Ms. Taylor incorporates the children’s recommendations
for actions and facial expressions, adding some of her own—co-constructing the bodied
expressions of this text. She acknowledges all contributions and shares in their efforts to
enhance the telling of the story. While Ms. Taylor encourages the students to use the
words projected behind her, she lets them know that they may not know every word, but
that is okay. They will be doing it from memory at the festival. During the half-hour
teacher and children work collaboratively, discussing the intricacies of the different
stanzas and trying out various ways of telling the story through their song performance.
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Señor Don Gato
Oh Señor Don Gato was a cat
On a high red roof Don Gato sat
He went there to read a letter,
Meow, meow, meow
Where the reading light was better,
Meow, meow, meow
‘Twas a love note for Don Gato

Then the doctors all came on the run
Just to see if something could be done
And they held a consultation,
Meow, meow, meow
About how to save their patient,
Meow, meow, meow
How to save Señor Don Gato

I adore you wrote the lady cat
Who was fluffy, white and nice and fat
There was not a sweeter kitty,
Meow, meow, meow
In the country or the city,
Meow, meow, meow
And she said she’d wed Don Gato

But in spite of everything they tried
Poor Señor Don Gato up and died
And it wasn’t very merry,
Meow, meow, meow
Going to the cemetery,
Meow, meow, meow
For the ending of Don Gato

Oh, Don Gato jumped so happily
He fell off the roof and broke his knee
Broke his ribs and all his whiskers,
Meow, meow, meow
And his little solar plexus,
Meow, meow, meow
Ay Caramba cried Don Gato

When the funeral passed the market
square
Such a smell of fish was in the air
Though his burial was slated,
Meow, meow, meow
He became reanimated,
Meow, meow, meow
He came back to life, Don Gato

She continuously encourages, “I could understand the story better this time!”
The class ends with a friendly discussion of the routines and the procedure of the music
festival. “Remember, all three classes will be together,” Ms. Taylor declares. She then
presents scenarios to explain what to expect when they arrive, sit together with other
children from different schools, listen to other classes sing, and listen to the adjudicator.
Suddenly Ms. Taylor exits the classroom and immediately returns to dramatically act out
the positive and negative perspectives of the scenarios they have just discussed. There is
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much laughter in these 30 minutes, and as the children return to their classroom, each
child wears a smile and has a bounce in her step and is very energized.
The story of Señor Don Gato was initially in Spanish, and this Mexican nursery
song has been retold with various illustrators such as John Manders. Although published
books exist, I did not see any versions being used. Oral storytelling was paramount.
Figure 55. Señor Don Gato, a picture book.

Just before lunch, the announcements include a reminder for children who are in
“the orphan scene” and are singing “It’s A Hard Knock Life” from Annie to go to the
music room right after they eat their lunches. I decide to observe the practice and again
Ms. Taylor focuses on telling the story through words, music, facial expressions and
actions. She poses questions such as: What would your face look like when you are
scrubbing the floor? How do you feel about having to do this?
As the music room is filled with storytelling, I decide I will interview Ms. Taylor.
The role of story in teaching music and her philosophy are best captured in her own
words. Below are selected quotations from the interview.
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Prompt: What role, for you, does the whole idea of story and storytelling play in your
curriculum or in just your day-to-day teaching?

… I’ve always loved that [story] aspect of music, and I also think it gives the kids a
context for things so if we’re talking about history, I try to provide them with little stories
about what was happening in the world at the time of the song.

Artists don’t sort of—well they do kind of live in a world of their own, but they’re affected
by the world around them, right? So, what’s happening in the world, and what we do, they
want to communicate, right? And the idea that not all art is pretty. Some art is out there
to upset you or to get you thinking about things, right? So, we do a lot of that.

So, when we look at other artworks and cultural things too, right? And little stories and
tales from different cultures that then tie into a song I’m trying to teach. I don’t know, I
love storytelling. I think it just grounds—it’s like the roots of everything, you
know. Everything grows from that because it’s cultural, it’s like who we are. And look at
all the cultures in the world, like the grounding’s in the stories, right? It’s what gives us
our history and ties us together.

And when I do Irving Berlin, who was originally Israel Belin who was fleeing from Europe
coming to the US as an immigrant and sort of how that all came about. Because he ends
up in New York and they’re poor and he ends up marrying one of the most wealthy
heiresses. So, it’s like kind of a reverse Cinderella story and she gets disowned until they
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start having children and then the family eased up because they wanted to know the
grandchildren…

Anyway, so it’s got this whole sort of cultural context that is kind of… It’s interesting how
it’s been sort of used. And, of course, when we do protest songs, right, and we do that kind
of hidden and forbidden too because I do that with the songs from slavery, right, so we talk
about the hidden messages, the code songs and that kind of stuff. So, we have some fun
with that. Sometimes too if we’re doing our own songwriting and sort of how we can have
our own hidden and forbidden in things and our own protest songs. What do we want to
tell the world, right, in our music?

Prompt: So, you involve them in telling the stories as well…

Yes, especially when we’re doing songwriting … And I will often say “Does anybody know
anything about…?” So, if usually, like if I was doing “through time” and we were coming
up to 1940, I would say “Does anybody know anything about the 1940s?” and usually they
have a chance to sort of tell anything and actually some of them have amazing stories from
like their grandparents and their great-great grandparents…

Prompt: So, they write their own story songs?

Yeah, yeah. Usually, we do a little bit more with sort of the protest songs and with
technology. So with technology I just use sounds but often they’ll want to create a story
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out of the sounds, so they want something to happen, so there’s a progression. Like they’ll
pick say, a school day, so we hear the bell ring at the beginning and then we hear the doors
and we hear the feet and then we hear like playground sounds and then we hear…

So they’ll do a soundscape but they often want it to be a story, right, that sort of tells a
little tale. Rainstorms are real popular too. They love to sort of do the misty rain and it
gets louder and then there’s thunder, you know. So, they like that kind of idea but I find
with the protest songs, they like that because they get to think a lot about music as their
platform, and what would they want to tell people. If this was going to be on the radio,
your song, and everyone was going to hear it, what message would you want it to be? It’s
interesting the things that they pick…

Don Gato. You were here for Don Gato. We were acting that out… I probably don’t do
as much drama and acting out as much as I used to for a bunch of different reasons. But
they do really like it and it is really memorable. Like that Don Gato, my mother did that
when she was teaching music and I remember doing it in Grade 3, 4, 5. I can remember
the classroom. I can remember John was always being picked to be Don Gato. And I can
remember the kids carrying him down through the rows of the desks and the green carpet,
right? Yeah, anyway…

And I do think we would do better generally in education if we gave them more of that,
more free reign, more play, more music and unfortunately it seems to tip more like we’re
not meeting those standards that we need for literacy and math. So what do we do? We
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add more literacy and math, but it’s sitting at my desk doing math and they resent it, they
hate it and they grow to not like it.
Reflection
The story of Señor Don Gato was collaboratively told by children in the Grade 2
class and by the music specialist. It occurred in the music classroom during the one
weekly half hour of scheduled music instruction. I had not anticipated the strong role
storytelling would play in music class. Ms. Taylor’s focus on storytelling may be
attributed to her childhood and storied self, her passion for literature and history and her
university studies in English, but storytelling figures prominently in her music teaching.
I saw her pedagogical tin trunk overflowing with opportunities to engage children in
telling stories. She purposefully structured the learning around story, making story
valued and critical to her invitational collaborative teaching-learning practices. She
herself performed stories as a way to help the children anticipate what they might expect
at the music festival. “Students’ uses of literacy in the classroom and in their everyday
lives extend beyond reading and writing. These uses of literacy engage students in
complex meaning-making skills in a range of modalities suited to particular places and
moving across multiple spaces — to make sense of and take pleasure from various media
and texts they encounter” (Lenters & Smith, 2018, p. 179).

Ms. Taylor’s pedagogical

practices highlight storytelling and reinforce the concept that learning to tell a story is a
critical aspect of language arts instruction. My experiences with Ms. Taylor and her
students tell me that in this space, music is storytelling, and is one of those potential
opportunities in which students, as evidenced in their engagement, smiles and laughter,
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assume the role of storytellers. Ms. Taylor’s pedagogical trunk is filled with stories
linked to music and musicians, which she purposefully weaves into a unique storytelling
learning tradition. “Rather than consider literate bodies in the classroom only as students
reading and writing quietly at desks, an assemblage perspective considers literate bodies
to be active, moving within and between assemblages of people, practices, and objects in
the process of sensemaking” (Lenters & Smith, 2018, p. 181).
It was evident that Ms. Taylor teaches from a strength-based philosophy. The
children understood she believed they had a wealth of knowledge they could bring to
their learning and that learning was a shared responsibility. They also realized she
accepted multiple ways of making meaning that relied on more ways than print. She
packed her pedagogical trunk with learning invitations that would see children involved
in multiple ways of storytelling.
Interviews and Focus Group Conversations and Stories
The participants from the focus group conversations and the semi-structured
interviews shared their thoughts and stories. What follows is a thematic analysis of the
data. The combined data from teachers, district literacy supervisors and literacy lead
teachers working in the public school system reveal a practiced pedagogy in which the
imaginative function of language through storytelling and narrative play hovers on the
periphery.
While doing my fieldwork, I consistently revisited the transcripts, noting common
themes and watching for any connections to my observation notes. Later, I highlighted
recurring ideas, words and phrases from the transcripts and field notes and established the
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following five themes: reading and writing, standards and outcomes, speaking and
listening, play and oral language, and engagement and joy. Then, using the themes, I
coded each transcript. Below you will find five statements, each reflecting one of the
themes, followed by supporting quotes selected from the interviews and focus group
conversations. I also included explanatory notes illuminating possible factors mitigating
for and against a strong presence of storytelling as a viable pedagogical practice and
noted places where play and storytelling are an integral part of learning in the classroom.
Statement 1. There was a high degree of consensus that reading and writing were
the most critical components of literacy instruction. Although there was a desire to
emphasize oral language, the current reality is that reading and writing have and continue
to receive the most attention.
Participants’ comments were as follows:

“In terms of professional development, emphasis, and literacy initiatives, which
component… Oh, reading obviously received the most emphasis for sure. And it was
because it’s what was assessed.”

“I think reading and writing, and that’s directly related to the provincial assessment. We
bless what we assess and report provincially and publicly and so all of our efforts are
toward reading and writing without understanding the knowledge that reading and
writing floats on a sea of talk, and we haven’t put the right things first.”

“We (teachers) have to get them (students) to this reading level by the end of Grade 2.”
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Bringing in the use of literacy maps and a writing program, “I think was a huge impact,
was having a clear focus—reading and writing.”

“This reminds me of something I was going to give you too, that we developed this year,
and it’s the reading assessment and evaluation placemat.”

“We do worry about the product and if teachers are not doing the observations and not
writing…They (teachers) have more of a leg to stand on if they have something to show
(a product) for what they’re doing…”

“We’ve programmed reading, and we’ve programmed writing, and so that brings some
attention to it …”

“…the [literacy] leads were giving Professional Learning every year; they’d do another
guided reading professional learning or a reading record [in-service]. That they
[teachers] were really getting it over and over again.”

Statement 2. The Listening and Speaking Achievement Standards for the End of
Grade Two (New Brunswick Department of Education and Early Childhood, 2015) was
introduced, and teachers completed the required in-service. In-service took on different
forms where individual teachers could access professional learning online, individually or
in small- and large-group formats. As I coded, the assessment of speaking and listening
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for report cards arose. Multiple people noted that speaking and listening were considered
“soft” skills and these skills were more based on the “gut feeling” of teachers—or that the
designated achievement levels were elevated as a way to encourage students and parents.
Participants’ comments were as follows:
“…speaking and listening marks were always higher than the reading and writing across
the board. So they were inflated…You felt…oh, you give a kid a break.”

“I think that there’s a lot of misunderstanding and a lack of knowledge around what oral
language is and the importance of it. For example, I think we, as a profession, largely
have assessed listening and speaking with our hearts.”

During the discussion, several literacy lead teachers talked about conducting
weekly half-hour lessons associated with the listening and speaking standards. They
assumed part ownership of introducing the outcomes in classrooms and modeled lessons
which the classroom teacher could choose to build on. One initiative associated with the
lessons resulted in the standards being developed into “I Can” statements—"kid-friendly
terms for the speaking and listening outcomes.” These were put on charts, used during
the lessons, and left in the classrooms as teaching aides. In partners, small-group, and
whole-class format, children practiced skills of listening, speaking, taking turns, and
asking questions around an assigned topic. Two additional teaching and learning
strategies to address the outcomes were the use of a talking stick and the implementation
of what was termed “adult conversations” (discussions that did not include hand raising).
This strategy was designed to encourage students to build on each other’s comments, to
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listen and respond without the familiar raising of a hand to contribute information or an
opinion.
Literacy lead teachers also raised a concern around district interventions for
individual students which were designed to address low reading levels (i.e., a 20-day
allotment of individualized instruction or the Elementary Literacy Friends program, a
supplementary reading program delivered by trained volunteers targeting Grade 2
children who are considered in need of extra help).
One commented that programs are put in place when “she [a student] is not even
speaking in complete sentences. So, I don’t think there’s a good sense of the foundations
[of oral language] needed to be in place to support some of the bigger directions around
reading and writing.”
Additional skepticism addressed the call in the new The Listening and Speaking
Achievement Standards for the End of Grade Two (New Brunswick Department of
Education and Early Childhood, 2015) for classroom discourse to be an 80% student talk
and 20% teacher talk ratio: “Time is planned throughout each day for children to talk,
question, and think through their understandings (aim for: 80% student talk, 20% adult
talk).” Two responses below are reactions to the assigned percentages, indicating a
reluctance to accept this division, and suggesting the need for professional learning
around the roles of adult and child talk in classrooms.

“…there’s no way children are ever going to talk 80% of the time. It can’t happen
because teachers have to facilitate and explain and give directions and that’s the way the
classrooms look right now.”
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“Well unless you go to play-based, there’s no way children are ever going to talk 80% of
the time."

Statement 3. As I highlighted references to professional development, I noted that
the introduction of the The Listening and Speaking Achievement Standards for the End of
Grade Two (New Brunswick Department of Education and Early Childhood, 2015) did
draw attention to oral language as a foundation for literacy and this resulted in district
initiatives and the beginning of a new (renewed) focus on oral language development.

Participants’ comments were as follows:
“I think that there’s merit in saying as a [literacy lead teachers] team, the first three
months of the year until reporting period, we are going to focus on oral language and
speaking and listening, K to 5, to make sure that that strong foundation is there.”

Here an increased focus on listening and speaking is evident, but there is a lack of
understanding of the role of oral language as ongoing and an integral part of learning, not
assigned to specific chunks of time.

“So the coaches and I created the traveling show of Let’s Talk, and that was the name of
it. There were 92 participants, and it was targeted at K to 5 as a one-hour PL
[professional learning]. The coaches did an outstanding job of modeling less talk on
their part, more talk on the participant’s part, which they highlighted. They asked for
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formative assessment on how they did with that. But they [literacy coaches] also asked
for something that you [teachers] are going to do less of, and something you’re going to
do more of. And they had a number of tools that teachers could walk away with and try
the next day.”
I had the opportunity to attend two different professional learning sessions: one
offered at district level, and one at school level.

Statement 4. The coding for play demonstrated that the understanding and
implementation of play as pedagogy is dependent upon the individual teacher and
individual school settings. During the fall of 2018, one of the three big projects for
literacy was professional learning for Kindergarten teachers on the pedagogy of play.
The reception to the idea of play as a viable learning strategy was “positive overall, with
some resistance.” Analysis of the data showed that the implementation of play as a
sustainable pedagogy is making inroads, but learning about the role of the teacher during
play is just beginning.
Participants’ comments were as follows:
“…at the K level, I think my finger on the pulse of things, is that there’s lots of play going
on at the K level but even with a very engaged and committed group in the fall, they
[kindergarten teachers] agreed that while play was happening in their classroom, it was
also a time for them to check their email or pack homework bags and engage in some of
the management parts of their day that they didn’t have time to do elsewhere. So, the
goals for that project were to 1) be able to identify the learning that’s happening in play
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and 2) be able to document it, which involves a level of engagement that doesn’t involve
checking your email.”
Play, although recognized as a valuable and desirable learning time, was most
often discussed as an activity that was on the margins of the curriculum and in some
cases perceived as frowned upon by those in authority. The literacy lead teachers
indicated that while many classroom teachers consider play as viable learning time,
implementation and support from administrators varied. In some schools, it is perceived
as unacceptable and not school appropriate.

Comments denoted the extremes on play

as a valued learning time.

“When I first started teaching, certainly it was all play-based. And I have never been
without a dramatic play, and the principals that were at the schools that I teach in have
always supported it being there.”

“Like, I don’t think any teacher at the school that I work at would feel comfortable
incorporating a dramatic play center.”

During the conversation lead teachers indicated that:
“…teachers were concerned that [the activity in the classroom] was going to look like
play” to other teachers and administrators.
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“There’s also some misinformation around that we’re allowed to let kids play. I didn’t
think we were allowed to do that. They [those professionals perceived to have power
over teachers and their practices] said we weren’t allowed to do that.”

Additionally, how and where play occurs illustrates the way in which play sits on
the sidelines of pedagogical practice.

“There are dramatic play areas within the school. Like, there’s like a board games club,
and then there’s some dramatic play, like a kitchen set and some playhouse, in like,
project work areas. But they would be like, for small groups or for children with special
needs or things like that.”

“I had the pleasure of being in a K classroom recently. The numbers were small, and on
the bright side, there was a lot of opportunity for dramatic play, and during the time
when they had the literacy center time, the students were given the choice of being able to
go to the center in the area that they wanted to be in.”

“One teacher I know implements Thinking and Learning Time and facilitates it just like a
play workshop in that she starts with a mini-lesson, the active engagement is the
playtime, and then she brings closure to that time with sharing.”

“And a lot of time the play centers are used as a reward at the end of the day like you
know, a couple times a week… and the teacher’s usually doing something else.”
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“I’m hearing—as we’re talking about inquiry and play and maybe embracing a little
chaos—teachers saying if my administrator came by my room, he would ask if I needed
some support.”

“And I think in comparison to, like your preschool environment to your academic
environment of a Grade 2 class, I think we get away a little bit from play, and it becomes
more of an academic, even though it’s only two years after.”

Statement 5. As I read for joy and engagement, I could hear the passion in the
voices of some of the educator participants. Their statements attested to the lack of joy
and engagement and revealed some possible contributing factors.
Participants’ comments were as follows:

“Well., and when I look at what we need—we need more joy and engagement and student
voice and student choice… Dean Shareski (2016) wrote a book called Embracing a
Culture of Joy, and he talks about the fact that he has seen an awful lot of mission
statements… There’s no joy in any…We pay lip service to it and what it might look like.”

“There is a perception that quiet classrooms are indicators of quality learning and
engagement…There is not a clear understanding of what engagement looks like… So I
think engagement in some ways is confused with compliance.”
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“…the students were active in the roleplaying, and they learned so much. They actually
really enjoyed it.”
Reflection
The data from the interviews and focus group conversations offer evidence that
narrative play exists in the margins of teaching and learning in the public school system.
Although acknowledged as desirable, teachers are not comfortable implementing
practices based on storytelling and purposeful play. I contend that this discomfort
emerges as the result of two interrelated factors. First, the perceived chaos of children
engaged in purposeful play is misunderstood by school administrators and other teachers.
Second, teachers themselves are unsure of their role in narrative play. Both these factors
appear to deter the inclusion of storytelling and play during instructional learning time.
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Chapter 6 – Summary Discussion and Conclusion
In asking the question “Where are the storytelling spaces in classrooms?” this
inquiry occurred in two specific research sites: an early childhood classroom and a Grade
2 classroom. I begin with the similarities between the two sites, a permeable thinking
space where I found three shared constants. First, educators shared a passion for their
chosen profession, which was reflected in thoughtful instructional planning and in their
innate responsive care of children. Second, educators were dedicated to their own
professional development through an array of shared learning opportunities and through
personal reading and research. Finally, educators, children and their families opened
themselves up to the research process and I acknowledge the privilege of this gift.
Under the umbrella of these three constant similarities, I will discuss the following two
factors impacting the presence of storytelling spaces in the learning environments: 1) the
learning contexts; 2) educator understandings.
Learning Contexts
Grade 2 Site
The ELA K-3 curriculum (New Brunswick Department of Education and Early
Childhood, 1998) used in the Grade 2 classroom is outcome-driven, stemming from a
curriculum outcomes framework that organizes learning around Essential Graduation
Learnings, General Curricular Outcomes, Key Stage Curriculum Outcomes, and Specific
Curriculum Outcomes. Oral language is addressed under Speaking and Listening (pp.
150-157) in the Program Design and Components section. Subheadings include: Values
of Classroom Talk, Establishing an Atmosphere that Encourages Talk, The Development
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of Listening, Contexts for Talk, and Assessment. Storytelling is included under Contexts
for Talk.
Storytelling is a very powerful tool that includes many advantages for students,
and among these are:
•
•
•
•

the motivation to read
the opportunity to hear oral language modeled and the opportunity to
practice oral language
a context for developing listening comprehension—for example,
learning to visualize
the opportunity to develop a sense of story and to become familiar
with the language of literature (New Brunswick Department of
Education and Early Childhood, 1998, p. 153-154)

Teachers also use a more recent publication, The Speaking and Listening
Achievement Standards for the End of Grade 2 (New Brunswick Department of
Education and Early Childhood, 2015). This publication presents on Halliday’s functions
of language, and, though there is no overt statement ranking the functions in order of
importance, imagination is given very little attention. Some of the nominal attention it
does receive includes the following statement: “engages in imaginative scenarios and real
topics; acknowledges the difference between imagination and reality” (n. p.); it is also
included under “Examples of Informal Contexts.” The imagine function is expanded to
include: 1) purpose: to “Create, explore, and entertain”; 2) contexts: “Tell stories, jokes,
riddles, Make songs, rhymes, poems, and games, Play with words and be nonsensical,
and Participate in role play”; and 3) features: “Be creative, Wonder, Invent, and Use
props.” In the Grade 2 site, the imaginative use of language with activities such as the
exploration of poetry, read alouds, reader’s theater, role playing, book talks, play and
storytelling was minimal.
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Teaching was also influenced by the perceived priorities of government, districts,
and schools. Historically, there was a political move away from play in the kindergarten
and primary years (K–2) accompanied by an increase in school, provincial and district
assessments that directly influenced teaching practices in classrooms. The historical
focus on reading and writing, especially reading, still remains strong, although
government documents speak to the importance of oral language development.
Unleashing the Power of Literacy (New Brunswick Department of Early
Childhood and Education, 2016b) includes a reference to oral language, stating that
literacy begins with a “solid foundation in oral language and reading, which are necessary
for successful labour market participation and overall social well-being” (p. 4) and
“[e]nsuring strong reading skills at early ages helps individuals make smooth transitions
to further learning or the labour market” (p. 4). There appears to be a focus on labor
market attachment, with minimal attention paid to the power of language to enhance
everyday life or literacy; that is, there is minimal attention to a “learner-centered
pedagogy that foregrounds students’ lived experiences and community as texts for study,
and develop[ing] students as agentive creators of new knowledge” (Goodman & Cocca,
2014, p. 212). Further on in the document, under the Kindergarten to Grade 2 strategies,
it states that educators will “[p]rovide learners with quality learning experiences and
instruction including opportunities for all students to develop reading, writing and oral
communication skills so they can apply them in various learning and life settings” and
“[p]rovide effective, timely and targeted literacy interventions to ensure that the needs of
the range of learners are met” (p. 7). The above phrase, all students, sets up a
hierarchical and value-laden concept that carries the message that those who do not learn
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to read and write in the traditional sense need to be remediated and teachers need to do
“repair work” (Gee, 2003 as cited in Goodman & Cocca, 2014). Dyson (2003) also
addresses this when she says that “[i]nstitutions serving ‘all’ children are being urged to
reduce literacy to the ‘basics’ and to reduce early childhoods themselves to time for
reading readiness” (p. 107).
Direction arising out of the above document is in concert with The New
Brunswick’s 10-year Education Plan, Everyone at their Best (New Brunswick
Department of Early Childhood and Education, 2016a), which contains the following key
area of focus: “Increase early learners’ ability to use and understand language to provide
a solid foundation for learning” (p. 10). Implementation of practices in the classrooms to
support this key area appears to be mitigated by the accountability targets. Improvement
in literacy is assessed by moving the percentage of students achieving appropriate and
higher levels of performance on provincial reading assessments from 76.9% to 90%.
This form of assessment directs educators to spend time and energy on those strategies
specifically designed to raise reading scores and consequently a focus on oral language
fades as reading goals as measured by the test are highlighted. The above discussion
addresses the broader political context impacting educators as they strive to implement
research-based practices that value oral language and storytelling. Although the
provincial assessment at the Grade 2 level has been cancelled, pedagogical practices
stemming from years of this assessment linger.
During my fieldwork, I observed oral language used predominantly in ways other
than storytelling and imaginative engagement. Morning message is one example of a
daily activity that demonstrates how language was used. As it was after March Break
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when I began my fieldwork, the children were very familiar with the routine. They
understood they would individually, or as a whole class, speak about and/or listen to
others address a particular component in the Morning Message. Each day one child read
the schedule of the day aloud, and Ms. Howell encouraged the use of words such as later,
next, after that, finally, and at the end to help children communicate how the day would
unfold. Other components of Morning Message included: inventing and presenting a
chant about a spelling word that would help others remember the word, reading the list of
million-dollar words aloud, reciting the months of the year and days of the week,
presenting what day comes before and what comes after, what month comes before and
what month comes after, tallying number of days in school and using a hundreds chart to
present the tally in a full sentence, skip counting by fives, making change for money and
explaining the thinking behind the answer, and articulating thinking around the daily
math concept (e.g. How does the brain know the answer is nine?). Morning message
involved a combination of listening and speaking and individual and whole class
participation.
Another example of how children engaged in oral language was through the use
of learning videos. Questions such as “Why do birds build nests?” and “How deep is the
ocean?” are posed in videos such as those found in websites such as “Mystery Doug/Ask
Doug” and were usually topics from science, health or social topics. Once a question had
been selected, children huddled in their groups and brainstormed for several minutes,
watched the video, and then regrouped to consider and discuss new information.
Discussion times ranged from 30 seconds to four or five minutes before the whole group
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was refocused to engage in a short discussion or move to the next activity on the day’s
schedule.
Morning Message, the learning videos, and the science experiments provided
children with opportunities to extrapolate information, report and explain, and interact
with others during group work. Instrumentality, therefore, was more evident in the public
school system, a system which Hewitt and Inghilleri suggest “may ‘rob the oral work of
substantial intellectual benefits’” (Hibbin, 2016, p. 316). When children did engage with
imaginative and the freer interactional functions of language in the Grade 2 classroom, it
appeared to be in the service of curricular outcomes and adult goals, especially writing
outcomes.
Materials that explicitly link talk with writing pepper the official documents that
inform teaching practice, and engagement with spoken language is more often than not
simply a precursor to written outcomes. As suggested by Dominic Kelly [storyteller],
“some schools are fixated on writing, and so speaking and listening work, and oral
storytelling are very much seen as a precursor to getting it down on paper” (Hibbin, 2016,
p. 55). The approach to the teaching of writing within the structure of The Daily Five
included pre-writing activities when children brainstormed in partners or small groups,
which were followed by sketching the events in their stories. Children were then free to
find a classroom space (table, floor, desk, gathering area) and use their drawings to tell
their stories to a partner or partners of their choice. Following this step, the children
wrote their stories. Time for each step was usually defined by the adult, and children
were encouraged to move on by statements such as “You should be almost ready to start
writing now.” Opportunities for the imaginative use of language, especially the oral
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production that promotes joyful tasting of words, savoring of sentences, playing with
plots, and creation of characters, were minimal.
Reading in the Grade 2 classroom took many forms. Children had the option of
reading independently from a book of their own choice before instructional times began
and during their free time. They also visited the school library each week where the
librarian read them a story and the children signed out books of choice. During the
independent reading component of literacy instruction and guided reading instruction,
children read good fit books (books matching their assessed reading levels). On several
days during my time in the classroom, the educator read aloud from a chapter book, and
occasionally picture books were used to introduce or further a language arts or other
subject curricular outcome. Overall, reading appeared to be a more individual activity,
rather than a group one.
I also noted that poetry, storytelling, and stories—both oral and read-alouds—
were not daily occurrences during instructional time. Instead, representing learning,
articulating thinking, and demonstrating meta-cognitive awareness featured strongly in
the oral work of both children and adults. The imaginative and relational functions of
language, essential in play and storytelling, were more often found during pre-writing
strategies, music class, art class, and extra-curricular opportunities such as special music
events and musical theater opportunities. Imaginative and relational language was
predominant during recess and noon times.
My role in the Grade 2 classroom included being a storyteller as well as a
researcher, and once children knew I was a storyteller, they regularly requested stories. I
was occasionally scheduled to tell stories as part of the instructional time during the
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beginning or end of a period, but overall, I told stories to the whole class during snack
time before children went out for recess or while they at their lunches. As my
relationship with the teacher and class developed, the teacher incorporated storytelling as
an optional component of literacy instruction during the days I was present. Ms. Howell
modified The Daily Five literacy organizational structure (students chose from a list of
five literacy components) to become the Daily Six, adding the option of storytelling as
one of the 20-minute blocks of time. Children who chose storytelling often asked their
teacher if they could continue their storytelling for another twenty-minute block and they
frequently asked to remain in during recess and noon hours and continue to “do
storytelling.” This opened up additional storytelling opportunities where children told
and performed their stories, with or without supports such as drawing, musical
instruments, cut-outs, silhouettes on the overhead projector, and other objects. On
occasion, children performed their stories for others.
Early Childhood Classroom
In the Early Childhood Classroom teaching and learning was child-centric, and
educators used the New Brunswick Curriculum Framework for Early Learning and
Childcare (NBCF) ~ English (Early Childhood Research and Development Team, 2008).
The authors of the NBCF have drawn upon “a social cultural approach to children’s
learning and care, one that recognizes children’s and educator’s interests, passions and
strengths” (Whitty, 2009, p. 35) and chose to move away from adopting developmental
outcomes and deficit-based assessment to using broad-based learning goals and narrative
documentation for assessment (Whitty, 2009). This document views families and
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communities as partners and “respect for diversity, equality and inclusion are embraced
as optimal for development” (McCuaig, 2014, p.1). The consultation process in the
development of the curriculum included visitations, public forms and symposia, extensive
feedback from external reviewers and piloting the framework in several early learning
settings (McCuaig, 2014, p. 3). In addition, the authors supported a continuity with the
public school system by aligning the NBCF with the essential graduation learnings in the
ELA K-3 curriculum (New Brunswick Department of Education and Early Childhood,
1998). “In keeping with contemporary research on curriculum for early learning and care,
this curriculum framework is values-based” (Early Childhood Research and Development
Team, 2008, p. 6). The values are listed as follow: 1) distinctiveness of childhood; 2)
children’s rights; 3) inclusiveness and equity; 4) compassion and caring; 5) living
democratically; 6) individuality and interdependence; 7) social responsibility; 8)
communication: 9) imagination, creativity and play; 10) aesthetics; 11) spirituality; 12)
zest for living and learning.
Section Two outlines the four broad goals: 1) well-being; 2) play and playfulness;
3) communications and literacies; 4) diversity and social responsibility. Section Three
deals with learning principles such as documentation/assessment, continuities and
transitions. Section Four expands the four broad goals to provide ideas and examples for
teaching and learning practices. Section Five offers a literature review and professional
supporting documents for the curriculum. The NBCF is considered a dynamic and
evolving document with two additional professional support documents: Learning and
Caring with Our Young Children and Pedagogical Documentation, published in 2019.
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The authors of the NBCF “acknowledge children as curious and communicative
individuals in their own right; young children actively constructing and re-constructing
their understandings of the world(s)” (Early Childhood Research and Development
Team, 2008, p. 8). The teaching practices of the early childhood educators reflected
their view of a child as a “rich child. A child who takes an active part in the process of
the construction of knowledge. This child is also active in the construction—the
creation—of itself, their personality and their abilities, through interaction with the
environment” (Moss, 2013, p. 24).
Moss (2006) challenged a mainstream linear outcome-based pedagogy where
knowledge is viewed “as a form of recognition and linear progression” (p. 131) and
proposes one that is rhizomatic where knowledge is a “multiplicity which is not given but
constructed” (p. 131). He goes on to present learning in terms of listening to children as
they engage in and explore their “own theories, interpretations and questions, and are
protagonists in the knowledge building process” (Rinaldi 2006, as cited by Moss, 2006,
p. 131). It follows that curriculum is a dynamic process and requires responsiveness to
“what is created in the dialogue between children and adults (p. 31) and evaluation veers
away from statements of fact but is viewed as “subjective and provisional, a collective
question that is both essential and unanswerable. Pedagogical documentation provides a
tool for evaluation as democratic meaning making” (p. 132).
The Early Childhood Classroom is a lab site where the educators not only follow
the NBCF but are influenced by scholars such as Peter Moss. They work in a space that
endorses research-based practices and one in which children, pre-service teachers,
international visitors, community college and nursing students, and faculty members are
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all considered learners. The educators in the classroom welcome current research and
conduct studies of their own as part of their ongoing professional learning. Children
began their day with activities of their choice. As evident by the stories in Chapter 5,
storytelling, play, and engagement with the imagination were constant and ongoing
activities located in the long blocks of uninterrupted time. It was not unusual for children
to sustain narrative play for more an hour and to continue that same story the next day.
Snacks, lunches, and outside play were considered valuable learning opportunities, and
transition times were more a merging than that of a complete stop. Children are not kept
waiting.
Several times a day, educators in the Early Childhood Classroom gathered at the
back of the classroom to read aloud from a wide selection of children’s literature and
often engaged the children in follow-up discussions. Also, throughout the day, educators
read aloud to individuals or small groups. I often saw a child absorbed in a book,
oblivious to the activity around her, or I would observe pairs or small groups of children
talking, their heads touching over one book and hands pointing to pictures. Educators
used books as part of learning invitations both inside and outside of the classroom. Guest
readers from the children’s families or community, pre-service teachers, and other faculty
staff and support staff explored fiction, nonfiction, narrative nonfiction, wordless picture
books, oral stories, and poems with the children.
In Where Do Stories Live?, Cunningham (2015) reminds us that stories are
potential experiences in which children can “make meaning from literature by focusing
on what we know and can learn from deeper study of authentic characters, compelling
events, and the impact of small scenes to better understand universal, human themes” (p.
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53). The children interacted with language-rich texts. They explored different genres
and modes which held the potential to “entertain, foster a love of reading, and inform
while also affirming the multiple aspects of students’ identities and exposing them to the
values, viewpoints, and historical legacies of others” (McNair, 2016, p. 375). Through
the interactions with language-rich texts, the children made meaning as they explored and
engaged with components of literacy such as figurative language, syntax, and vocabulary.
The Three Bears Story from Chapter Five was supported in the classroom in additional
ways. Children had more chances to retell the story, different versions of the classic tale
were read, and non-fiction texts and science videos were available. Materials were set out
on a table with the invitation to make a home for a bear.
In the Early Childhood Classroom site, opportunities to tell stories were flexibly
welcomed and were or were not pre-planned. During my fieldwork, the occasions for
storytelling felt seamless, integrated into the natural flow of the day’s activities.
Occasionally it was planned days in advance, with an assigned time and specific content,
but usually my storytelling was responsive to the learning rhythms in the classroom. The
most consistent times for telling stories were just before children headed outside, before
lunch, during lunch, just after lunch, or when they came in from outside. I told stories
outdoors and during the children’s visits to the Veterans Health Unit. Decisions were
collaborative with input from educators and children, and it was common to tell stories
more than once a day, more than one story at a time, and with individuals, small groups
or the whole class. Children frequently asked for another story or requested that I tell a
story about a particular animal, topic, or conflict. On occasions, when I unexpectedly
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dropped into the class, there was collaboration with children and educators to determine
if a story for some or all of the children was appropriate.
Educator Understandings
As discussed above the first factor impacting the presence of storytelling spaces
within learning environments are the learning contexts themselves. The second factor
impacting the presence of storytelling spaces in both learning environments are
educators’ understandings of their teaching and learning philosophies, and therefore their
pedagogical practices. As illustrated through the stories presented in Chapter 5, an
educator’s understanding of the importance of freedom of movement, access to resources,
and intentional planning for the storytelling-play bond was paramount in order that
storytelling be a valued part of the instructional day.
Freedom to move supports storytelling
As illustrated by the four Traveling Stories, storytelling is supported in spaces of
freedom that recognize and validate the children’s need to travel. In the classroom, on
the playgrounds and in the wooded area, children ran, jumped, crawled, walked, chased,
flew, and climbed their way into stories. They ascended into what Michel
de Certeau (1984) refers to as “‘a practiced place,’ a place that enable[s] children to
generate their own questions, their own learning, but most important, their own stories”
(cited in Lewis, 2007, p. 73). The sense of freedom negated the disruptive practice of
needing to stop and ask for permission or to seek approval from an adult. Quintero
(2010) refers to freedom when she writes, “according to Freire (1997), freedom can only
occur when the oppressed reject the image of oppression and ‘replace it with autonomy
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and responsibility’” (p. 375). The children who felt trusted and free to travel about in
their space had the opportunity to move towards being autonomous and responsible. I do
not remember occasions when children blatantly disregarded the play area’s physical
boundaries; their story worlds morphed within those physical parameters.
Freedom to use objects and other materials supports storytelling
The Not a Box stories demonstrate how children are able to select, transform,
rename and use objects from their environments in new ways. The sticks became
defense weapons; the water beads represented magic beans; and the corn chips
transformed into animals. The appropriation and reimagining of objects help “children
master the symbolic nature of words as the child first ‘unconsciously and spontaneously
makes use of the fact that he can separate meaning from an object’ (Vygotsky,
1933/1967, p. 13)” (as cited in Bodrova, 2008, p. 362). This is the beginning of
metalinguistic awareness, the understanding of the relationship between objects and
words, and is associated with children’s success with the written language. Research
establishes links among make-believe play, oral language development, and later reading
achievement (as cited in Bodrova, 2008).
I propose that storytelling through the use of objects was supported in the
following ways. First, the woods, the water bead table, and the snack table were places
of creativity where children felt free to act in the moment, to seize objects and fashion
new identities to serve their narratives. Second, the educators strongly believed that
children would engage in play in an appropriate manner. Children did not seek
permission or approval as they incorporated objects into their storytelling and objects
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were used in respectful ways. As well, educators did not remind children of rules that
would govern their play.
How might interruptions such as permission-seeking affect the sense of freedom
and subsequently the narratives? What might happen should permission be denied?
Does seeking permission affect a child’s agency? What might have happened if
educators had declared the sticks dangerous or cautioned that food was to be eaten and
not used in playful ways?
This picture on Facebook took me back to the woods behind my childhood home
in Oromocto where my friends and I played for long blocks of uninterrupted time. I
remember carrying a pointed stick and running for my life towards a certain tree where if
I could touch that one hanging limb, that source of magic, I would be invincible, unable
to be killed by my enemies. I include this not to laud a 1960s childhood, but as a
statement heralding the sustaining tenacity of play in the lives of children, play in which
children are free to transform objects, people and places into otherness.

Figure 56: Childhood memories of play.
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Intentional planning supports storytelling
The tin trunks of teachers, music teachers, parents and grandparents are filled with
intentionality and decision-making found in the minute-by-minute, hour-by-hour, day-byday, and long-term planning for learning. The thoughtful structuring for storytelling
provides children “with the opportunity to act on a higher cognitive, linguistic and
communicational level as it stimulates them to play with language using their experiences
from their social milieu” (Loizou, Kyriakides, & Hadjicharalambous, 2011, p. 75).
The decisions made by educators and other adults include the consideration of
time. Children understand that time is a concept that is highly valued. Therefore, when
given long blocks of uninterrupted time to engage in narrative play, children intuitively
understand that their own stories, and therefore they themselves, are valued. Whitty
refers to Wein’s finding that a “close adherence to time can act as a systematic constraint
to the implementation of co-constructed curriculum” (2009, p. 47) and impede children
from co-owning the curriculum, a curriculum where the storytelling-play bond thrives. In
a discussion of the tyranny of time, Rose and Whitty (2010) reference Wein who
theorizes that the schedule and its component parts become taken-for-grantedscripts for organizing time. Passed on from one year to the next, ritualistic
routines such as calendar time, snack time, outdoor time, and field trips remain
embodied and unchallenged (Wein 1996) because no one has the time to think
consciously about how time undermines what educators value (Wein & KirbySmith, p. 9). (as cited by Rose & Whitty, 2010, p. 260)
Purposeful planning also includes decision making around the social aspect of
storytelling and the inclusion of play as a viable learning activity. The Tin Trunk stories
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also reveal divergent storytelling spaces—at the back of the classroom with one or three
individuals, during non-instructional time, at snack time, outside in the woods, at
invitation tables in the classroom, and in the music specialist’s room. “With each story
children tell, they make progress in their language learning by identifying and organizing
critical information regarding participants, place and time, aim and purpose of their oral
texts, by choosing appropriate vocabulary and by structuring their stories in coherent
ways” (Loizou, Kyriakides, & Hadjicharalambous, 2011, p. 73).
Whereas curriculum outcomes were the basis for planning in the Grade 2
classroom, the Early Childhood Classroom planning was child- and/or teacher-initiated.
The absence or presence of play and storytelling was related to the learning context in the
classrooms: “As a result of these contextual differences the meanings, purposes,
functions, and outcomes of children’s verbal communication will be different” (Green &
Meyer, 1991, as cited in Dogun Altun & Jones, 2017, p. 467). Time was either flexible
and elastic, stretching to accommodate storytelling or finely delineated in periods in
which stories and storytelling were considered mainly in a utilitarian manner, tools to be
taken out when needed for reading and writing instruction. Hibbin (2016) writes:
[W]hen reading and writing are seen by pupils as ‘the more senior partnership’
(Haworth, 2001) in relation to orality, the degree to which pupils are likely to
engage with oral work on a serious and sustained basis becomes questionable.
They are considerably more likely to view oral works as a means to the more
serious business of literacy and merely go through the motions of engaging in the
classroom talk that is required by the ‘rules’ and ‘regulated duties’ of schooling.
(p. 56)
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Dogun Altun and Jones (2017) conclude that children learning in a play context use more
varied language types, while children engaged in teacher-led activities could be limited to
using informative language.
Children whose storytelling was supported by daily exposure to and explorations
with oral stories, read alouds, independent reading, singing songs, and performing poetry
appeared to embrace oral storytelling. The educators acknowledged pedagogy
“embedded in oral practice as essential for children to scaffold their learning in a manner
that bolsters the oral process” (Hibbin, 2016, p. 58).
Conclusion and Implications
Conclusion
Here I return to the understanding of space, the four conversations in my literature
review and to my question: Where are the storytelling spaces in classrooms? I wrote that
S/space for storytelling is a fusion of Space and space. Space referred to an equalized
state in which adult and child share the teller and listener roles. I understood space as the
classroom expanse that is alive with bodies, relationships, materials, priorities, emotions,
needs, desires, philosophies, policies, curriculums, and personalities. The stories
contained in this research led to locating the S/spaces by understanding the conditions
necessary in creating the S/space itself, and not by a physical location. Therefore, this
research suggests that S/spaces of storytelling are found when:
1. freedom to travel is accepted as the norm;
2. children are trusted to use their environment and what it contains without seeking
permission;
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3. oral storytelling is valued for itself and not implemented only as a means to deliver
curricular outcomes;
4. pedagogy is more child-centric than curriculum-driven;
5. adult and child oral storytelling and language play are supported by experiences with
children’s literature in multimodal forms and with stories from the child’s environments;
6. the symbiotic storytelling–play bond is assigned value in the learning process and lives
in large flexible chunks of time.
Understandings from the four conversations in the literature review include:
storytelling as part of the human condition, as performance, and as creating new we’s as
pedagogy are also part of the S/space. When the above six conditions for creating
S/space are met, children identify and understand others and themselves, and incorporate
stories into their identities, thus changing their existing stories and recreating themselves.
They employ stories to understand and negotiate their place in the many worlds they
enter. In this S/space they choose to create and tell stories by themselves or
collaboratively, and as community is created, they touch and are touched by the power of
stories. In this S/space children purposefully perform story, practicing the art of
storytelling in order to capture the interest of listeners and try on its power. They taste
words on their tongues, savor the sentence structures, and feel the force of uttered
language as they create and communicate meaning. In this S/space where the
storytelling–play bond lives, the imagination is free to be, as Beach (2010) writes, a
cognitive tool that enables us “to think constructively about the future so you can
intervene if you need to” (p. 7). This research uncovers literacy learning entanglements
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among storytelling, children’s agentic narrative play, oral language, freedom, trust, and
time.
Implications
Through the exploration of my guiding question for this study—Where are the
storytelling spaces in classrooms?—it became evident that the storytelling–play bond was
highly valued by children in both research sites. The stories from Chapter 5 show
children as agentic, confident storytellers playing out their narratives in real and imagined
worlds. Saracho and Spodek (2007) make the entanglements of storytelling, oral
language and play explicit: “children can learn language best in natural settings such as
during their socio-dramatic play” (p. 698) and language activities such as “social play,
children’s literature, poetry, storytelling, puppetry, and creative dramatics” (p.703) are
related to one another. As well, Weigerif defines playful talk as “talk characterized more
by verbal creativity than by explicit reasoning,” talk “central to improving the quality of
thinking and learning in classrooms” (as cited by Hibbin, 2016, p. 58). Storytelling and
play encourage playful talk.
The data from the interviews and conversations with educators in the public
school reveal an under-the-surface desire to include more play and storytelling and
highlight a pedagogy that values a print focused understanding of literacy. It was evident
that educators and institutions differ in how they value the storytelling–play bond. I
propose this difference be analyzed through the lens offered by Moss (2013). He writes
of the importance of understanding the traditions and identities of institutions and
knowing how educators in each learning context construct the child. He asks an
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important question: How might two education systems come “closer together in ways that
maximize the pedagogical possibilities while reducing the risks involved” (p. 22)? He
answers this by saying that a closer relationship is needed—one where change is
preceded by common views of the child, learning, and knowledge. A closer relationship
between the two learning contexts (early childhood centers and public schools) may be an
avenue to challenge the misconception of play and storytelling as chaos and only suitable
for either the youngest learners or as a means of attaining other curricular goals. Without
a shift in this understanding, play and storytelling will remain in the margins of
mainstream pedagogy and be both philosophically and materially unsupported. Further
to this, Schneider (2014) proposes that if teachers are to commit to change and adopt
research-based practices, they need to perceive significance: “[i]f some signal of
significance can be perceived by teachers, they can…become active agents in the process
of their own professional development” (2014, p. 185).
Possible Actions
Authors of Succeeding at home: A green paper on education in New Brunswick
(2019) submit to New Brunswickers that it “offers ideas on how to make our education
system, from birth to high school graduation, the best in the world” (New Brunswick
Department of Education and Early Childhood, p. 1). Questions put forth are: “What are
the obstacles that hold teachers back? What promising practices are already in place in
schools that encourage innovation and support teachers taking risks to respond to student
needs?” (p. 10). Data from my research study shows that there are educators working in
early childhood centres and in the school system who embrace storytelling and play as
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valued learning activities. Are there ways to link and resource these educators in oral
language and storytelling research projects?
One possibility is to offer an initiative to support action research projects, which
are collaborations of an early childhood centre and a public school, with membership
open to administrators, educators, district and department personnel, faculties of
education, parents and community members. By respectfully sharing pedagogical
concepts and practices, a coalescing or fusion of new understandings around storytelling,
play, and oral language occurs. Further actions emanating from such research projects
may see participants sharing their co-constructed knowledge with interested others. The
participating sites may become centres of practice for storytelling and be available for
on-site visitations.
The authors of Succeeding at home: A green paper on education in New
Brunswick (New Brunswick Department of Education and Early Childhood, 2019) also
propose a reconfiguration of schools. They acknowledge that “[t]raditional schools
organize students in grade levels that reflect ages rather than their needs as individual
learners” and “[b]ased on international best practices and the results of successful
experiences in New Brunswick classrooms, the department will, in stages, eliminate
grades” (2019, p. 9). Would a multi-aged configuration open the door for an increased
focus on oral language, storytelling and play? Could professional learning associated
with teaching and learning in multi-aged classrooms include the creation of spaces of
choice and blocks of uninterrupted time for storytelling, play, poetry, stories, songs,
puppets, and creative dramatics?
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A Personal Implication for the Researcher
Not only did the research lead me to define S/spaces of storytelling and delineate
implications for change, it led to the recognition that I myself had changed in how I listen
to, and view, young children. The following story encapsulates my change.
Vignette # 3
It is Sunday afternoon and I sit at the kitchen table in conversation with six other
family members. The kitchen opens into a dining room which is bounded on one side
with the family room, on the other with the living room. From my seat in the kitchen I
see the dining room, but not the other two rooms. Our two-and-a-half-year-old
granddaughter runs through the dining room. She clutches a piece of string to which a
left-over birthday balloon is tethered. The balloon, a blue orb at the mercy of the child,
erratically swoops up and down in a kite-like jig. I watch our granddaughter, and as she
looks back every few seconds to make sure the balloon is still following her, she talks to
the balloon. Balloon and child disappear into the family room. I hear an
indistinguishable narration and then she suddenly reappears without the balloon but
continues narrating and walks barefoot through the dining room to the living room. In
seconds she emerges to return to the family room, when again I hear her speak. She
emerges with the balloon and repeats this pattern over and over. I slip away from the
table conversation and position myself so I have a better view. I listen and hear her
story. She is the mother and is taking her balloon child to daycare, going to work and
returning to daycare to pick up her child, hence her movement between the two rooms.
Her language is a short burst of “You stay at daycare. I go to work.” She then hugs and
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kisses her balloon child as she leaves it on the chair. She runs to work (the living room)
only to immediately return to daycare (the family room) with “Mommy’s here. Let’s go
home now. I love you.” Then she picks up the balloon child and again hugs and kisses it.
I decide not to engage in the storytelling. I listen. I trust her story.
A 33-year-old memory surfaces. I see my own daughter put her mouth on a
balloon and me… Well, I imagine choking, and fearful that she may suck a piece of the
balloon into her lungs, immediately stop her. I hold the balloon away from her face and
we talk about the dangers of balloons in mouths.
The difference between the two scenarios lies not only in my contrasting reactions
to mouths on balloons, but in the lack of details in retelling the second story. I do not
remember what my daughter was doing when I intervened, nor do I remember any
narrative. The lack of memory of the details cannot be attributed to the passing of time
but to my view of a child as someone who needed protection. I did not recognize her
agency, nor have the opportunity to trust the story I did not hear. Was she telling a story,
and if so, what story? What might I have learned by listening? What did my different
responses say to each child? Davies (2014) reminds us that to truly listen to children, we
must be open to being affected. This way of being as we listen respects and encourages
children’s contributions.
Upon reflection, I believe I listen to children in a different way and am more
aware of different realities that exist beside my own (Paley, 1986 as cited in Edmiston,
2008) and understand that “as adults we have to be prepared to act on what we hear and
follow children into whatever imagined worlds they choose to enter and explore”
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(Edmiston, 2008, p. 117). More and more, I find myself listening to children, not as the
adult authority, but as an interested conversational partner who values their contributions.
Ends and Beginnings
This storytelling voyage has come to an end. The children in the study gifted me
with direction, guiding me to find the storytelling S/spaces through observing and
engaging with their existing storytelling. Bruner tells us “[w]ithout imagination from and
through play and narrative, making meaning is thwarted, and children may ‘stumble in
their effort to make meaning’” (as cited in Lewis, 2007, p. 105). With this in mind, I
hope you, the reader, depart with the belief that storytelling S/spaces in all learning
environments are imaginable and achievable. I hope that you see some possibilities of
responsive teaching and learning strategies that may enhance, supplement, and/or
increase the opportunities for storytelling for both children and adults within classrooms.
My story is told. It is now your story.
Limitations of the Study
There are five limitations of this study: 1) my familiarity with each of the research
sites; 2) my experiences within the two different settings (early childhood centres and the
public school system); 3) a single classroom from each setting was considered; 4) my restorying of events; 5) the focus of the research question.
I came to the two research sites with different ways of being familiar. First, I had
spent time in the Early Childhood Classroom before the six-week research block, so I had
already developed relationships with the educators, and to a lesser degree, the children
(as each year brought a new group of students). Therefore, I was researching in a site
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where the others knew me, and I was not “new.” In the Grade 2 class, I was new to both
the classroom teacher and the children. They were used to other educators and adults
coming in and out of their classroom, so my presence was not an anomaly, but I began as
a stranger. Although the teacher was aware of my previous role with literacy within the
district, we had not previously met.
Second, my past education experiences meant I embodied a comfortable
familiarity with the "schoolness" of the public school site. I knew this place. In my
previous role as literacy supervisor for the district, my knowledge of school curriculum
and pedagogy specific to literacy teaching and learning accompanied me into the
classroom. I was not as familiar with an early childhood centre (i.e. its identity) and my
knowledge about early childhood curriculum and pedagogy was gained during my four
years of study in the Ph.D. program through my participation with educators and
children, project work, professional development workshops, and co-teaching courses at
the university. Therefore, I was familiar with both sites, but in very different ways.
Third, schools and teachers within the public school system have some autonomy
in structuring their literacy instruction. The ELA K-3 curriculum (New Brunswick
Department of Education and Early Childhood, 1998) provides common outcomes, but
the teaching and learning practices and areas of emphasis are teacher-, school-, and
district-dependent; therefore, in other classrooms storytelling spaces may have made
themselves more or less visible and appeared in different forms. The same may be said
of early childhood centres in the province, which also vary in the implementation of the
New Brunswick Curriculum Framework for Early Learning and Child Care (Early
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Childhood Research and Development Team, 2008).

The data collected during the

fieldwork represented a single site from each educational setting.
The fourth limitation is based in stories from my fieldwork. In the process of restorying events and therefore creating new stories, I question whether “language can ever
accurately reflect experience” (MacLure, 2009 as cited by Byrne, 2015, p. 38). I also
understand that my voice is not neutral and the stories I chose to tell are a single
interpretation of events and only a piece of a more complex and continuing story (Byrne,
2015).
The fifth limitation is the focus of the research project. Focusing on finding storytelling
spaces, resulted in findings related to two main themes: learning context and educator
understandings. An analysis of the socio-cultural backgrounds was beyond the scope of
this project. While both research settings served diverse learners in the sense of class,
race, culture, gender and abilities, which would contribute to the kinds of stories told and
heard by both educators and children, this complexity is for a study of a different kind.
The intention of maintaining a focus on the question of space, is not intended to silence
educational or socio-economic inequities.
Further Research
The collaboration with educators was a rich source for further questions. Below
are four possible research questions, each introduced with a brief narrative from
fieldnotes in the classrooms or quotes from the transcripts of the semi-structured
interviews and focus group conversations.
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1). Charlotte lay looking up through towering trees into a cloudy sky of stories. She and
Marcia, the educator who lay beside her, are fully clad for winter with their brightly
colored hats, scarves, and mittens accentuating the white snow. Had Cornelius Krieghoff
still lived, Charlotte and Marcia would have been the subjects of a painting destined to be
hung in the Beaverbrook Art Gallery beside his Merrymaking of 1860. As I draw closer,
I hear Charlotte talk of escaping unicorns followed by a question from the educator, but
the narration is lost in the sounds of knees and dragging boots as they both crawl away
through the snow in pursuit, I believe, of the running unicorns.
Question: What role do adult imagination and the willingness to suspend disbelief play
in supporting child storytelling?

2). “But then I was really surprised at some of the kids who I think really loved the
storytelling. Like the ELA kids (children learning English as an additional language)
because I thought they wouldn’t have had the language to tell the stories and they were
very engaged and…”
Question: Can a storytelling bond of family and school support the learning of English as
an additional language?

3). “I think having someone passionate about storytelling is the primary, kind of what
sparks the energy of storytelling in the classroom.”
Question: What community resources exist and can be harnessed to augment the role of
storytelling in the classrooms?
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4). “And I think in comparison to, like your preschool environment to your academic
environment of a Grade 2 class, I think we get away a little bit from play, and it becomes
more of an academic, even though it’s only two years after.”
Question: Do multi-aged classrooms support storytelling and oral language development
differently than single grade classrooms?
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Appendix A: 2015-16 Provincial Literacy Assessment Results

Provincial Literacy Assessment at Grade 2
Assessment Results
2015-2016
Provincial Literacy Assessment at Grade 2 – English Prime
The 2016 Provincial Literacy Assessment was administered to students in the second grade near
the end of the 2015-2016 school year to assess their reading proficiency. The goal of the
government of New Brunswick is for 90% of students at the elementary level to achieve the
expected level of literacy.
Provincial Literacy Assessment at Grade 2 – Reading
Of the 5080 second graders registered in the English Prime program, 73.8% met or exceeded the
appropriate achievement level in reading, a decrease of 3.1 percentage points. Of these
students, 51.9% attained the appropriate achievement level and 21.9% attained the strong
achievement level. Please note that 1.8% of students were exempt and 0.8% did not write.

This graph shows the trend line for grade 2 reading across time. The blue line represents the
yearly score and the dotted red line is the linear trend line. The trendline indicates that reading
performance on the Provincial Assessment at Grade 2 is decreasing.

2015-2016
Assessment and Evaluation Branch (Anglophone Division)
Department of Education and Early Childhood Development
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Appendix C: District Literacy Supervisors

Prompts for Semi-structured interviews include:
I believe that “[o]ral language is the single most important socio-cognitive skill a child
brings to the classroom” (as cited by Stagnitti, Bailey, Stevenson, Reynolds & Kidd
(2015, p. 390) and that storytelling (Hardy, 1975; Haven, 2007) is a child’s natural
vehicle for oral language development. My research question asks: Where are the
storytelling spaces in classrooms?

1. Please talk about your role as it pertains to literacy instruction in primary and elementary
education.
2. In your opinion, what influences choices for professional development that you offer(ed)?
3. What are your thoughts on provincial assessments as impacting the direction of
professional development for schools? If they play a role in terms of impacting
professional development, what role do they play? Can you give me some examples?
4. Talk about professional development experiences and initiatives of which you have been
a part. Tell me about one or two that you believe affected changes(s) in how literacy
instruction was/is practiced.
5. In terms of professional development emphasis and literacy initiatives, which
component(s) of literacy instruction receive(s) the most attention? Talk about why you
feel this is so.
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6. In your experience, how much emphasis is (has been) placed on oral language
development? Were/are there initiatives that focus(ed) specifically on oral language
development? What grade levels are/were target(ed)?
7. These questions are prompts, and as we engage in the discussions, feel free to introduce
and share new and additional information.
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Appendix D: Literacy Lead Teachers
Prompts for Semi-structured Group Conversation

I believe that “[o]ral language is the single most important socio-cognitive skill a child
brings to the classroom” (as cited by Stagnitti, Bailey, Stevenson, Reynolds & Kidd
(2015, p. 390) and that storytelling (Hardy, 1975; Haven, 2007) is a child’s natural
vehicle for oral language development. My research question asks: Where are the
storytelling spaces in classrooms?

Literacy Lead Teachers:
1. In your experience, what have you observed about how teachers organize literacy
instruction in the classroom? Talk about these different ways.
2. What initiatives were you involved with that you feel impacts or impacted literacy
instruction in the classroom? Talk about these initiatives. Which do you feel were
the most and least effective?
3. Talk about professional development experiences that involved you working with
classroom teachers. Which ones do you remember as rewarding, effective?
4. In terms of time allocation, which aspect(s) of literacy instruction do you feel
receives(d) the most attention? How do you think this happens?
5. What role does oral language play as practiced in the classroom? In your
experience, how much time is dedicated to the development of oral language?
Are/were there initiatives which focus or focused specifically on this component
of literacy? What do you feel impacted the presence or absence of this focus?
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6. What changes to literacy instruction would you like to see?
7. Talk about storytelling by children and adults as it is practiced in today’s
classrooms?
8. What other ideas around literacy instruction would you like to introduce as topics
of conversation?
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Appendix E: Starfish Story
Once upon a time, there was an old man who used to go to the ocean to do his writing. He
had a habit of walking on the beach every morning before he began his work. Early one
morning, he was walking along the shore after a big storm had passed and found
the vast beach littered with starfish as far as the eye could see, stretching in both
directions.
Off in the distance, the old man noticed a small boy approaching. As the boy walked, he
paused every so often and as he grew closer, the man could see that he was occasionally
bending down to pick up an object and throw it into the sea. The boy came closer still
and the man called out, “Good morning! May I ask what it is that you are doing?”
The young boy paused, looked up, and replied “Throwing starfish into the ocean. The
tide has washed them up onto the beach and they can’t return to the sea by themselves,”
the youth replied. “When the sun gets high, they will die, unless I throw them back into
the water.”
The old man replied, “But there must be tens of thousands of starfish on this beach. I’m
afraid you won’t really be able to make much of a difference.”
The boy bent down, picked up yet another starfish and threw it as far as he could into the
ocean. Then he turned, smiled and said, “It made a difference to that one!”
Adapted from Straube, 2011.
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Appendix F: Ebrahim’s Ethical Questions

Ethical Questions to Consider when Working with Children:

1. What are the communicative cues used by children to show their meaning making?
2. What is the dominant visual message? How is the body positioned?
3. How are the gestures and eye contact used to show meaning making, bearing in mind that
there may be cultural specificities?
4. Is there an intentional effort to promote personal ideas?
5. Is there an intentional effort to reject others’ ideas?
6. How is rejection of ideas handled?
7. How is unwanted presence handled?
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